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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the stucfy was to examine the professional training and 
development of piano instructors in India through profiles of selected piano 
pedagogues in order to understand the unique conditions affecting them and their 
work in Indian scociety. Five teachers who fulfilled ictentified criteria were selected 
from Pune city.
The researcher utilized qualitative research techniques for collection and 
analysis of the data. Multiple data sources included: interviews, videotaped teaching 
observations and supplemental materials such as questionnaires, teacher lesson plans 
and the researcher's notes. Data analysis showed several instructional commonalities 
among the five subjects, in addition to unique teaching skills. Several themes were 
identified among the teachers. The common themes were those based on music 
fundamentals, technical music skills, musical sensitivity, and a philosophy of 
teaching private piano.
The data collected helped provide an overview of the teaching conditions and 
the non-musical factors that affect piano teaching in India.
IX
CHAPTERI
INTRODUCTION
Rationalg
Throughout the seventeenth and most of the eighteenth centuries, Europeans 
were Ascinated by India for economic, cultural and political reasons. The British 
replaced the M o^ul rulers of India in the mid-ei^iteenth century and set out to 
possess India intellectually as well as economically, building academic institutions 
which were aimed, not so much, at developing an active and intellectual life as 
training government bureaucrats and professionals. The British military personnel 
brought their culture and social traditions to India as well. Many of the British 
officers and their families brought musical instruments to India. The wives of British 
officers tau ^ t piano to the local citizens who saw musical instruction as a means of 
accommodating and adapting to Western cultural traditions.
By the end of the nineteenth century, a fledgling independent piano teaching 
profession was developed that expressed European colonial values but relied on 
Indian citizens to carry them out For example, in 1898, London's Trinity College of 
Music sent examiners to promote piano playing in India (Rutland, 1972). Trinity 
College representatives devised a system of music examinations, based on graded 
syllabi, that were held at local centers under the leadership of native representatives 
appointed by the college. The examination system created a great demand for 
independent piano teachers because more students warned to study than the British 
teachers, themselves, could accommodate.
Even though India gained its independence from the British on August 15th, 
1947, the independent piano teaching profession continues to be affected by its 
colonial past. The use of English as a medium of instruction is perhaps the most 
obvious aspect of colonialism to remain, but the structure o f the piano pedagogy 
curriculum is still organized according to British models. While Indians affected the 
nature and scope o f independent piano teaching during the British rule, the basic 
orientation toward western classical music remains. There is a conflict in today’s 
independent piano teacher between the expectations generated by historical and 
contemporary traditions. The teaching conununity in a country like India plays a 
crucial role in society, although its role is seldom analyzed or understood
The academic profession plays an important role in modernizing society.
Over many years, the independent piano teachers in India have tutored and taught 
professional and nonprofessional musicians. They have been responsible for the 
training and development of professional musicians in their early years. There are 
many young musicians who are participating in competitions, talent contests, recitals, 
and festivals, who have been motivated, trained, and encouraged by these 
independent piano teachers. They teach a vast majority of nonprofessional 
musicians, who benefit from the personal enrichment and satisfaction of music 
throughout their lives.
There is virtually nothing known about independent piano teaching in India or 
the teachers themselves who make up this group. Most of them operate 
independently of any professional organization. There are no requirements for 
registering, licensing, or any kind of identification as piano teachers. There are no 
national legal regulations on educational qualifications, teaching credentials and 
experience, business acumen and practice, professional activities, or a set minimum 
wage. They do not have any professional group benefits such as life insurance, cost 
of living benefits, or tax benefits.
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There are no surveys or studies available about the social backgrounds of 
independent piano teachers in India, their curriculum, their students, working 
conditions, economic status, or even their view on independent piano teaching. The 
latter is an important omission considering Ae fact that are teaching an aspect of
a foreign culture within Aeir ethnic culture. One would have expected Ae British, at 
least, to have observed and chronicled this development
Piano teachers in InAa are an important source of cultural advancement for 
Ae local citizens since they belong to a minority of individuals whose aim is to 
promote Ae teachings o f a western culture. They provide an important link for 
multiculturalism for Ae InAan citizens. In order to be successful in Aeir teaching 
A ^  must understand piano ped%ogy. Yet, most of Ae piano teachers in InAa do not 
undergo any kind of formal teacher training in Ae piano pedagogy field. Each 
teacher is expected to rely on his or her own personal experiences in order to teach 
productively, wiA no guidelmes or meAods to follow. The hit-or-miss teaching style 
is not very productive, to say Ae least Students are influenced by Aeir teachers and 
this slip-shod meAod of teaching carries on th ro i^  generations of piano teachers, 
wiAout any of Aem having a professional conception of piano pedagogy.
There are no instrument manuActurers m InAa Music stores m Ae big 
cities, such as Mumbai and New Delhi, have a monopoly on meAods and materials. 
Teaching materials are imported mainly from Ae Umted Kingdom and are not 
obtainable on an mAvidual basis. Orders must be placed wiA Ae music stores 
months m advance before any materials can be received. The poor availability of 
music resources hmders effective piano teaching Teachers do not want to invest in 
new materials so Aey continue to use old pedagogical meAods of teaching wtiich are 
not always effective and productive. There is little or no awareness of Ae term piano 
pedagogy. Piano teachers teach Ae way A^f were taught, wiA no background in 
educational psychology or instructional meAods.
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Most citizens in India have little or no access to piano teacters. Those who 
do stu<fy the piano hear about Aeir teachers l^word-of-moiith. Private instruction is 
usually for Ae "gifted" student and more importantly, for Aose who can afford to pay 
for piano lessons. Instruments are «pensive and their limited availability adversely 
affects practice habits and improvements m performance standards.
Knowledge of the piano teaching profession is limited. No studies exist on 
piano instruction in InAa, nor are Aere biographies or case stuAes of noted artists 
and pedagogues, hxlia is a country wherein piano pedagogues have no professional 
identity, or at Ae least, do not have a professional association that could provide 
leadership in developing {xofessional self-awareness. A description of current 
practice would be important in order to provide information on piano teaching and 
also to identify issues that might improve teacher training. One step would be to 
gaAer information on Ae professional activities, responsibilities, instructional 
meAods and techniques pedagogues employ m Aeir daily work. Personal [x’ofiles of 
a few selected piano teachers could help Ae profession as it exists in InAa today, and 
also help create a professional identity for Ae independent piano teachers. This 
would be Ae fîrst effort at helping piano teaching emerge into a fulfilling and 
effective profession. Identifying the teaching and developmental activities of 
selected piano teachers in InAa is needed so that current and future piano teachers 
might utilize Aem as models in Aeir own teaching
Purpose of Ae study
The purpose of this stutfy is to examine the professional training and 
development of piano instructors in InAa through profiles of selected piano 
pedagogues in order to understand the unique conditions affecting Aem and Aeir 
work in InAan society.
SignilBcance of the stiKfe^
The profiles include personal tnformation, educational background, teaching 
experience, teaching methods and materials used and current teaching 
responsibilities. The profiles are intended to inform independent piano teachers 
about their profession as a whole. The stucfy includes the identification of significant 
differences in the practice of this [X'ofession which are based on geographic 
differences, whether or not piano teaching is the primary source of income, and the 
level o f income earned from piano teaching.
The profiles are also meant to inovide information for institutions and 
organizations concerned with meeting the educational and professional needs of 
piano teachers, and to provide information that can shed light on the current 
professional trends. An important contribution of each stucty will be to provide in its 
findings knowledge and understanding which can be applicable to preparing teachers 
for similar educational settings.
Definition of Terms
Advanced Level. Refers to grade eight and the diploma levels in the Trinity College 
of Music, London, examination system.
Beginner Level. Refers to the initial level up to grade three in the Trinity College of 
Music, London, examination system.
Electronic Keyboard. An electronic keyboard is considered to be an electronic 
musical instrument that contains a variety of synthesized sounds, some of which are 
patterned after orchestral and other traditional musical instrument sounds, and some 
of which are entirely new. Most portable electronic keyboards are equipped with an 
automatic ritythm and accompaniment section, and a simple record/pl^tack feature. 
The keyboard may or may not have full-sized, weighted keys, may often have fewer 
than e i^ ty -e i^ t keys, may operate on batteries and/or household current, and need
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not be MIDI compatible. Most keyboards have at least one built-in speaker and 
on-board amplification (Renfiow, 1991. p. 18).
Intermediate Level. Refers to grades four to seven in the Trinity College of Music, 
London, examination system.
Musicianship. Skills and abilities that include connecting notation with sound (or 
sound with notation), reading music, conducting, performing at the k^board and/or 
with one's major instrument/voice, developing historical perspective and analytical 
techniques, using appropriate terminology. learning music literature, etc. (Rogers. 
1984. p. 12).
Piann Pedagogy The art of teaching piano.
Sequencer. An electronic device designed to digitally sequence and edit data from a 
MIDI-compatible controller (Renfirow, 1991. p. 16).
Visualizer. A visual aid that consists of a grand staff and keyboard attached to an 
electronic piano. A given note or group of notes will appear on the staff and/or 
keyboard when it is played on the attached electronic piano (Kou. 1985. p. 12).
Organization of the Study 
The study is organized into six chapters, a bibliography, and appendices. The 
first chapter presents an introduction wiiich includes the rationale, purpose, 
significance of the study, definition of terms and organization of the study. Chapter Q 
contains a review of related literature related to independent piano teaching Chapter 
m discusses the selection of the five independent piano teachers, data collection 
methods which include questioimaires. interviews, videotaped observations and 
supplemental materials, and data analysis methods. Chapter IV presents the 
interview transcriptions of each of the five teachers. Chapter V details the findings 
obtained finom the data sources. Chapter VI provides a summary, conclusions, and 
recommendations for further stwfy. Following the bibliography, the appendices
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include the letter to prospective participants, participant questionnaire, the interview 
guide, Flanders' interaction analysis categories, tabulation of teaching observations, 
and the Trinity College examination syllabus requirements.
CHAPTER n
RELATED LITERATURE
An extensive search for literature on independent piano teachers in India 
yielded no data or studies on the subject Literature for review was chosen on the 
basis of whether or not it examined independent piano instruction.
Ergfils of. the Independent Piano Teacher 
Independent piano teachers have made valuable contributions to the musical 
profession. They have been responsible for the discovery and development o f many 
professional musicians as well as enriching the lives of the vast majority of 
non-professional musicians who benefit from the personal enrichment of music in 
their lives. Studies on independent piano teachers are limited. The only study that 
focuses on the professionalization of independent piano teachers was completed in 
1986 by Marsha Wolfersberger. Her 1986 study aimed at developing profiles of the 
independent piano teacher and of piano teaching as a profession. According to her
The profiles were intended to inform independent piano teachers who 
were interested in how their practices compared with other piano teachers, 
and to give them a picture of the profession as a whole (p. 3).
4,000 questionnaires were mailed to independent piano teachers horn six
different regions of the United States. The questionnaire included demographic,
professional, business and career satisfaction information about the independent
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piano teachers. Wolfèrsberger's study points oat a need for the professionalism of 
piano teachers and also for an agreed upon professional code of conduct with regard 
to aims of instruction, qualities, goals, and characteristics of piano teachers.
Independent piano teachers have to be skilled not only at teaching, but also at 
business and studio management Several studies looked at traits good piano 
pedagogues possess. Uszler( 1991) notes that
Piano teachers will need to wear at least several hats 
in order to run a financially, as well as musically, 
successful independent studio. The independent studio 
teacher must now also be a business person as well as 
a musician and educator (p. 4).
Also, Uszler (1991) observes an important change in the types of students
taking piano lessons.
The range of those who currently take keyboard lessons 
has widened considerably within the past few decades.
Whereas the usual independent studio used to be populated 
almost entirely by students %ed six to eighteen, all o f whom 
took individual lessons on an acoustic piano, it now ofien 
includes groups of preschool students, adult beginners 
(stucfying in small groups or otherwise), leisure pianists 
returning after an absence of playing and/or studying, and 
students of all ages in some type of group instruction 
(perhaps musicianship or ensemble classes )-this in addition 
to elementary and high school-aged students, many of whom 
still study piano individually (p. 4).
Her description underscores the fact that the independent piano teacher needs 
to be versatile and knowledgeable about different levels of literature and different 
musical styles and genres.
In 1988, Kowalchyk did a descriptive profile o f piano pedagogy instructors at 
American colleges and universities. Questionnaires were mailed to 558 piano 
pedagogy instructors at American colleges and universities listed in the 1986-88 
College Music Directory. Her sturty revealed that the typical piano pedagogy
instructor ranks college applied piano, pre-college independent piano, and college 
group piano as the three best teaching experiences that will prepare future piano 
pedagogy instructors. Further, the study also revealed that most of the current piano 
pedago^ instructors were not trained to teach piano pedagogy. Kowalchyk asserts 
that:
This shows an attitude similar to the one in which people believe 
that if  one can play piano, one can teach piano. Likewise, if  one 
can teach piano, one can teach piano pedagogy . Such a 
perception of the field of piano pedagogy and the preparation 
of future piano pedagogy instructors can lead to stagnation 
within the field and produce a generation of piano pedagogy 
instructms that is ill-equq^ied to address the needs of piano 
students and future inano instmctms (p. 105).
Verbalizing musical and pianistic [Hoblems is essential to good teaching. Tait 
(1992) describes three kinds of vocabulary that may be used in teanhing- (l) 
professional vocabulary, which is (krived firom the music itself and refers to 
articulation, tone, rl^thm and balance in the music, (2) experiential vocabulary helps 
the teacher to integrate musical knowle(%e with personal knowledge and is used to 
provide analogies and metaphors for the music, and (3) vocabulary having to deal 
with the process o f music teaching wherein the student is asked to experience a 
certain emotion.
Kostka (1984) investigated lesson time use and student attentiveness in 
private piano lessons. Her observation was that teacho^ a^ i^rovals and disaRXovals 
were nearly equal, with lesson time being {vimarily divided between student 
performance and teacher talk
Commonly, teachers use nonverbal strategies. Nmiverbal communication 
comprises p in e a l and aural modeling for the students. Sai% ( 1987) undotook a 
stiufy of the relationships between instrumental music teacher's nonverbal reaching 
techniques and student performance behaviors. Sang claims that
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Teachers who have stronger modeling skills and a{^ly tk se  
skills in teaching are more likely to produce students 
who perform better than teacheR who do not (p. 158).
Curtis' (1986) work with successful junior high/ middle school general music 
teachers demonstrates further the importance of specific verbal and nonverbal 
teaching behaviors. He developed an observational instrument winch included 
nineteen verbal and nonverbal categories descriptive of teacher behaviors in this 
setting. Videotapes of the teachers were reviewed and their behaviors were coded at 
five second intervals by utilizing the categorized observational instrument
Summary
As stated earlier, studies on independent piano teachers are limited. Case 
studies of piano teachers would provide a more in-depth analysis of teaching methods 
and how teachers are transmitting their musical knowledge to their students. Studies 
are also needed on changes that occur in the profession such as gender, income and 
attitude changes. The piano teacher employment trends, student retention patterns 
and the process of professionalization of the independent piano teacher would help 
strengthen the profession for those who might choose it for a career in the future.
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CHAPTER in
RESEARCH PROCEDURE
The purpose of the stu(fy was to examine the professional training and 
development of piano instructors in India through profiles of selected piano 
pedagogues in order to understand the unique ctmditions affecting them and their 
wort in Indian society. Keeping with this purpose, it was important to identify and 
describe the instructional knowledge of five piano teachers in India. Procedures for 
collecting data included identifymg, interviewing and observing the selected teachers. 
Focused interviews, videotaped observations of instruction and supplemental 
matgriflk (questionnaires, researcher's notes, teacher lesson plans) provided multiple 
data sources for analysis and conclusions.
Upon initial analysis of the data, the researcher found broad categories of 
common instructional knowledge among the five subjects. These commonalities will 
be discussed by the researcher in chapter V. Differences in teaching styles and in 
piano pedagogy also emerged, which have been discussed by the researcher in 
chapter V.
Selection of Subjects
The subject selection process involved three phases. Phase one consisted of 
identifying and selecting the five subjects required for the study. Mumbai and Pune 
are densely populated and cosmopolitan cities in Western India, and they are 
prominent centers for the Trinity College of Music «cams. International concert 
artists are fiequently invited to perform to large audiences in the local recital halls.
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Music festivals are held on a regular basis in both cities, and students are encouraged 
to participate in local as well as national piano competitions. The author is a native 
of this region of India, speaks die la n g u ^ , and understands die customs. She can 
communicate well with all the teachers in this area. Budget and time constraints 
required that the participating teachers be fairly close in proximity to the researcher's 
location in India, which was the city of Pune.
The music store in Mumbai was used as a source for gathering the names of 
all indepenctent piano teachers in die Mumbai and Pune areas since it has the 
monopoly of providing music materials, methods and instruments to the teachers in 
both cities. The 1997 national directory of individuals, organizations and institutions 
undertaking promotion, training, and development of western classical music in India 
was also used as a source for gathering the names of all independent piano teachers in 
the Mumbai and Pune areas.
Phase two of the selection process consisted of contacting the piano teachers 
whose names were gathered. Thirteen names of piano teachers were gathered from 
the sources mentioned above. The candidates were contacted by letter and were 
asked to participate in the stucfy (Appendix A). The letter contained the following 
information: (I) how teachers were identified, (2) the purpose of the investigation,
(3) the data collection methods to be used, (4) calendar dates and time frames 
involved, (5) matters of confidentiality and the lack of risks involved if the teacher 
agreed to participate in the study, (6) what the participants contribution would be in 
the study, and (7) how the results would be utilized. The researcher also attached a 
questionnaire (^ipendix B) that sought the following information about the 
prospective participants: ( 1 ) educational qualifications (music and non-music), (2) 
teaching and professional experience, (3) number of students currently in the studio,
(4) levels that are taught, (5) materials and method books used for teaching, (6) 
whether piano teaching is their primary profession, and (7) the remuneration earned
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per month from piano teaching. The teachers receiving the cover letter and die 
questionnaire were also infonned diat the completion and return of die questionnaire 
would indicate the teacher's acceptance to participate in the study.
Five of die thirteen teackrs who received the cover letter and the 
questionnaire responded positively and consented to participate as subjects in the 
stucfy. Three of the five teachers from die Mumbai area did not respond at all. The 
other two teachers informed the researcher by letter that th ^  had retired from piano 
teaching and were not interested in participating in die stucfy. Three of the teachers 
from the Pune area had other protessional commitments and did not have the time to 
participate in the stucfy. All the five subjects who responcbd to the initial 
correspondence by the researcher, indicating their interest in participating in the 
stucfy, were from the Pune area
Because of the amount of detailed information required in a professional 
profile, only five subjects were used for the sturfy. The five teachers who volunteered 
for the study were chosen as the five subjects based on their educational background 
and teaching experience, performance experience, personal and demographic 
information and current teaching responsibilities.
Phase three involved contacting each of the five subjects by telephone in order 
to establish observation and interview dates, and to provide any further information 
that the participants requested.
Data Collection
Data for the stucfy were collected fiom the following sources; the researcher, 
selected teachers and supplemental literature. Methods for data collection included:
(1) peliminary questionnaires, (2) audiotaped interviews with the subjects, (3) 
videotaped observations of the subjects instruction, and (4) supplementary literature
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(teachers’ lesson plan materials and authors’ notes). The interviews and the 
videotaped observations were utilized as primary data collection instruments. 
Questionnaire
The use of questioimaires is predicated on the assumption that respondents 
will reply truthfully, at least according to their understanding o f the truth.
This means that the respondents must be both willing and able to provide 
truthful answers (Berdie, Anderson and Niebuhr, 1986).
Questionnaires have been used in similar studies by Kou (1985), Eshelman
(1995), Charoenwongse (1998), and others. Casey ( 1992) supports the questionnaire
method for data gathering and states the following:
(gestionnaires possess many advantages, including ( 1 ) lower relative cost,
(2) ease of contact with respondents, (3) efficient use of researcher time,
(4) better control over the effects of any researcher bias, (5) uniform 
question representation, and (6) ease of replication (p. 119).
The five participants completion and return of the questionnaire (Appendix
B) signified their approval to participate as subjects in the study. The questionnaire
requested preliminary information. Addresses and phone numbers of each participant
were necessary in order for the researcher to get in touch with them. The
questionnaire also included questions regarding individual teaching schedules so that
arrangements could be made for the dates and times of each observation and
interview. The remainder of the questionnaire included items about the academic
and professional background of the individual teachers, which would provide useful
data for identifying conunon and different instructional knowledge among the
subjects as the study progressed.
Interviews
The interviews were one of the primary sources of data for the study. Each of 
the five participants were interviewed in a comfortable setting and during a time 
congenial to their individual schedules. The participants were reminded of the 
purpose of the sturfy and were encouraged to ask questions at any time. The
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interviews were audiotaped, for transcription purposes, with permission from each
participant, who was also informed that the tapes would be destroyed afrer the data
had been analyzed, for purposes of confidentiality. The importance of tape-recording
interviews is stressed by Brenner (1985):
It is imperative that the interview is tape-recorded (after having obtained the 
informant's consent). The interviewer is continuously busy monitoring 
whether his/her actions are adequate, in the context of the interview guide 
and the interview situation, and whether the informant's information is 
adequate, that is provides acceptable and complete answers to the questions. 
The interviewer must also think forward, what questions to ask next; 
in more general terms, vdiat to do next (p. 154).
The interviews served to gather data, in the teachers' own words, to learn how
the subjects view and carry out piano pedagogy in India. Sampling which relies on
expert judgment has been used in similar studies by Duling (1992), Eshelman (1995),
Wolfersberger ( 1986), and others. Eshelman (1995) utilized this technique in her
study of five exemplary elementary general music teachers. She defends this method
of subject selection by citing Patton ( 1990) who asserts that t y  locating
information-rich key informants ...names of exemplary teachers converge into a small
number of core cases nominated persons who are well situated to know" (cited by
Eshelman, 1995, p. 42).
The interview process involved two phases: ( 1 ) construction of an interview
guide, and (2) conducting the main interviews.
The interview guide
The interview guide (Appendix C) was designed and structured to provide a
means of successfully gathering comprehensive data from the participants on the
research topic. During the development of the guide, the researcher referred to
Denzin's (1970) su^estion that the interview questions should:
( 1 ) accurately convey meaning to the respondent, (2) motivate the respondent 
to become involved and to communicate clearly his attitudes and opinions, (3) 
be clear enough so that the interviewer can easily convey meaning to the
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respondent, (4) be precise enou^ to exactly convey wfaat is expected of the 
lespomfent and (5) have the goal of discerning a response patten that clearly 
fits the contents of the investigation (cited Bogdan and Biklen, 1989, p.
23).
The guide follows Berg's (1989) format of questioning in order to produce 
effective results from the interview process. Berg mentions four types of questions 
deemed necessary for an effective interview: (1 ) Essential questions, which are 
geared toward eliciting specific, desired information, which is central to the study.
(2) Extra questions, which are included in wder to account for the possible influence 
a change of wording might have on the response. (3) Throw-away questions include 
general questions which help to improve rapport between the subjects and the 
interviewer, and to help the subjects feel at ease throughout the interview. (4) 
Probing questions provide a way to draw more complete responses from the subjects, 
their main purpose being to initiate a more elaborate response from the subjects.
The interview guide was utilized for each subject Essential and extra 
questions were included along with throw-away questions to help place the subjects 
at ease as the researcher deemed necessary. In addition to that, the researcher also 
used probing questions into various areas as determined by the responses of the 
individual subjects.
Questions for the interview guide revolved around three central aspects in 
teaching piano: musicianship, technique, and practice habits o f the students, as well 
as aspects o f scheduling, instruction methods, materials and financial remuneratioiL 
Subjects were asked to define musicianship, describe qualities of a good musician 
and piano teacher, five qualities which make the subjects good piano teachers, studio 
policies, non-musical influences tiiat have affected their teaching, self-evaluation of 
their teaching availability of funds for the piano teaching profession, and how the 
subjects would encourage other pianists to seriously consider a piano teaching career.
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The researcher provided the questions to each teacher in advance of the 
interview in onter to allow time for the subjects to reflect on the questions and 
organize their thoughts for their responses, beliefs and knowledge on the subject. 
Conducting the Main Interviews
The interviews and the videotaped observations provided the main sources of 
data for the stucfy by providing a fiameworic for identifying and reporting the 
commonalities and differences in instructional knowledge among the five teachers in 
the stu(fy. The main objective of each interview was to obtain and record data which 
would help compare the five subjects in their instructional knowledge and also in 
their teaching surroundings. The interviews allowed the researcher to identify each 
participant's unique style of teaching, at the same time helping the interviewer 
discover commonalities among the five participants in the study, all of which would 
fulfill the purpose of the stuffy.
The interviewer provided each o f the five participants with a copy of the 
interview guide approximately three days before the interview, which allowed the 
subjects the opportunity to review each of the questions and have more time to think 
about their verbal answers. Each of the five participants were interviewed in their 
place of work. Four out of the five participants gave piano instruction in a school. 
One of the subjects taught at home and was interviewed there. The interviews were 
recorded on high quality audio cassette tapes and lasted for approximately two hours 
per subject.
During the interviews, and to a larger extent during the transcriptions, the 
researcher noticed a sense of passion and deep commitment on the parts of the five 
subjects, especially with regards to the important components involved in piano 
teaching. Many commonailities arose, which helped the researcher identify the 
similarities in instructional techniques amongst the five subjects and also helped 
identify the differences in attitudes and teaching styles amongst them.
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After the audiot^jes were transcribed by the researcher, thqf were returned to 
the subjects for review and emendation.
Table I
Interview Schedule
Subject_________________Date___________________ Site
Subject A December 10,1997 Pune, India
Subject B December 10,1997 Pune, India
Subject C December 11,1997 Pune, India
SubjectD December II, 1997 Pune, India
SlÉjectE_________ Januaiy_7.1998___________ Pune. India
Videotaped Observations
Each of the five teachers were observed instructing private piano lessons.
Five observations per teachers were done over a two-week period, leading to a total 
of twenty-five observations. All observations were recorded on high quality VHS 
tapes. Videotaping would in'ovide a more accurate means of observation over 
audiotaping or using pencil-and-paper measures. The videotaped recordings can be 
viewed repeatedly, providing a thorough analization of specific behaviors.
Perm ai^t records are provided, the researcher does not need to rely on memory for 
recall, which minimizes subjectivity, and the teacher’s verbal and non-verbal behavior 
can be viewed. The advantage of direct observations is that it provides an in-depth 
look into the present experience, where the subject can move back and forth from the 
past into the present and speculate about the future.
Equal observation for each teacher provided consistency in the subjects' 
evaluations and in the tabulation of data. The observations covered the full lesson 
time of thirty minutes for each student being taught All the observations were 
clearly evident of the teaching/learning process required for the analysis of data.
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During a given lesson, vi<feotaping conunenced as soon as the pieliminaiy
activities began, since this would provide a good means of observation for interaction
between the student and the teacher. Interaction, both verbal and nonverbal, aided in
the understanding of the behavioral characteristics o f the subjects. Character traits
are an important aspect to be considered in profiling independent piano teachers.
Tait (1992) supports the character theory by citing Cruickshank (1990);
Teachers are effective when they are enthusiastic, stimulating, encouraging, 
warm, task-oriented, and businesslike, tolerant, polite, tactful, trusting, 
flexible, adaptable and democratic. Also, they hold high expectations for 
pupils, (h> not seek personal recognition, care less about being liked, are able 
to overcome pupil stereotypes, are less time-conscious, feel responsible for 
people learning, are able to express feelings and have good listening skills (p. 
525).
Identifying character traits can have a positive effect on teaching, and at the 
same time, can help identity ineffective teaching which in turn could lead to teacher 
burnout causing teachers to feel pressured and in constant need of social approval.
The videotaped recordings focused primarily on the instructional knowledge 
demonstrated tty each teacher with her respective students. The researcher's main 
objective for each observation was to record data from which working knowledge 
among the teachers could be recorded.
Flanders' (1960) system of interaction analysis (Appendix D) was adapted for 
use during the observations to significantly refine observation techniques. The 
system was used primarily to describe the influence of the teacher on the student 
during a typical lesson. Flanders' system is divided into seven categories of teacher 
talk, two for student talk, and one category for periods of silence or pauses during 
communicatioiL Since the categories are teacher centered, more information was 
provided about the teacher such as the style of teaching, subject matter being taught 
and the relationship between the teacher and the student
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Flanders’ codû% q^stem was used ^ ^lerem each of the ten categories had a 
code, resulting in ten different codes: code "I" refers to teacher feelings, code "2” 
refers to teacher encouragement, code ”3” refers to extension of student ideas, code 
”4" refers to asking students questions, code "5” refers to lecturing, code ”6” refers to 
giving commands, code ”T  refers to criticism, code "8" refers to student respcmse, 
code ”9" refers to student initiation, and code "0" refers to a pause or silence in 
interaction.
Data gathered from initial observations may not reveal an accurate 
representation of behavioral characteristics o f the teacher. Reasons for this may 
include the presence of a video camera, {xesence of an outsider, or due to teacher or 
student nervousness under these circumstances. The amount of inconvenience likely 
to be caused by the presence of a video camera was kept to a minimum and it was 
made clear to each teacher, from the beginning, the purpose and intended use o f the 
camera. The teachers were also informed that only the researcher and the members 
of her dissertation committee would view the tapes. The teachers introduced the 
researcher to their students. Since the role of the researcher was that of an observer, 
specific reasons as to her presence durii% the lessons were usually not givetL This 
put the students' at ease.
As was the case with the interviews, the researcher noted a common sense of 
commitment and dedication on the part of the teachers towards their instruction and 
interaction with their students. During the observations and during the review 
process of the videotapes, conunonalities arose among the five subjects along with 
differences in teaching styles and in their instructional knowledge.
Table 2
Videotaped Private Taflp.hing Observation Schedule
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Subject___________ Week Of_____________________ Site
Subject A December 8,1997 Pune, India
Subject B December 8,1997 Pune, India
Subject C December 15,1997 Pune, India
Subject D December 15,1997 Pune, India
Subject E_________ January 6U228________ Pune. India
Supplemental Material
In addition to the interviews and the observations, the researcher utilized the 
questionnaires, researcher notes and teacher lesson plans as additional sources of data 
for the stucfy. The purpose of the questionnaire, its construction and use have already 
been explained earlier in this chapter. Throughout the stucty, the researcher took 
notes related to each subject's instructional knowledge as displayed or discussed in 
the interviews, observations and informal conversations. The researcher also took 
notes on the teaching setting and location and on the external factors that influenced 
the subjects' teaching styles and strategies. Before each observation, the teachers 
were requested to provide the researcher with a copy of their lesson plan.
Information found in the lesson plans confirmed some common categories and 
themes that correlated with the interviews and the observations.
Data Analysis
The primary sources for data included interview transcriptions, videotaped 
observations and supplemental materials. The researcher implemented the following 
steps for data analysis:
( 1 ) Collect data firom each o f the five participating subjects and categorize the data 
into questionnaire responses, interview responses, videotaped observation, teacher 
lesson plans and researcher's notes.
(2) Transcribe each of the five interviews, adding the researcher's opinion at the end 
of selected subject answers to the questions asked.
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(3) Analyze all the videotapes of private piano instruction and apply Flanders' system 
of interaction analysis.
Every fifteen seconds, the observer recorded each occurrence of a particular 
teacher or student behavior in progress. All behaviors observed during the lesson 
time were coded at fifteen-second intervals, giving 120 coding periods per thirty 
minute observations (Appendix E). If during a given fifteen-second interval, two 
different behaviors were observed, then two behaviors were coded. If, on the other 
hand, a behavior occurred more than once in the fifteen-second interval, then it was 
coded only once.
Each behavioral indication was noted in a vertical column which preserved 
the duration of events as well as their proper order and sequence, thus preserving the 
antecedent/consequent nature of the behaviors. There are five vertical columns 
representing the five observations for each subject, providing an easy comparison of 
the percentage and order of codes used in each lesson. There is an additional vertical 
column representing the total number of codes used during a lessoiL For instance, in 
a thirty minute lesson, 120 codes were noted with the fifteen-second limit per code. 
The next step was to convert the raw category totals into a percentage of tallies 
within each category, which in turn provided the percentage of various codes used 
during a given lesson time of thirty minutes.
(4) Review supplemental materials.
(5) Look for repetitive responses, teaching tools and information in the data.
(6) Compare similarities and dissimilarities among the five subjects. Also compare 
newly related occurrences to previous ones.
Summary
Multiple methods of data collection were used to derive research findings 
fiom the responses and observations of five piano teachers in India. The data
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collected helped reveal the circumstances under which the subjects teach, their 
teaching methodologies, Ae percentage of teacher to stuctent talk, different categories 
of statements, specific sequences of behavior and indirect to direct teacher behavior. 
FlaiKfers' system aided in Ae codii% of behavior m a contest of initiation and 
response between student and teacher. Common instructional categories as well as 
individual traits of each subject emerged fiom Ae interviews and Ae observations 
FurAer insight was obtain«i about piano pedagogy in InA'a fiom Ae teaching styles 
that were obtained from Ae subjects.
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CHAPTER IV 
SUBJECT INTERVIEWS 
Introduction
The subject interviews and videotaped observations were Ae primary data 
sources for Ae study. This chapter includes mterview transcriptions in order to 
provide insight mto each of Ae five subjects' beliefs and philosophies on piano 
teaching as expressed through Ae subjects' personal responses to Ae mterviewer.
The subjects were interviewed after Ae interviewer had observed each of 
Aem teaching. All of Ae five subjects were mterviewed m Aeir respective 
teaching studios or homes. The interviews lasted for approximately two hours per 
subject and were done over a period of five days.
Throughout Ae interviews, Ae subjects were very passionate and excited 
about Aeir various commitment toward piano teaching and it's impact on Aeir 
students. Their Aoughts were very closely related to Aeir teaching meAods which 
were observed by Ae mterviewer during Ae teaching observations.
As each interview was transcribed, Ae auAor noticed that even Aough many 
of Ae subjects' responses were unique to each. Acre were many similarities 
between the subjects' personalities and teaching styles. The common answers that 
emerged, combmed wiA oAer data sources, led to Ae identification and description 
of common areas o f knowledge among Ae five participants.
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Preceding each interview, brief background information about the subject and 
the teaching location is provided along with the circumstances uncfer which the 
interviews were conducted. This helps develop an understanding of the external 
factors influencing piano teaching in India. At the end of selected answers, the 
author has mentioned her opinions about the subjects' responses to the questions 
asked. These opinions are intended to help the reader gain a better perspective of the 
responses given by the subjects. Comparison has also been made among some of the 
subjects' responses to gain insight into commonalities and differences in teaching 
methods and attitudes toward piano teaching
SUBJECT A
Subject A has a Licentiate Diploma in piano teaching from the Trinity College 
of Music in London. She has been a piano teacher for seventeen years and has also 
conducted elementary and secondary school choirs. She also plays violin, recorder, 
clarinet and guitar. She is currently the Trinity College of Music, London, 
representative for Pime, India where she teaches piano and is the head administrator 
at a private music school. Pune is a densely populated city of India with an 
approximate population of three million. Subject A currently has thirty-four students 
who each have two lessons per week for twelve months of the year with a one week 
vacation in May and December respectively. Piano teaching is subject A's primary 
profession and source of income.
The interview with subject A was held at the private music school where she 
teaches. The school is located on a buty street with constant traffic during all hours
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of the day. It was difficult finding a time where the outsirfe noise level would be at a 
minimum, Aus hmdermg an ideal recording setting. The interview was conducted 
during mid-afiemoon when subject A felt that it would be Ae least crowded in Ae 
school since most of the students <font get there till four pn.
There were constant interruptions throughout Ae interview. The only phone 
in the school was located in Ae interview room and could not be moved to anoAer 
room since Aere was only one phone outlet Subject A’s colleagues kept walking into 
Ae room thinking that subject A and I were having a casual conversation, unaware of 
Ae fact that an interview and audio Aping were under way. At one point during 
Ae interview session, Ae gardener came running in to let subject A know that a cow 
had wandered mto Ae garden and was eating Ae flower beds. What should he do 
about it?
MUSICIANSHIP
0 1. What is your definition of musicianship?
Al. In musicianship I believe Aere should be m one a lot of feeling, understanAng 
and sensitivity. Only when you feel and understand your music, and have a feeling 
for things around you is your music (gomg) to come out m a better way.
O. Subject A was not very clear cdjout what musicianship meant from  the teacher or
the student’s perspective. She appeared extremely nervous at this point about the
interview and the observer fe lt the need to ask more questions that would elicit
precise answers.
02. Do you refer this to students or teachers?
A2. BoA First of all Aere should be a very good rapport between Ae teacher and 
Ae student If Ae student is not happy wiA his/her teacher, Aen I dont think Ae 
teacher is gomg to be able to do much.
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o. The answer to question two referred more to the relationship between the student 
and teacher instead o f what the subjectfeels is musicianship. Subject A did not 
present a clear understanding o f what musicianship is about.
03. Qiit of the three - technique, practice skills, and musicianship - do vou think that 
all three should be equally balanced or should one be more important than the other‘s
Why2
A3. They should be equally balanced.
O. Subject A feels the need to incorporate all three, technique, practice skills and 
musicianship in her teaching, but does not mention why all three are equally 
important in teaching piano. Apparently, subject A is teaching the way she was 
taught without evaluating the process.
04. Describe the qualities of someone who vou think displays good musicianship.
A4. When we talk of sensitivity, if  I give you an example of two students that I had 
earlier. Out of the two, there was one who really practiced. She never came for her 
lesson without puacticing. That for her was mainly just a question of notes, notes and 
notes. Whereas the other student, o f the same level, didn't practice as much but had a 
lot of feeling within her. Our music teacher Ms. Roberts used to always say that 
Pupil A bad all the notes whereas Pupil B had all the soul. And of course, not that the 
one with all the soul could get away with the mistakes and things, but it does help to 
bring out your music.
O. Subject A considered the student with "sour to be a better musician but was 
unable to define musicianship in terms o f technique or practice skills. This did not 
help identify someone who displays good musicianship.
05. Do you think vou can combine the qualities of the two students? How would 
youdothatZ
A5. We could only make them listen tt> each other and see the good points in each 
other because Pupil A was a real hardworking good student Maybe that background, 
or that culture, or that sensitivity was not there in that student She was just made 
like that - only notes mattered to her. She could not let herself go.
06. The same question if vou refer it to a teacher - someone who vou think displavs 
good musicianship - what qualities would stand out of that particular teacher?
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A6. She would be one who would be more agreeable to seeing the good points and 
weak points in a child and maybe help h ^  by encouraging her to attend more recitals, 
listen to more recordings and listen to it with the teacher.
O. Note that mtisicianship is self-determined by the subject and appears to be
somewhat absorbed through listening as opposed to a direct instructional aspect
o f lessons. Even when addressing the musical teacher, the subject does not refer
to any training or procedural understanding only a "sensitive” person who
encourages students to attend performances.
07. What about the teacher's plaving of the pieces for the students? Do vou think
that is important?
A7. Yes, because if the teacher can produce the effect that she is wanting the student 
to have, then only will the student understand what is wanted.
O. The teacher’s modeling for the students is important because it lays a certain
standardfor the student and challenges the student. Subject A feels that playing for
the students is the only way m which the students will produce the expected results.
Clearly, musicianship is developed more through copying and modeling than through
directed instructioru
08. Do you consider vourself to be a piano teacher first or a musician first?
A8. I think a piano teacher first because 1 love teaching and I think that I too have 
grown in my musicianship and sensitivity towards music as I progressed with my 
teaching. I was an extremely shy and nervous person which I now try to help my 
students overcome.
09. Can vou separate the two - being a piano teacher and a musician?
A9. Not really because they should go handrin-hand. I know some people who are 
excellent in the music field - good players, sensitive, excellent musicians. But they 
are not able to teach or put forward their points or help someone to play better. 
Sometimes it's the not-so-very smart ones who are able to be better teachers.
010. Do you think that in order to he a good piano teacher^  you need to studv the 
history of pjarin rearhing anrf rhilH pgvrhnlngy?
AlO. Definitely.
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o n . Have you done that? What is the background?
A I1. Yes, we had to studÿ child p^chology for our musical knowledge exam in 
order to get the Licentiate diploma.
O. Philosophies are not examined and the child psychology referred to by subject A
focuses on teaching ear-training sight-reading and other natsical skills,
012^ What qualities or abilities do vou have which you feel make vou a good piano
A12. I was an extremely introverted and shy person - a hardworking student. I have 
shed maiQf tears. My teacher Ms. Roberts would say that those who sow in tears, 
reap in joy. I folly believe that it is only because of that, that we stand where we are 
today. So I think that I am able to lend an understanding and empathetic ear to the 
students, feel what they are going through - maybe that is what makes it work.
O. Subject A is a very modest and humble individual and had a difficult time talking
about her positive qualities and teaching strengths. The researcher had to goad her
into expressing her good qualities and not feel vain about it.
013. Do you have any particular teaching styles, unique to you, that you think makes 
you a good pjann tftacher?
AI3. Sometimes I try to adapt to what the student can do. Example, I teach one slow 
learner who had been learning with someone else. She was on one book for a pretty 
long time. When she switched to me, I used to try and adapt my teaching style to her 
way of thinking. The student and time have never met If s not her fault because she 
just does not understand the breakup. Now she is in Grade four of the Trinity College 
of Music syllabus. To help her leam, I thought of m aking up words to the tune so 
that she was able to sing it and play it to the right time - lengthen or shorten words to 
help her. Another quality would be that I make each student feel very special, that 
makes them feel good and ifs always a joy to see them happy and motivated. Thafs 
the key to good teaching for me.
O. At this point in the interview, subject A was relatively at ease and seemed to be 
enjoying herself. She was more forthcoming in her answers and was open about 
her feelings as a piano teacher towards her students. After observing subject A 
teach, the interviewer agrees that she does have the gift o f making each and every 
student feel special. She is also very patient and constantly makes an effort to put
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students at ease.
014. What musical influences have affected vour piano tparhmg? e g teachen: 
peiformances éducation.
A14. Ms. Roberts, my music teacher, has had a great influence on me, my life, and 
my teaching. I have seen the way she has managed the students, taken care of them 
and treated each one special. I have learnt a lot flom her. She was very painstaking 
in her work and did not give up easily - a great influence. Also, the various 
performances I have attended. Although my mother did not know much about music, 
this was her dream that I do it  So she took me for every single Poona Music Society 
concert She too was a great influence. She took the trouble to come for my lessons, 
saw that I practiced and encouraged me. There was one stage where I wanted to 
discontinue music, but it broke her heart when I said that She coaxed me into it 
Other influences have been artists and good and bad teachers discussed with h/k. 
Roberts for our own betterment and improvement
015. With regards to Ms. Roberts, do vou feel that vou are following exactlv in her 
footsteps or are branching out and doing some new stuff o f vour own?
AI5. We are doing new stuff because growth is important We have grown a lot 
with literature. We used Edna Mae Bumam, John Thompson, and have now moved 
on to Bastien and Alfred.
O. Most o f subject A's teaching process is similar, i f  not identical, to that o f her 
teachers. There has not been a big growth in the literature used since music 
materials are still hard to come by. Most o f the teaching repertoire concentrates 
on the Trinity College o f Music literature. Bastien and Alfred, being American 
teaching methods, were obtained by the subject through a friend who hadjust 
returned from the United States. Subject A does not have the entire collection o f 
books in the series, which makes them in fective since both the methods have 
correlated lesson, recital, theory, sight reading and ensemble books. Also, the 
notatiorutl terms used in the Alfred and Bastien methods are different from the 
British repertoire books, which makes it confusing fo r the teacher and the student to 
go back and forth between two different terminologies.
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016. IDid any ofvonrnrnt-mnsic teachers influence vour piano teflchmg? H«w 
wmild that have been done?
A16. Perhaps the school principals where I studied, specially when I was wcvkmg on 
my Licentiate diploma exam and Ms. Roberts thought that I would have to give up 
my teaching job at the high school so I could pacdce. I was concerned about saying 
that to the principal of Ae school and was very nervous and cried a lot When I did 
speak to the {nimnpal about my situation, she was very understanding and said that I 
should take Ae leave. She foimd a siAstitote for me and gave me three monAs off - 
which I Aought was very kind and understanding. Another one of my principals used 
to give me a training allowance as part of my salary to encourage me to keep up wiA 
my music because the Indian government does tm^  give anything to a western music 
teacher. Feojrfe do af^xeciate your efforts and a lot (kpends on one's interaction wiA 
others. How you ergoy it - teach - feecfoack from others, all helped influence my 
teaching and administrative skills.
O. Subject A is extremely fortunate to have had supervisors who have understood her 
need to pursue her career in piano teaching. Public and private schools in India do 
not offer any music or instrumental teaching other than choir. The exams for the 
Trinity College are usually held in the month o f November, durmg the regular public 
or private school year. The average Indian is not familiar with the music 
examination system and many employers are not willing to give time o ff for practice 
or exam time. Employed students generally have to take unpaid leave m order to 
appear fo r the exams. Students at the elementary, junior or senior levels o f school 
are required to get a signed consent form from their parents in order to be excused 
from school to take the yearly piano exam.
017. Ifanother piano tftaehgrnhsCTVprivniirtearhing what three teaching Strengths 
do vou think he/she would identifv as successful contnhutors to vour instruction?
A17. Understanding, patience, my administrative skills and being able to incorporate 
ail aspects of teaching 1 like to have a balanced repertoire and teach light and fun 
pieces too which 1 encourage the students to memorize. Many students who do not 
have the confidence, when caught unawares and asked to play usually reply that they 
don't have their music wiA them. 1 let the students choose any three pieces that they 
like and require them to memorize it
O. Subject A is a very patient and yet firm  teacher. Her strengths have made her
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very popular as a teacher, especially fo r the elenKntary level.
INSTRUCTION
Ol Describe/list wfaat vou feel are the most important characteristics nf an 
tparher
Al. I think understanding the student is very important Some students are nervous, 
some are over-confident, the teacher has to know when to cut them to size yet not 
hurt them and scare them off. For the nervous ones we should know how to build up 
their confidence and help them overcome their anxiety. The teacher has to make 
optimum use of what the student can give. Another characteristic would be that the 
teacher should be able to perform what she is asking the student to do. Also, the 
teacher needs to be well prepared for his/her lesson and be a good role model to the 
student
0 2 . Do vou think that having a large number of students has anything to do with 
being an exemplary teacher, do vou think that studio size is important? Is A a better 
teacher than B because A has more students?
A2. No, I dont think so. The last thing we want to do is look or sound commercial. 
One wants good standards and good teaching qualities.
O. Studio size may not be important to subject A, but when asked during a casual 
converstion i f  prospective students were interviewed, the answer was "no. ” Subject A 
does not believe in asking a student to quit i f  he she is not showing sufficient 
progress. "Let them leam for as long as they want" she said. The researcher 
believes th a  there has to be sufficient interest in the piano lesson from both parties, 
the teacher and the student. Attention should be given to those students who are truly 
interested and keen on learning and are not taking lessons ju st because their parents 
want them to.
03. How would vou describe the characteristics of a good teacher?
A3. Somebody who is able to put forth what she's wanting to teach that child - 
express herself - see that the child attains those goals that have been put forth for 
him/her. A good teacher is also one who has high expectations from her students and 
is willing to work with their failings and shortcomings.
04 What non-musical influences have affected ynnr teaching?
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A4. I have always wanted to be a teacher and have never been diffident about 
teaching.
O. The following question was asked to gain more insight into subject A's 
non-musical irfluences on her teaching career.
Q5. Did you have a family member who was a mentor to you - is that wfav vou had 
this strong urge to teach?
A5. My mother is a teacher too. I cannot remember saying that 1 wanted to do 
ai^tiimg else but teach. I guess it is my callii% and I have never wavered from it 
r i^ t since childhood.
06. Do vou ever modify vour strategy and or content during the course of a lesson? 
Why would you have done this?
A6. Yes, we have to change our methods and ways to suit the child. For example, 
holding your hand back, one can say it differently to different students - "as if you're 
holding a ball" or "put hand on die knee” - one Ms to change strategy to suit teaching 
plans and obtain optimum results for die teacher and the student
O. The observer did not notice any change in subject A’s teaching strategy during
the teaching observations, even when it was obvious that one was required. During
the teaching sessions, the observer fe lt that subject A was under a time constraint
and wanted to move on with the lesson with the mininaan o f content change or a
change in teaching strategy.
07. Do vou have studio policies? e.g.. fee pavments. make-up lessons, purchase of 
materials. Explain.
A7. Yes. The teacher is not bound to make up lessons unless she misses them. 
Exceptions are made in case of emergencies such as a death in the family. Fees have 
to be paid by the 10th of each month.
O. The studio policies are adhered to and subject A states that she has seldom had 
a problem with make-up lessons or fee payments. As to the ptachasing o f materials, 
subject A purchases them and is in turn reimbursed by the student.
08. How do vou recruit vour students?
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A8. We do not advertise and go by goodwill and word-of-mouth. We teach anyone 
who is interested in learning and seldom ask them to discontinue. We want the 
students to enjoy what they are doing and not get forced into it
O. Considering that there are few piano teachers m Pune and that subject A has
been teaching fo r several reputable years, she has no problems getting new students
and the studera turnover rate is considerably law. Many students want to study with
her, and new students are taken on a first come first served basis. Subject A does
not believe in keeping a waiting list and students are enlisted as soon as there is a
vacancy. It is a matter o f timing.
09. Do your students have access to a piano for practicing? How much practice do 
vou expect per week?
A9. Half of them do not have an instrument to practice on at home. They can come 
and practice at the school for a small fee. My students are not required to have a 
piano or a keyboard at home. As far as practice time goes, I expect them to practice 
for at least half an hour each day, more for the advanced levels.
O. The observer noticed that most o f the students who were there to practice used
that time to socialize with their fiiends. The practice rooms are extremely small and
are not sound proof. They are also very close to each other, and it is near impossible
not to hear someone else practicing. The practice sessions are not supervised and it
IS entirely up to the student to be responsible and practice during the chosen time
slot.
010. Are music stores conveniently located in vmir tftanhing area? If not, then how 
do vou get yn»ir tt^fihing materials and books?
AlO. Again, there are no music stores in Pune. We have to go to Mumbai where 
there is one store. T h ^  don't have much of a selection for us to look through as far 
as music goes. So we have to order what we want It's difficult to know what the 
current repertoire is like since we never get to see it and hence can't order it
O. Obtaining music materials in India is a near impossible feat. As subject A
stated, there are no music stores in India The closest one is in Mumbai, which is a
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fin ir hour train ride from Pune city. Materials cannot be ordered aver the phone 
which means that either the student or the teacher has to make a trip to MumbaU 
sometimes to purchase ju st one book. Most o f the reperto&e that subject A teaches 
her students has been taught to several others before them. Not to say that is a bad 
thing, but as subject A mentioned, she prefers to work with repertoire she knows does 
work instead o f ordering music that she has never seen or heard arui is not sure o f the 
repertoire level.
o n .  Are music materials easily available? Where do vou purchase them?
A ll. No. We have one music store in Mumbai where we can only order books and 
get only what we ask for. It usually takes two to three months for the order to come 
through.
O. Ordering music from the music store in Mumbai is a feat itself in addition to the 
commute to a different city. The store employees are not musicians and tend to spend 
hours looking fo r a particular piece ofmusic only to realize that the order hasn't 
come through. There is no catalogue system and books are filed  in a disorderly 
manner. It is a given that teachers have to be prepared to spend the whole day in the 
music store in order to lookfor repertoire and get lucky tf  they find  one piece o f 
music that they are looking for. The only materials that are remotely easy to find  are 
the required repertoire fo r the Trinity College o f music exam syllabL Those too. are 
ordered in small batches; the store owner is afraid that they might not all sell. I f  the 
books are not bought in time, there is another three month wait for the next shipment, 
which sometimes becomes too late for the candidate to prepare for the examination. 
Subject A admits to photo-copying music in order to save time and money. As far as 
new repertoire is concerned, she usually awaits the return o f friends or previous
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students to bring her materials from the United States.
012. List the range of shident levels that yon teach
A12. Beginneis to advanced adults and a few adult beginners.
013. Do.ypu prefer teaching young bcgnmers? Why?
A13. Yes. I (krnt know. Even as a school teacher, I always preferred teaching the 
youi^er ones. I get along well widi older ones too, but fm more comfortable 
teaching the younger ones.
O. From the teaching observations, the researcher noticed that subject A has a very 
good rapport with children aged seven to twelve and gets positive results out o f them. 
They enjoy their lessons and some o f them wanted to stay past their lesson time m 
order to be able to play more and leam more with subject A. She was very inspiring 
and encouraging. The students did well at their lessons and showed a marked 
improvement at the end o f the lesson.
014. Do you feel that the younger students reciprocate better?
A14. Not only that, but I think Pm able to get through to them better and am more at 
ease with them.
015. What kind of piano methods do you use in vour teaching? e.g. Alfred. Bastien. 
Thompson.
A15. We concentrate on the Trinity College exam syllabus first and supplement with 
Bastien or Alfred.
O. Most o f the lesson time is focused on working on the exam syllabus. Subject A 
primarily teaches students who are appearing fo r the Trinity College exams. Not 
much time is spent on supplemental materials except when subject A wants the 
student to leam a piece fo r an upcoming recital or performance.
016. Are vou doing Alfred because somebody recommended it or do vou feel that it 
is helpful in your teaching?
A16. It was recommended by somebody else and we had also gotten a chance to see 
the book. I discussed it with some other teachers at the school and we felt that it is a 
good method and would be an asset to the teachers and the students. Books are
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difficult to get At the moment, Fve only got the Piano Book and the Recital Book of 
the Affied method. I am trying to get tte  fiill set
017. Did you get to see the full Alfred method?
A17. Yes, through one of the teachers who works here with me. She got it firom the 
States when she visited there a few years ago.
O. Since music materials are scarce and d ^ c u lt to find, subject A has a problem 
gaming access to materials from other teachers fa r fear o f them getting lost. The 
teacher mentioned in this case spent a good amount o f nu>ney to purchase the entire 
Alfred method and is too afraid to share it with other teachers for fear o f losing the 
books.
018. Do you use any kind of technology in vour teaching? e.g.. flashcards. 
visualizer. sequencer. Explain.
A18. No. I do not have the fimds. The Trinity College ofMusic now has audio tapes 
of the exam pieces. The initial and Grade 1 tapes cost $10.00 each and they change 
after every two years. So I play the pieces for the students since I caimot afford to buy 
the tapes every couple of years.
O. Subject A had never heard o f a vizualiser or a sequencer. She burst into laughter 
at the thought o f having that kind ofmoney to purchase the equipment, let alone 
having the equipment itself. She would rather have more music repertoire than 
worry about technology at this point in her career.
019. Do you make and follow lesson plan.s? Explain.
A19. No. 1 don't write out lesson plans. I go with the flow of the lesson and 
accordingly decide on what needs to be done next
O. Subject A does not believe in writing out lesson plans, she feels that they hinder 
her teaching style. She finds herself being more productive when she is impulsive at 
the lesson itself instead o f having it all planned out and then seeing the plan go 
awry.
020. Do you assign practice steps to your students?
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A20. Yes. They have a notebook which they bring in for every lesson and I give 
ttem written assignments.
O. The observer did not notice subject A write down any practice steps in the 
notebook. The notebook was used as a Madeline to see where the student is in a 
particular piece or which scale had been taught in the past lesson. Even during the 
lesson, the observer seldom heard subject A give spectfic practice steps and did not 
notice her follow up on her commands to see ifthe students understood what exactly 
was expected out o f them.
021. How do vou follow up on whether they have done those practice steps or not? 
A21. I can tell whether they have practiced from their performance at the lesson and 
accordingly let them know what they need to spend more time on while practicing.
022. Do vou encourage parents to sit in on a lesson and observe vour teaching?
A22. Sometimes with certain students. Some students cannot manage on their own 
at home and their parents help them out It does become a hindrance when the 
parents keep interfering during the lesson. Students tend to take instructions better 
from a teacher than from someone at home.
023. Do you encourage students to participate in recitals and competitions?
A23. Oh yes. It helps them to overcome tiheir nervousness and also gives them a 
sense of accomplishment We have an annual concert where the audience includes 
musicians and non-musicians. It is important for the students to get critiques from the 
audience and hear their point of view. I also believe that performing for as many 
people as you can helps overcome performance anxiety.
024. Do vou incorporate anv of the following in vour teaching improvisation, 
theorv. music history, accompanving. ensemble piaving. transposition ia/z and pon
music, composing? Explain.
A24. Yes, we incorporate all of the above especially since they are all a part of the 
syllabus fbr the Trinity College of Music exams. Eight grade and the diploma level 
students usually work on accompanying Students are also encouraged to play their 
own compositions for the exams. They have to send a copy of the piece to the 
examiner, in advance, to make sure that all the rules have been abided by. It is good 
for the students - helps broaden their minds.
O. During the five teaching observations ofsubject A, the researcher did not observe 
any irtcorporation o f improvisation, music history, accompanying, transposition, or
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composing in the lessons. The major focus o f the lessons was on scales and the 
repertoire pieces required for /Ae Trinity College o f Music exams. An in-depth 
explanation o f the Trinity College excmmation requirements is provided in the 
findings chapter under the Trinity College exams sub-title.
H n  yn ii w lflm /alnatA  y n iir  tfla rh ing?
A25. Yes. I tfunk aboitt it before, during and after the lesson. I try and fît into their 
way of understanding and see what I can do to make things better. I don't video tape 
or audio tape my teaching and seldom have other teachers observe me.
O. The observer feels that subject A has been teaching the same methods and in the
same style fo r decades, and is not confortable trying out new teaching techniques.
The teaching style that was noticed in the five observations was very stagnant and
restricted to subject A's way o f teaching exactly the way she was taught more than
thirty years ago.
026. Do vou feel that you have good and bad u^chm g dav%9
A26. Oh yes. Sometimes I feel miserable when I have had a bad teaching day and 
think it over to see what went wrong and how I can (wevent it from happening again 
or how I can make it better. I feel the same way about good teaching days or even a 
good lesson and think about what worked, why it did, and how I can apply it to my 
other students.
0. Subject A is an extremely self-critical individual who tends to take on the blame 
fo r something that goes wrong and is not confortable receiving credit for a job done 
well. She does self-evaluate her persona more than her teaching and is always 
concerned about offending another individual. Subject A was never seen being 
overly critical with any o f her students, even when they needed the criticism to help 
them improve as students and musicians.
027. As an experience^ tp a rh e r  what qualities do vou recommend as essential ÜK 
current and fiitiiie p ian n  tp a rh e rs  in this setting?
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A27. As teachers, we have to grow and cannot stick to our old ideas and ways of 
doing things. We have to keep with the current trends. I think it is important to 
have apprentice teachers. A good teacher has to give and take from his/her students 
and from fellow teachers.
GENERAL
01 How do piano teachers contribute to societv?
AI. Earlier, piano teachers did not have a great smnding in society. Now, people 
value it, mainly from Parsi and Catholic homes. More people from other castes are 
wanting to take piano lessons. The media has helped a lot too, especially television 
since we now get a lot of western channels and the younger generation wants to be 
more westernized. I guess taking piano lessons is one way of doing i t  Besides, 
keyboards are more easily available now with the amount o f international trade that 
has been going on these past few years. We also get a lot of foreign artists who come 
down and perform regularly, that is a great incentive too.
O. The ir^ ta  ofh/TTV and other popular American TV programs has westernized
the yoimger educated generation ofIndia More and more o f the population want to
take piano lessons, but a lot o f them want to take lessons in order to play popular
songs and MTV hits. They are not interested in the examination system, and most
piano teachers in India are not able to play by ear or comfortable teaching only pop
music to students. Playing the piano has always been a novelty and will continue to
be one. As subject A mentioned, piano lessons are no longer taken by students
belonging to a particular caste or religion. Subject A believes in teaching anyone
who is interested in taking lessons regardless o f caste religion, or age. just as long
as they can pay the requiredfees and practice regularly.
02. How does the Indian government support western classical music in India?
A2. It does not. The only thing I can think of, and I don't know if the Indian 
government has anything to do with it, is that we do get a lot of visiting artists from 
all over the world, as I had mentioned earlier. In a way, these performances help us 
hear new repertoire since our sources for recordings are very limited.
O. The Indian government is not involved with western classical music in India.
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The visiting artists mentioned by subject A are invited by varioms music societies 
from nugor metropolitan cities in India, namely Mumbai, Pune, Delhi, Bangcdore and 
Calcutta. The music societies raise money to pay for the visiting artists and their stay 
in the city. The audience for these recitals is very small and tends to contain the 
same group o f people for every recital making it a predictable crowd. The only 
events that generate a fu ll home are those that are jazz or pop oriented.
03. Have piano teachers set forth proposals to the government for fimdine?
A3. As â r  as I am concerned, the government is not interested at all. The piano 
teacher is on his/her own. Most of the public and private schools are not interested in 
having music taught either. They are mme interested in academia and in achieving 
state and national ranking students.
O. Subject A makes a valid point. Even ifthere are teachers interested in 
gaining the government's interest and involvement, the lack o f resources and access 
to proper procedures is very limited Most o f the time, red-tape and bureaucracy 
turn away even the most interested people. The general tendency, as far as 
government workers goes, is that nothing will get done unless bribes are given, 
names are "dropped" and the job would not be expected to get done jo r at least a 
couple o f years from  the filing date ofan application.
04. Does your career in piann tparhing enable vou to fulfill vour personal goals?
How?
A4. Like 1 mentioned before, 1 always wanted to be a teacher and love teaching. The 
money has never been important to me. Yes, my personal goals are way beyond 
fulfilled, though sometimes 1 would like to have some evenings free to spend with my 
husband and children, but they understand.
O. For subject A, piano teaching comes before anything else, even her family. While 
video taping the researcher noticed that both o f subject A's children were at the 
school where she teaches and had to wait till she was done teaching which was
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usually at 7 pm. Subject A has always wanted to be a piano teacher and is very
satisfied doing what she has always wanted to do. Her lave and dedication towards
teaching is reflected in her students who enjoy their lessons.
OS. Piano tearhpn; Hn not always enfny a  pmfessinnal «tfatiw; in yniir mmimmity 
What do vou think would improve qtiiarinn?
AS. People should become more aware of the joy of music. The male population 
finds it difficult to have piano teaching as a career. India is a male dominated society 
and even in this day and age, the male is expected to be the bread earner. One cannot 
survive on the remuneration that one gets from piano teaching alone. Students tend 
to go to teachers who charge the lowest rate instead of thinfcing about the quality of 
teaching. Maybe publishing profiles of teachers in the media might help the piano 
teaching [xofession. Most people don't know what piano teaching involves. Money 
seems to be the all encompassing factor in today's decision making.
O. Piano teaching is not an option fo r males in India As subject A mentioned the
Indian society expects the male to be the bread earner and supporter o f the jamily.
Remuneration from piano teaching is not enough, not to mention that it is not
considered to be a "manly” kind ofprofession. Female piano teachers in
India usually supplement their spouse's income to help siqrport the family. Also,
piano teaching, in most cases, helps the women to spend tune with their families,
and pursue their career goals at the same time
With reference to subject A's statement about teachers being selected
according to which one charges the lowest fee, the general population knows nothing
about piano teachmg and the different methods that can be used along with the
c^erent teaching styles. The piano teaching and learning population is extremely
small and most o f the time, the teachers are selected throu^ word o f mouth,
regardless o f whether they are good or not. Most parents are concerned about how
much money they will have to spend and are not as concerned about the quality o f
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teachmg that their child will be getting It would be a good idea, as subject A
mentioned, to have some kind o f a profile on each piano teacher in the locality so
that parents can choose and know what they are getting.
06_ How would you promote advancement in the piatm tgarhing profession?
A6. I think that the piano teachers should get together more often and exchange 
teaching ideas. There is too miKh of a professional rivalry here, a mistaken feature 
that has been brought on by the teachers themselves. There is so much to be gained 
fix>m a friendly atmosphere, not to mention that it benefits the students, who should 
be our primary concern.
O. Piano teachers in Pune city generally do not get along with each other. There is 
a lot o f criticism about teaching styles and the students' interests are not taken into 
consideration. Most o f the teachers believe that they have been teaching long 
enough to know what they are doing without having to listen to another teacher tell 
them how things can be done better. There needs to be an awareness that working 
with other teachers and exchanging ideas can be a very useful teaching tool, which in 
turn would help with the advancement o f piano pedagogy in India. At this pomt m 
time, the teachers know that they have a monopoly because o f the demand and supply 
ratio. They are not concerned about having too few  students since all o f them have 
as many students as they want.
07. Name the sources of funding, if anv. that are available for niano teachers. Are 
they easily available?
A7. None. I put in the money from my own pocket
O. The only source o f funding would be i f  a piano teacher knew an industrialist who 
was willing to invest in the teacher's studio, provided that ample credit were given 
to the sponsor. The average piano teacher belongs to a middle class economic group 
and generally does not know anyone who would be willing to help out fmarwially to
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promote his/ her studio.
08. How would vou encniiraye nther pianists to seriously consider a career in piano
A8. I am very keen that become piano teachers. So mai^ stuctents reach grade 
four and five aiKi then start teachii^ piano. I don't tibink tii^  are reacfy to do that at 
that level and it creates a big problem - almost like kicking ofif a chain reaction In 
India, stucfents are required to get a Licentiate teaching diploma before th ^  can be 
accepted as a qualifiai teacher. But not many fulfill the requirements and teach 
anyways since the demand for piano teachers in India is greater than the supply And 
lefs not forget the population of the country. So yes, I would like to see more 
students complete their diplcMnas in order to fulfill their teachmg credentials. I also 
think that choosing a career in piano teaching in India at least, requires a certain kind 
of personality, a great want to teach, and a love for the sifoject too.
O. I f  one can play the piano at an intermediate level, then one is able to teach,
M/ithout the necessary training in other aspects o f musicianship. This attitude is
accepted because o f the great demandfor piano teachers. Most teenagers, who have
had a few  years ofpiano lessons, start teaching in order to be able to earn some
pocket money. There is no in-depth knowledge about the subject, and the teachers
teach according to how they were taught without trying to understand why they were
taught a certain thing m a certain way.
SUBJECT B
Subject B has a Licentiate diploma in piano teaching and voice from the 
Trinity College of Music in London. She has been a piano teacher for twelve years. 
She teaches singing at the elementary and secondary school levels, conducts school 
and college choirs, teaches voice and piano privately, music history, and conducts 
elocution classes at the junior and senior levels. Subject B is also the accompanist 
for the Poona Musicale choir, which performs regularly throughout the year. She 
currently teaches at home and at a private music school in Pune, which is a densely
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populated city of India with an approximate population of three million. Pune is also 
a major center for the Trinity College o f Music exams. Most o f subject B's students 
are encouraged to appear for the Trinity College of Music exams in piano, voice and 
elocution. She currently has seventeen piano students and several groups of students 
for singing. Subject B’s students each have two lessons per week for twelve months 
of the year with a one week vacation in May and December respectively. The piano 
students range from begiimefs to intermediate, to the advanced levels.
The interview with subject B was held at the private music school where she 
teaches. The school is located on a busy street with a constant flow of noisy traffic 
throughout the day. Truck and car horns are constantly blaring. It was difficult 
finding a time where the noise level would be at a low, unless we did the interview 
after midnight, which was not feasible for either the author or the subject who was to 
be interviewed.
The interview was conducted during mid-aAemoon and lasted for a couple of 
hours. There were many interruptions during the interview process. Subject B was in 
charge of getting the Christmas gifts ready for the students for the annual Christmas 
party at the school. Her helpers were unable to make decisions for themselves and 
everything had to be approved by subject B, which led to constant interruptions.
MUSICIANSHIP
01 What is vour definition of musicianship?
AI. Fd say that musicianship is the ability of a person to be able to interpret and 
make the music speak for itself through their own ways, that is playing, singing, 
feeling the music.
02. Would you include technique in musicianship?
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A2. Without technique, I dont think Aere can be musicianship. Unless you are able 
tt> execute exactly v^ Âat you are or singn% you are unable to really bring out
what the composer intended, which is iA*at musicianship is all about
Q3. What about practice habits? Would that be included in musicianship too?
A3. Yes. I would definitely Aink that disciplining oneself to %nactice and being able 
to channelize your energy so that fxactice time is usefully utilized, eventually will 
bring a part to musicianship that is so essential to it because unless an individual is 
very familiar with Ae music and knows it inside-out, only dien is he able to really 
interpret it and let it be music for music's sake.
04. Describe the qualities of someone vAo von tiiink displays good musicianship. 
A4. I think that good musicianship is someAing that is basically innate in a person - 
either you have it or you dont Some of the qualities that good musicianship would 
include would be sensitivity, Ae ability to interpret stylistically, as well as musically, 
a composer's work, a good firm technique so Aat you're able to execute all that you 
want to do, attention to detail, which is so important so that you follow every little 
mark on a p%e of music as well as Ae ability to see Ae music as a whole - 
bird's-eye-view - and be able to portray Ae feelmgs and emotions that one personally 
feels. The emotions that come to play firom one's own personal experiences as well 
as an understanding of style - Ae composer, his life - be able to portray that m his/her 
teaching or playing.
O. Unlike subject A, subject B has a detailed and precise definition o f musicianship. 
Clearly, musicianship is effected by disciplined practice. The level o f innate 
capability seems to place musicianship as a talent more than a skill: subject B 
provides detailed prescription for developing that innate capability.
05. Do you consider yourself to be a piano teacher first or a musician first? Explain. 
AS. With all honesty, I would like to be a musician first, but sometimes, beii% a 
piano teacher comes to Ae foreground much quicker than bemg a musician does. I 
think it depends on who Fm teaching WiA some students, it is very easy to be a 
piano teacher first
06. How would vou define a musician?
A6. A musician is someixxty who lives, breaAes, walks, sleeps music. Music is all 
her life - that very definitely becomes me because music is all my life, but I think 
teaching music to a wide variety of children and adults can sometimes make you 
forget that you are a  musician as well. There are so many little problems that you 
face. For instance, you dont always have Ae most musical stucfents to teach or Ae 
most talented or well practiced, or gcxxl students, and I Aink it is wiA hard students 
like Aese that it beœmes very difhcult to remembo^ that you are a musician, because
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you have to do so maiy things to get them to understand what you are trying to get 
through, whereas widi die musical ones, it just comes so naturally.
07. What vou are saving then is that it is not always that a piano teacher is a
musician?
A7. I dont think so. I am not I dont think Fm a musician all the time.
O. Subject B does not fee l like a musician when she is giving commands, as 
mentioned in the response to answer six. Part o f being a musician is being able to 
figjure out what works fo r the music and what does not, keeping the style aspects o f 
the particular piece in mind, the composer's thoughts on the work, and other such 
analytical concepts. These are important fo r a musical work to be given its due 
credit through a performer. These aspects are often compromised in teaching when 
students have neither the background nor technique to realize them in performance.
08. What qualities or abilities do you have which vou feel make vou a good oiano
teachct?
A8. I think that the main thing is that I love my work. I get a lot of enjoyment firom 
teaching and I think that's the thing that really keeps me going, because there are 
times when teaching music is not a very pleasurable thing, especially when you don't 
have students who respond very well. But I Üiink the main quality that I have as a 
teacher is the ability to enjoy what I do and I wouldn't say that I have a lot of 
patience, because I don't But what I do have is a lot of perseverance to keep at what 
I'm doing and try to get results even though sometimes you feel that you're up against 
a brick wall. The main thing is to keep at it because the reward that you get from that 
is certainly very overwhelming. And I think Fve got a lot of love in me for kids and 
for people in general. I just enjoy interacting with people at different levels, be it at a 
musical level, which happens to be a most intimate kind of interaction that you can 
have with another individual when you have somebocty who shares the same feelings 
that you do about music
O. Subject B is a very corfident and honest individual, not the sort o f person to 
hesitate letting others know how she feels about a certain matter, be it on a teaching 
or a personal level. She brings this quality out in her teaching, especially when a 
student needs to put in more work than has been done. Interacting well with others is
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an importara quality o f subject B. She is not cfraid to admit -when sIk  doesn't have 
an answer to a question and is always working on inqirovmg herself, not only as a 
teacher, but also as a human being.
09. One of the things that I noticed in voiir teaching, which was very infectious, was 
vonr enthusiasm. You are constantly bubblv, always at a high with the kids, and it is 
very infectiniis heeanse it gets carried through to their plaviny: and they pass it on to 
vou. I noticed a constant feedback between you and your students. That is a very 
special qiiality.
A9. (Smiles) HI put that on my list of qualities.
O. From the teachmg observations, the researcher noticed that subject B has a very 
high level o f energy which is also contagious and hrfects her students, in turn 
bringing out positive results during a lesson. Unlike subject A, subject B is more 
challenging and demanding o f her students and is not content with mediocre work.
010. What musical influences have affected VQin-p«anot«irhing9 ft g tParh^rg
performers, education.
AlO. There has been a lot of personal influence in my life &om the time that I can 
remember being a piano student myself. I had a wonderful teacher. She has imbued 
in me everything tte t I have learnt, not just musically, but personally as well. I owe a 
tremendous amount to her. And the memories tiiat I have of learning with her and 
being part of this institution, have added a lot to my own personal experiences of 
teaching. I think my family as well has had a strong influence, especially my mother, 
who has been very encouraging about all my musical endeavors ever since I was a 
little child, and still keeps up with what Fm doing. She is very enthusiastic about 
whether it be a little recital or performance I may be giving somewhere. She is very 
encour^ing about a student of mine who has done well. Basically, educationally I 
dont think there was much support there. There has always been the need to be 
musically involved - Wiatever I have been doing. There has always been that 
opportunity to get myself in to play or sing and Fve taken it because I have always 
wanted to be a part of that
O. Subject B currently teaches at the music school where she herself had her voice 
and piano training. She is very attached to the school and considers it an honor to 
be able to teach there, her way o f saying thanks to her teacher who passed away a 
few  years ago. Subject B feels that she needs to continue her teacher’s legacy and
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one way o f doing that is by sharing her gffi with others. Subject B’s mother is also
a musician and was instrumented in her music career and still is. With reference to
the educational aspect, subject B is r^erring to the fa ct that there was no music,
except fo r school choir, offered in the school where she studied Piano and voice
lessons were taken privately and were encouraged by her mother.
Oil.  Ifanother piano teacher observprfyniiTtegfihing what three strength»; Hn ynu 
think he/she would identify as successful contributors to your instruction?
All.  One important Victor would be tiie interactioii I have with my students, which 
is on a good, friendly, healthy level. I think I enjoy all my students as much as they 
enjoy me and I look forward to meeting them every week and working with them. 
There's that nice feeling between us. Seomdly, I think I have a certain amount of 
dedication to getting my work done and I enjoy doing that in a digèrent way with 
each student The third strength would be, once again, the fact that I really enjoy 
vdiat Fm doing and I consider it a big strength in my teaching. I keep with it - try to 
think of different ways to do things with differem students - different w ^s to handle 
problems depending on the individual needs and learning as I go along, because no 
two students are ever the same. It keeps me on my toes to stay with them and find 
new ways to get through to them. I am open mhufed to the opinions of students and 
other teachers because I realize that as a teacher, I am still very young and growing 
too. I appreciate all the advice I can get from master classes or other teachers who 
come in to hear my kids. Always learning.
O. "Always learning" describes sttbject B very well. She spent a considerable 
amount o f time with the researcher talking about piano pedagogy in the United States 
and was very inquisitive about the piano pedagogy system. We talked about the 
undergraduate and graduate levels o f learning in the American college system, the 
curriculum and the results o f the system. Subject B also concurred with the 
researcher on instructional points that she was struggling with as a teacher. Her 
main goal is to always give her best and get the best from her students.
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INSISU
01. Describe/list wfaat vou feel are the most important characteristics of an
cxemplaiy teacher.
Al. I think on top of the list, especially with music teacl^rs, is patience. You need a 
lot of tact Very often you need to deal with the unmusical student or with the 
persevering parent vdio thinks that the student is musical and needs to learn when that 
is the last thhig he or she wants to do. It takes a lot of time to convince them that 
maybe the child's energy could be channeled in a different direction.
O. Patience is not one o f subject B's virtues, yet she realizes that it is an important
one to have in order to be a successful piano teacher. Subject B is very musically
talented and has not had to struggle with being a good musician. Ideally, she would
like to have, as most teachers do, the perfect studio consisting o f the perfect
students. At the same time, subject B is realistic enough to know that each student is
different, and it is the teacher's duty to bring out the best in each individual, keeping
in mind that the pace and ability to grasp concepts differ with each student.
02. How would you convince the parent in a tactful manner?
A2. I used to be too tactful in the beginning and had an incident where it backfired 
on me. I had a student for five years who was not doing much, and decided to make 
him do an exam so he could get graded and the parents could gauge by that he was 
mediocre, because his mother was convinced that he was great and was a star pupil. 
The parents did not come firom a musical background themselves and did not know 
about being musical. The boy did well on the exam, much to my surprise, and it 
changed him as a student He is not necessarily more musical now, but is definitely 
interested in what he is doing. Students are sensitive. You need tact to reprimand or 
encourage them and one has to be imaginative, enthusiastic and be able to get down 
to the student's level and get your point across to them It is easy to let your own 
talent slide when you teach. A teacher should be able to play, demonstrate, sight-read 
sufficiently so you can play through the pieces fbr the stiuients and be able to show 
them what you want out of them, which makes it different from other teaching 
subjects, where you dont have to do it yourself.
03. What non-musical influences have affected vour teaching'^
A3. Drama is my second love. I have always been very interested in musical drama, 
musicals, opera. They are all close to my heart as a singing teacher. I am more 
interested in things that can be done with drama tied into it
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o. Subject B has appeared for several o f the Trinity College elocution examinations 
and has passed them succesfidly. In addition to teaching piano and voice, she also 
teaches elocution and drama Subject B uses drama in her piano teaching to help 
add flair to the student's picking. She is very dramatic in her teaching style and one 
o f herfavorite teaching techniques is to use various inflections in her tone o f voice 
to help Aer stiuients understand articulation, phrasing, dynamics and other musical 
nuances that make the playing o f a piece a musical one.
04. Do vou ever modify vour strategy and or content during the course of a lesson? 
Wty would vou have done this?
A4. I do it all ti»  time. W henlstaitedofifasateacher, I used to plan my lessons, set 
ten minutes for technique, etc. I was very paranoid about sticking to the plan. I 
would spend ten minutes on technique, five minutes on si^-reading. etc. Well, I 
soon found out that the lesson seldom went according to the set lesson plan. You 
have to change plans according to students, for instance if they haven't practiced or 
had other commitments. I try and modify and do other stuff such as si^-reading or 
duets. I like to start die lesson with technique and somaimes spend too much time 
on it  I have to go with each individual student's needs.
O. From the teaching observations, the researcher observed that subject B does 
not adhere to a set lesson plan and improvises as she goes along, spending more 
time on polishing minute details instead o f working on complete pieces for the 
musical interpretation o f that particular piece. Modifying strategy is an in te^al part 
o f subject B's teaching style. She makes sure that a student has grasped a concept 
and can reproduce it competently before moving on to the next step. As subject B 
mentioned in her answer above, it is not possible to follow a written lesson plan, 
except in the overall outline, simply because the student is not a predictable variant 
and the teacher cannot foresee what is going to need work during a lesson.
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0 5  Expanding on indiviA ial stiident ne« te  Hn v«n Iceep each anHgnt in minH 
specifically, when yon gre working out Strategy n r dn vnn decide that for instance. 
this is how 1 am going M t« tr li m ght notes to  evervm ie and go fiom there?
A3. No, each one needs a different me&od and some of than take k n ^ a  than 
others. I need to use a different strategy with each of my seventeen students. There 
is no fixed strategy that I use in every lesson.
06. Eariia vou mentioned that von like to spend ten minutes on technique, five on 
Qight-rearfing-etc What happens if von go overfaoard? Do von cut hack?
A6. I constantly went overboard fxeviously. Now I have learned to allocate time and 
maybe you dcm  ^have to work on the vAole jnece, especially if it is repetitive and you 
have worked out the main ideas. Challenge Ae students and la  them think on their 
own. If I do go over thirty minutes, I try not to feel guilty about the next student 
having to wait
O. Subject B had a tendency to go over the thirty minute lesson time limit. She is 
very thorough in her teachmg and instruction and is not ready to proceed unless she 
IS certain that the student had grasped and produced what is wanted out o f him her. 
Her strategy o f working on one section and applymg it to the rest o f the piece and or 
other pieces that the student is currently learning brmgs positive results. Subject B 
gets frustrated sometimes when the lesson is aver and she is strappedfor time.
But, using time efficiently is another important trait fo r a piano teacher and subject B 
seems to be making an effort on working towards using her time efficiently.
07. If  vou didnt have clocks or watches to keep tabs on. would you still have a time 
constraint s a  for each student or would you work with each student according to 
his/ha needs during that lesson?
A7. I would not have a time constraint and would take it as it comes depending on 
Ae student's needs. Some days they can't concentrate for as long as oAers. I try and 
do a variety of stuff during the lessons and am flexible.
08. Do you have studio policies? e.g. fee pavment make-up lessons, purchase of 
materials, g c Explain. E)o vou make them clear to vour students and their parents a 
Aeverv beginning?
A8. Yes I do. As far as fee payments go, I remind all the students and their parents 
that the fees have to be paid by the first week of the mcnA. The olda students terxi 
to forga I have an adult student vAo has not paid me fm the past six months. My 
fees ate Rs. 300 p a  month, regardless of the grade. I put m as much work wiA a
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begimœr as I do with an advanced student Beginners get a thiity minute lesson and 
meet twice a week. Grades six and iq> get a forty minute lesson, winch includes ten 
minutes for theory, and they meet twice a week too. If I miss a lesson, then I make it 
up and try to do the same if the student misses too, although I do encourue them not 
to miss their lessons.
O. Currently, forty Indian nq>ees equal one American dollar. Similar to subject A, 
subject B does not have any problems with fee payments or make-up lessons.
09. How do vou recruit your students? Do you interview vour ^ospective students. 
or do you just take anybody who wants to leam the piano?
A9. I do not interview the students. In the past two years I have started telling the 
parents that there will be a trial period of six months during which 1 monitor the 
students’ fxogress and meet with the parents once a mtmth. It helps me gauge, at the 
end of six months, what the motives are for learning, are they musical or not are they 
ambitious, havii% a good time, persevering - 1 can advise parents accordingly. Many 
of the students start without pianos. At the end of six months, I can tell the parents 
whether purchasing a piano for their child would be a good investment or not There 
is no guarantee of course, six months is not long enough.
010. How do vou monitor them?
AlO. 1 maintain a written record for every lesson - write wfaat is done in each lesson 
period, what is to be prepared for the next lesson. That vmy I am able to see how 
much has been achieved or not I also give little music quizzes and have informai 
competitions amongst the students, have a recital once every four to six months, that 
wsty there is a goal to work towards. It helps me know what more can be achieved 
using the previous lesson as a guicteline.
O. The researcher seldom saw subject B keep a written record o f the lesson 
progress during the five teaching observations. The little bit o f writmg that was done 
was noted in the student's assignment book and consisted o f material that had 
been covered during the lesson. Subject B did not have her own notebook and asked 
the student's what they had worked on during the previous lesson. The researcher 
did not see subject B give any instruction in matters concerning music history, or 
other important music instruction which could benefit the students and lead to a more 
comprehensive teaching approach.
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011. After the trial period ofsix months, do yon still contiime to monitor them? 
All. Yes.
O. With r^erence to the opinion to answer ten, stAject B refers to written 
assignments as a monitoring feunor. The researcher sees it more as a written task 
for the student to accomplish at home and prepare fo r his/her next lesson. The 
quantity learned is monitored
012. Do you Midift n r viiten tape yniir teachmg?
A12. Yes, I audio tape the lessfHis. Video taping is not easy to do. I have been able 
to video tape a couple of recitals, thanks to some parents who have camcorders. I 
have been able to sit with students and go over Aeir playing. It has helped tkm  and 
works well.
O. Subject B hesitated before answering question twelve and took a few  moments 
to think about the question. The interviewer did not observe the use o f either audio 
or video taping during subject B's teaching observations.
013. How HnffsaiHtin taping help them?
A13. It helps them to listen to wfaat they have been don% - good or bad - and analyze 
their playing Works better with voice students.
014. Do yniir students have easv access to a piano for practicing?
A14. Most have a piano at home. Two have keyboards.
015. What about those who dont?
A15. 1 push the parents to get pianos or let them come in and practice at school.
O. "Pushing" the parents to get a piano, as mentioned above, depends on the 
financial status o f the student and his her fam ily in consideration, in addition to 
the availability o f the instrument, which is not easily bought and sold in India. 
Allowing the students who do not have pianos at home to take advantage o f the 
practice time offered at the school where subject B teaches also helps keep students 
motivated to a certain degree since they are not just playing during the lesson time.
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016. How much practice do von expect|«r week?
A16. Begimieis> twenty mimites a d£ .^ Grades one to four > tiiirty minutes a day. 
Intermediate level - ninety minutes, broken down into different intervals. Advanced 
level - tinee to four hours per day. Most of die students are pretty good about 
practicn%. Of course, the quality of practice needs to be good too.
O. The qucUity o f practice is o f the utmost importance. StAject B was observed
giving precise practice steps to her students during her teaching sessions. She also
made it a point to help the students exectae those steps during the lesson to ensure
that they had good and productive practice habits to take home.
017. Are music stores conveniently Incated in vniirtftflrhing area? Ifno t then how 
do you get vnur teaching materials and hooks?
A17. No, Âere are no music stores in Pune. We have to go to Mumbai, which has 
one store, and have to order the music three months in advance since everything gets 
shipped from London. It is extremely time consuming and there is such a limited 
selection of music, especially for choral music.
Ol 8. Apv suggestions on how to improve on that?
A!8. We could get music from abroad and make arrangements to make the payments 
on this end, but it is a lot of hassle. Bulk ordering has to be done and mailing is 
disastrous. The selection is difficult since we dont know what is available in the 
market
O. The lack o f music stores and the poor availability o f resources at the only store in 
a largely populated cosmopolitan city has been a major source o f gyief and 
discontent among musicians in the Pune and Mumbai city areas for decades.
Subject B's recommendation o f making arrangements to receive music materials with 
either a publisher or acquaintances living in the United States or the United 
Kingdom could be one solution to the problem. Yet, as subject B mentioned, it is 
dfficidt to find  someone who would be interested in investing the capital in a 
business venture o f this sort. The postal system in India is not the most efficient, in 
addition to the fact that mail theft is not uncommon. Several other business aspects
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are involved and there has yet to be found an adventurous soul willmg to take the 
risk.
019. List the range of student fevek that ynn tftar h 
A19. Currently I Imve one b^inner, Aree between grades one and three, two 
intermediates, deciding whether they want to pursue further or not. and five advanced 
students, whom I have had for the past five years.
Q20. What kind of piano methods do vou use in vnnr tearhing? e.g.. Alfred. Bastien.
Tbampsfln.
A20. I don't use the same method for each student since I want variety. I was using 
Edna Mae Bumam's method but dont anymore since it is too slow and too long 
drawn out I currently use Alfired, Bastien, Bryn Hall, John Schaum, and Thompson.
O. Most o f the method books are used to teach beginners. After the initial level o f
learning notes and the basic fimdamentals o f reading subject B concentrates on the
repertoire required fo r the Trinity College o f Music exams, which usually consists o f
scales, ear training skills such as identifying intervals, major and minor chords, and
three repertoire pieces selected from the syllabus.
021. Have you gone through Ae whole set of Alfred and Bastien?
A21. Yes.
O. Subject B has fam iliarized herself with the Alfred and Bastien methods in the past 
covple o f years when she was visitingfamily andfriends in the United States and was 
able to go through the method books. She mamly uses the Primer and Level one 
books in her teaching.
022. Do you use anv kind nf technology in yniT tparhi>g9 e.g.. flashcards. 
visualizer. sequencer. Explain.
A22. No.
O. Subject B was not fam iliar with visualizers and sequencers. The technology is 
not available in India and subject B does not have the funds to purchase them from 
abroad She does not feel the need to incorporate them in her teaching. Flashcards
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are not used either, even though they can be made by the teacher herself, are 
relativefy inexpensive and are a good teaching tool, 
c m  Do you maire and fnllnw  lessnn plans Kxplain
A23. I try to, but am not veiy successful at making them or implementing them.
024. Do vou think it makes a difference whether vou have and follow a lesson plan
or not?
A24. No, because I feel that you need to teach more instinctively, especially the 
piano. You need a basic plan to follow, at the same time, you need to follow your gut 
instinct and go with the mood of the student, the situation, etc.
O. It was observed that the student did not particularly like a piece and told subject
B that they had mutually agyeed to drop the piece and work on a different one.
Subject B was unsure that she had a^eed  to this decision and gave the student the
benefit o f the doubt. The researcher feels that i f  there had been a steady follow up on
the lesson plans, this confusion would not have arrived. There is nothing wrong with
changing a particular piece o f music and working on a dfferent one. The point here
is that subject B cannot keep track o f what has been taught to each o f her students
and has to rely on her students’ honesty. Keeping an outline o f lesson plans would
eliminate this problem.
025. Do vou assign practice steps to your students? Explain.
A25. Yes, they need guidelines. I give them a written outline and demonstrate how I 
expect them to practice.
O. The researcher did not observe subject B writing dawn any o f the practice steps 
that were verbally assigned
026. Do vou observe them practicing and see if they are following the practice steps 
vou instructed them to follow?
A26. 1 have never tried it
O. Subject B assumes that her students are responsible individuals and will follow
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her commands and directions. During four out o f the five teaching observations, it 
was obvious that the students had not practiced well and were struggling to get 
through difficult passages which had been worked on before during the lesson.
027. Do vou encourage parents to sit in on a lesson and observe vour teaching*^
A27. No, I dont enjoy it  Some students become different people with their parents 
sitting there during a lesson. I dont enjoy being observed in action by a parent
028. Pont vou think that a parent would observe and leam from vou. help their 
children at home, and help in their progress?
A28. Well, I sometimes ask the parents to come in for one lesson if I find that the 
student is not doing well, is not practicing and is not progressing. Parents usually say 
"oh, he/she practices.” I like for them to come in and hear and see for themselves,
QC. if a student is doing well, then I want the parents to see that too.
O. None o f the parents were invited to sit in on any o f the five lessons that were
observed The researcher brought up this point with subject B and her response
was that she did not feel that the students needed their parents to sit in on their
lessons since they were progressing well. She also did not want any additional
people in the room since it was crowded to begin with especially smce the lessons
were being video taped Subject B fe lt that having the researcher in the room was
good enough fo r the moment as far as helping the students with performance anxiety
and playing in front ofstrangers.
029. Do vou encourage students to participate in recitals and piano competitions? 
Q29. Oh yes! It is very important, especially in India, where there is so little scope 
for music, especially western classical. Schools dont have any emphasis on piano 
instruction, there is no exposure there. Unless you create opportunities, students 
never get into performing, which is so important because they need to work on 
performance skills, interact with one anoüier, and support a musical group where they 
can be of strength to one another.
O. The researcher agrees with subject B's response. Her students occasiorudly play 
for each other and are required to partake in a recital twice a year. The atmosphere
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is o f a casual nature and generally the students are excited about having to playfor
theirfriends. Subject B mentioned that there are few  competitions that take place
and her students do not get many opportunities to compete with other students.
030. Do you feel that enteriny student»; into competitinns might he hazardous to their 
self-esteem/confidence? They tendio get heart broken if they dont win the first 
pdzei
A30. No, I try to enter them into a competition after explaining the various aspects of 
it - you win some, you lose some. It is also important to very carefully judge the 
temperament of the child - how sensitive or nervous he/she is. For some, it is just not 
worth i t  On the other hand, it is a great experience for some and is good for dieir 
growth - musically and personally.
O. Competing is not an integral part o f the education system in India. Fornum yof
the piano students, appearing fo r the Trinity College ofhdusic exams is a competition
in itself, especially when there is more than one student appearing fo r the same gjrade
level. The student with the highest score in that particular grade is awarded a prize
at the annual prize distribtaion ceremony held for the city o f Pime.
031 ■ Do vou incorporate anv of the following in vour teaching: improvisation, 
theorv. music historv. accompanying, ensemble plaving. transposition jazz and pop 
music, composing? Explain.
A31. Yes. Improvisation has recently been included in the Trinity College of Music 
exam syllabus. It is crucial that theory and practical wodc go hand-in-band. Music 
History is taught to all the students - it is important for their musical interpretation. 
Accompanying is mainly done with the older students. We need more accompanists 
in India - they are so few and hard to come by and it is very difficult to get anyone to 
come and play for you. Transposition is done throughout die lesson. Yes, I 
incorporate all of the above in my teaching.
O. During the five teaching sessions, the researcher did not observe any instruction 
being given in improvisation, music history, accompanying, transposition. Jazz and 
pop music, or composing. Most o f the emphasis was on teaching the repertoire 
pieces required for the Trinity College exams, on scales and arpeggios and on 
ensemble playing which was always done at the end o f the lesson.
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032. Is this for exam oriented stndents only?
A32. ForalL
O. The researcher did not observe subject B teachmg any students who were not 
appearing fo r the Trinity College exams.
033. Do vou self-evaluate your teaching? How?
A33. Yes, I do it by judging how much {m>gress I have made with my students, or 
haven't made.
034. What about with yourself? Do vou measure progress in how happvvou are 
when you are teaching? I f  vou had a good/bad lesson, do vou think about what marig 
it that way?
A34. Yes. I think good/bad lessons depend on the students. I think about what was 
good about it and incorporate it with odier students.
035. As an experienced teacher, what qualities do vou recommend as essential for 
current and future piano teachers in this setting?
A35. Piano teachers, especially in IiKiia, need to create opportunities for our 
students, give them as much scope to let their musical talents come to the front and 
encourage them to perform. The examination system here is good for measuring a 
child's progress for both, the teacher and the student to see where the child stands. 
Teachers need to give students exposure to performing on a regular basis. Usually, 
there is only one student musical per year. Students need to be encouraged to 
accompany by playing hymns at schools, playing with school choirs, playing at 
church and playing for each other. As teachers, we need to keep them more involved 
in all kinds of music and challenge them as much as possible - give them a variety of 
things to do. We need to improve the student's technical standards because they (the 
students) tend to lose patience wiien they reach advanced levels with poor technique 
and dont want to spend time woridng on technique.
0. As mentioned earlier, performance opporttmities are few  and generally tend to be 
for a fam iliar audience, which does not help with performance anxiety. Being a 
singer and an accompanist, subject B feels that there needs to be more o f an 
emphasis put on accompanying and interaction with other musicians who are not 
necessarily pianists. The western classical music world is a small and selective one 
and has limited access. Most o f the piano teachers in India are content with teaching 
their studio and are not interested in venturing towards new and different avenues.
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036. Doesn t  that again tn  a  certain extent, hoil down to  the materials availahle^ 
A36. It does, but you also need to keep abreast with current tren(k in piano teaching.
O. Subject B has been fortunate enough to travel abroad and get an exposure to
current trends in piano pedagogy outside o f India Most piano teachers in India do
not have the funds to travel abroad arui are not interested in doing so since they are
contera with the way they teach, even though the methods tend to be the ones that
they learned from their teachers.
GENERAL
0 1 ■ How do piano teachers contribute to society?
AI. It is very apparent when you have concerts and choirs and people who want to 
sing, and nobotfy to play, and you also have such few music recitals in town. I feel 
that we should encourage our students. We should be willing to bring up the level of 
musical activity in this city. People think that Mumbai is lh& place, and iti&a very 
happening place where things are going on all the time. Pune is really dull in 
comparison. We have to send our students to Mumbai for a workshop. We need to 
create much more opportunities over here and a lot more scope for them to do things 
in their own town.
O. Mumbai is one o f the largest metropolitan city in India and very culturally 
oriented There is a larger audience to appreciate the arts, unlike that o f Pime city. 
Piano teachers in large cities such as Pime and Mumbai are extremely competitive 
and are not inclined to share their teaching knowledge with each other. The general 
attitude is that i f  a teacher is successful then she does not want to lose her students to 
other teachers by sharing her knowledge about piano pedagogy. Parents and 
students tend to select teachers according to the size o f the studio, the number o f 
years that a teacher has been teaching the fees, and most important o f all, the 
commuting distance. Most parents are not willing to travel for more than fifieen 
minutes for their children to take piano lessons. Time is o f the utmost importance,
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more so now where the society is leaning more and more towards two income 
households.
02. What about the current piano teachers like vniirself> How do voi/contribute to 
society?
A2. I think by keeping with it and producing fine little musicians who are going to 
grow up and keep on making music, and also producing fine teachers, because we 
need people to give up their dreams of engineering and MBA and computer science 
and just be an honest-to-goodness, down-to-earth music teacher, because there are 
very few. If you look at the number of people who come to us and want their 
children to take piano lessons and we turn them away - we have no place - we realize 
just how little we have to offer society right now. If we keep at it, 1 think we should 
be able to keep the practice going.
03. How does the Indian government, if at all, support western classical music in 
India?
A3. I really don't know, but I don't think there is a lot of support because when the 
Poona Music Society bought their grand piano, they had to pay one hundred percent 
duty on it. That piano was sold to them at half the regular price by the piano 
company. With that kind of attitude, you're not getting much support
04. How do you feel about that? Does that make vou angrv or are vou just diffident 
aboutit?
A4. I'm just indifferent to it. I don't stop to think too much about it. But I think, 
especially with the Indian government which does not sponsor our students to go 
abroad and study music and does not give us much help with funds, I feel very angry 
with cases like that and I would feel angrier yet if I was personally involved. But 
never having been in that situation, 1 have a what-can-you-do attitude. You just carry 
on doing the best you can. It is that kind of attitude that you develop eventually over 
here.
0 1  Does your career in piano teaching enable you to fulfill vour personal goals? 
How?
A5. Yes. 1 think so because 1 can't remember ever wanting to do anything else. I am 
very happy doing what Fm doing. 1 don't think 1 could be good at doing anything else. 
I don't think I would ever want to try anything else.
06. Piano teachers do not always eiyov a professional status in vour communitv. 
What do vou think would improve this situation?
A6. I think we doi enjoy a professional status in the community. We are teachers and 
we are teaching a subject that is not easily available on a teaching schedule. It is not 
available in school or college and is something that is very exclusive.
O. Teaching a subject that is not taught in private and public schools does not
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automatically label those who teach that subject part o f a profession. The researcher 
brought iqj this point in the following question.
07. How does that make you professional thouyfa? In order to be called a 
professional p a tm  teaching ha<t tn he nrrnfrtni a< a prnfffR«on whinh T dim t think it
isJn India.
A7. Right, I understand what you are saying. I don't see how we could im|a'ove the 
situation. I have no idea about how that could be done, but I think until western 
classical music starts taking a far more important place on the maps of institutions, 
schools, and social life in general, and it stops becomn% this little thing that you do 
on the side to make your money, there's no way that anything can be done, and we 
will just be plain old piano teachers.
08. Do you see the change happening?
A8. No, I dont There is no support and there are far too many other things that 
matter to society.
09 How would YOU promote advancement in the piann tearhnig profession?
A9. As far as 1 am personally concerned, 1 have plenty of work to do and more than I 
can handle sometimes. I have far too many students that I have to say "no" to right 
now. As far as advancing my own career as a teacher, 1 am okay. But as far as the 
professional aspect, 1 hate to sound discouraging, but it is bleak. I don't see how you 
can promote yourself unless you get that all-round support, that we lack over here, 
from the government, educational institutions, parents - everything.
010. Name the sources of funding, if anv. that are available for piano teachers Are 
they easily available?
AlO. None!
011. Do you think piano teaching organizations would help, for instance 
organizations which can keep vou abreast with the current trends in piano pedagogy. 
organize workshops, conduct seminars, masterclasses, etc.?
All .  Yes, absolutely. For instance, there is a two week workshop that is being held 
right now in Mumbai for teachers and students from all genres. Foreign artists do 
masterclasses/workshops culminating into a finale recital where everyone plays. It is 
marvelous because we don't even have an orchestra. The Bombay Chamber 
Orchestra is floundering Then again, there is no organization to help them 
professionally. How can they be professional if they don't have that kind of support?!
O. Presenting workshops has been a new trend in the piano teething front in India
More and more foreign artists are being invited to share their musical knowledge
with the western classical music lovers in India The workshop/master class
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presentations were started only in the past decade. Again, the presentations are held
in major metropolitan cities such as Mumbai and New Delht
012. How would you encourage other pianists to seriously consider a piano teaching
A12. Personally I find it such a sadsfying and gratifying career. It is something that 
you can do at home and enjoy it and earn money doing it because you're a musician 
and you are doing what you love best, which is music. Personally, I could never see 
myself working in an office because Aat is not where my heart is - it would be 
frustrating. I don't think the teaching diploma courses are enough to chum out a good 
teacher. One needs to have a lot of apprenticeship experience and also teach under 
observations by other experienced teachers. 1 think this is a profession where you 
have to be bom into i t  You have to be a "bom teacher" - you can teach or you can't 
There are so many people who can play but cannot teach. It is also important to have 
some background in child psychology. 1 have been teaching the psychology class for 
five years now and find it demanding for the students and myself, yet crucial to a 
solid teaching background.
SUBJECT C
Subject C has a Licentiate diploma in piano teaching from the Royal School 
of Music and the Trinity College of Music in London. She also has teaching 
certificates for the kindergarten, grade and middle school levels firom Mumbai and 
Madras. Her past teaching and musical experiences include preparing/entering pupils 
for theory, piano and class singing examinations, conducting the junior, middle and 
senior school choirs, teaching music appreciation classes at the middle and senior 
school levels, teaching singing, eurhythmies and percussion band at the prep school 
levels, participating in choir festivals, music director for various Gilbert and Sullivan 
operettas and piano and organ accompanist for church choirs and local choral groups. 
She is also a member of the Poona Music Society which invites foreign artists to 
come and perform for the community.
Subject C has been teaching piano for the past forty-seven years and currently
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has six students rangii^ from the b^nmer to tile adult b^m no’levels. She teaches 
for nine months of tiie year and each student has two thirty minute lessons per week. 
She also has a part-time job teaching at a local kindergarten school in Pune ci^. 
Piano teaching is not her primary profession.
Subject C teaches piano at her home, which is located in a densely populated 
area of the city. The street where sutject C lives, is not wide enot%h to let two cars 
pass at the same time. There is a constant horn-blowing competition throughout tiie 
d ^ . The temple across from hm* hmne has a steady stream of worshif^iers, who by 
custom, are required to ring the temple bell before they enter tiie sanctuary. 
Immediately behind sttiqect Cs home is a weldn% faxXsxy. The noise level in tiiis 
particular part of the city is always high.
The interview was conducted at subject Cs home. Almost every question and 
response bad to be repeated by both parties because of the external noise factors. At 
one point during the interview, we heard a loud scream outside tiie door and ran to 
see what was going on. We soon found out that the "screamer” was a young boy 
imitating his 6v(mte Hindi film hero. The interview was conducted during 
mid-aftemoon.
MUSICIANSHIP
01. What is your definition of musicianship?
Al. I think what I would term as musicianship, or what would come under that, is a 
love of music, a good knowledge of it, all round appreciation - everything should 
come under music and there should be no limitatimis. I would also add a willingness 
to find out more about all tiie music you hear, are interested in. There is no limit u> 
music. It is a very cmnpehensive field with a lot ofknowle<%e combined.
O. Subject C’s perception o f musicianship is a culmination o f all her teaching
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and performance credentUds aver the several decades that she has been teaching 
piano, voice, music appreciation and her skills as an organist. She believes in an 
all round appreciation o f music and is always striving to bring that out in her 
teaching.
02. How would vou define musicianship tn a stiirignt?
A2. I could take somedimg that the child is doing and say that it looks like this, but it 
could be so many other thin^. You can pick up different instruments and play the 
same little piece. I could do with just a theme over there so that you get maximum 
interest Something you consider interesting, others may not Then you are 
(feveloping an interest and love of somethii%, throi^h pictures, instruments, 
drawings. I would like to connect it because musicianship does not end with music.
It is an appreciation with a wider sense and also includes other mediums. A person 
needs to be knowledgeable in more than just one particular thing, or else it gets 
limited One needs to be a complete persotL
03. Describe the qualities of someone who vou think displavs good musicianship.
A3. I would like to mention somebody who is no longer alive. I met her during my 
kindergarten days. She was able to talk about so many things and whafs eloquent 
about music. But that isnt where it ended She made other things interesting too.
She couldn't sing or play an instrument, yet knew so much about music. I dont think 
that you have to excel in one instrument only or know how to play one instrument 
only. She was obviously interested and got everylxxfy else interested as in the girls of 
the younger age group, who probably didnt have the kind of background that I had 
She was able to get some things across to them even during an ordinary assembly, or 
very short session where we were having operatic practices and we could tell that she 
was happy about what she was listening to. That is one important quality. If you are 
interested and find out more, you will be prepared to listen to others. She listened 
and took it fi~om there. Building on interest within people - it is an awakening, it 
never really ceases to be. She always told us that she couldn't sing, but to me she had 
a beautiful singing voice - well modulated She could read poetry beautifully, talk to 
you about painting and had «ccellent language skills. When she spoke about music, 
she brought all the qualities in. Someone with good musicianship, to me, does not 
have to have a musical education because I do know people who are very 
knowledgeable about music and who may not play an instrument or have musical 
qualifications. If you are limited, then there is nothing musicianship-like about one’s 
being
O. Subject C believes in striving towards a comprehensive education and her main 
component fo r being a good musician is to be able to relate not only to the music, but
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also to one's inner selfand be able to bring that ota in one's playing singing o f the
music, whatever the case may be. For subject C, one does not necessarily have to
be able to play an instrument to be a good musician. Appreciating music and having
the desire to leam more about music is enough to make one a good musician without
having to formally educate oneself in the formal sense o f education.
Q4. Do you consider vourself to be a piano te a c lw r finA n r  a  mnfdciaTi Arif? F.xplain. 
A4. I am a little of both because a musician, I think, is a great person. I dont 
consider myself in that category. Yes, I am a piano teacher, but I dont put myself in 
such a "clas^" kind of category. But Fm happy because I think that way I reach out 
to 6 r  more little ones and older ones. Sometimes it is not good if we consider 
ourselves too much of either one or the other. I like to think that I have nicer 
qualities of each without sounding too "bunctious."
05. Who do vou consider to be a good musician?
A5. A piano teacher could be a good musician, but a musician may not be a piano 
teacher at all. That is one way of looking at it Both would be great in their own 
sphere, depending on how much they are able to take from others and give to others.
Q6. What qualities or abilities do you have which vou feel make vou a good oiano 
teacher?
A6. I love what Fm doing and know, to a great extent of what needs to be done, 
generally and individually. I think over the years I have learnt to be patient I can't 
say I was very patient I think you have to leam to be patient with everyone, because 
they come to you because they want to leam and they come to you because they dont 
know. Also, it is important for anybody who comes to you. They want to leam 
another instrument and it is a skill. So if you can impart a skill, why shouldnt you?! 
If you can make the not-so-good ones good, and the good better, and the better best, 
then you have achieved your goals as a piano teacher. I love music so much that I 
think this is one of the ways in which I can get music across to children. I am very 
enthusiastic in my teaching To be enthusiastic has something to do with a love of 
God. It is a talent that has been given to me. I rarely like to talk about it and analyze 
it this way. It has to be gifted to others. It is not something that you just keep for 
yourself. Give of yourself. Enthusiasm has something to do with God in it's 
derivatioiL I dont know where 1 read that I relate well with my students. It is not a 
matter of coming down to their level, but being at their level and slowly taking them 
along with you. I also leam so much from them.
07. What musical influences have affected vour teaching? e.g.. teachers. 
performances, education.
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A7. first piano teacher. Shewasv^iatl wantedhertobeandwasveiy 
encoun^jng. Even though I was very young at tiiat point, I felt she foHcwed a qrstem 
and I was able to follow what she was doing. I w a n ^  to do it  She was veiy 
influential. She is still alive, is only ten years oltfer titan me. I want to write and tell 
her all about my music because she is so happy tiiat I am doing something with it 
She cant undemtand how I remember so many of her teacbh%s She was firom 
London and taught at S t Mary’s High School. Then, my first organ teacher - an old 
man, and a naug|ity-nice persrmality. He loved tiie organ and church music, and I 
think he also played a very great part in influencing me for the love of church music. 
The organ is my first love. Some of my voice teachers influenced me too. I n s é ra i, 
those kinds of people who were doing a very creditable job in their own small sphere, 
and not so much those who considered themselves very great conducting local 
concerts, performing in recitals, or having their names splashed all over - not that
O. Subject C does not approve o f boasting about one's accomplishments and
achievements. She believes that i f  a teacher can positively irfluence one student to
aim for the best and achieve it, then he/she is worthy enough to remember. Subject C
is not easily impressed with individuals who brag abota their accomplishments. For
her the greatest heroes in her life have been the unsung ones. Her teachers have
irfluenced her greatly in not only her teaching, bia also in her perception o f life
itself. She feels that in addition to learning she was imparted with worldly and
spiritual knowledge and these are the lessons that she tries to incorporate m her
teaching.
0 8 . I f  an o th<-r p ia n n  te a c h w  nhwrvm d y n iir  tpar.h ing w hat thrpp ctrengthc dn  vnii 
think he/she would identify as successful contributions to vour instruction?
A8. I would like to add that, without being lackadaisical, I put attention to detail 
without letting the pupil feel discouraged, or have a will to give up. For instance, I 
don’t teach scales the way I used to in the beginning - just hammer and tongs. My life 
has changed so much that even the likes o f a scale has changed. Now, it is better. I 
can relate the scale to a piece, but I am particular. I find methods now that are better 
for my students and for my own patience, something tiiat the students' enjoy playing 
I find different ways of teaching that are not boring to me. There has to be a certain 
amount of attention, yet not go on harassing the ciuld and beating the point over and 
over again till both, the teacher and the student get fed up.
O. From the teaching observations, the researcher noticed that subject C has the
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talent to make even a scale interesting. As mentioned by her, she does this by 
relating the scale to a partictdar passage in a piece o f music that the student is 
currently working on, thus helping the student realize the us^lness o f the scale and 
how it can be put to use in various musical ways. One o f subject C s teaching 
strengths is that she always works from the known to the unknown, making the 
student feel that the new concept is not that difficidt to leam. Her training as a 
kindergarten teacher comes through in her piano teaching especially when she 
constantly perseveres to have a variety o f learning in her teaching. Sometimes the 
subject matter may have nothing to do with music, yet subject C finds a way to relate 
it to the lesson being taught.
09. With reference to vour talk about scales, does that come across in vour strategy 
too?
A9. Yes it does, because I was very impatient at the beginning and thought that 
eveiybocfy practiced and each child was as good as I was at that age. I thought that if 
a teacher told you to do something, you would do i t  I would never dream of coming 
back without having done it  Now I realize it is not that way necessarily. I have 
changed a lot and feel all the better for i t  otherwise my blood pressure would-be 
kicking in.
O. Years o f teaching have helped subject C realize that one cannot clone every 
student even though it is every teacher’s dream to have nothing but perfect students. 
Subject C struggles with the difference between the modus operandi o f her 
generation and today’s generation where levels o f respect, discipline and 
responsibility are différera from those ofsubject C’s generation. She has learned to 
adapt to the ’’current trends” o f the nineties and accordingly tries to bring that out in 
her teaching even though she admits that she would rather have the ’’good old days” 
where students listened and did what they were told, not daring to come up with any
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excuses fo rfea r ofreprim andfrom  the teacher.
INSTRUCTION
01 ■ Describe/list what vou feel are the most important characteristics o f an 
exemplary teacher.
Al. You must love what you are doing so that it ceases to be work, because the 
moment you think it is work, you wont find time for i t  You might shelve it and you 
dont necessarily do your very best I think you must be in love with you work. That 
will trigger off enthusiasm. I tfxink you must be a reasonably good example, because 
you are teaching Whether a child or an adult, they are looldng up to you and towards 
you. You have to be a good person who brings an understanding of the subject and a 
deep meaning of it to your pupils or your class. Those two come together. You cant 
be a good teacher and strike a false note. Your kids can tell. You have to have a 
sense of perfection without showing a sense of personification.
02. What non-musical influences have affected your teaching?
A2. Teaching kindergarten....and 1 would even bring my parents into it because they 
loved music. They both had lovely singing voices, not to mention speaking voices. 
Both had well modulated voices, but they also made me feel that it was thoroughly 
worthwhile. They never, for one minute, gave me a feeling that 1 was wasting their 
time or money. And yet. I'm sure it was a struggle for them in the early years. They 
were very encouraging and they were there for every recital or church service or 
something on those lines. Even though my mother could not hear, maybe that was 
why she wanted me to leam. She was almost deaf -1 would give her the score to 
follow. She always stood by me, even when 1 practiced. She always talked loudly, 
maybe that is why 1 talk so loudly. They were so hapRr when they came for some 
peiformance where 1 played or took part - it gives you a nice feeling They did not 
have to know about Bach or Beethoven or Handel - they enjoyed it one hundred 
percent
O. The researcher had the opportunity to observe subject C teaching her 
kindergarten class and was moved by the enthusiasm and lave shown fo r the 
children. This same love and enthusiasm are incorporated in her piano teaching. 
Similar to subjects A and B, subject C was highly influenced by her parents in not 
only her music and teaching career, but also in her day to day living which she tries 
to incorporate in her teaching. Her parents were not musicians, yet imparted a love 
for music.
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03. Do vou ever modify vour strategy and or content during the course o f a lesson! 
Why would vou have done this?
A3. Oh yes, I have done i t  Maybe because I wanted something to be done in a 
certain way or I wanted to try out sometbh% different Or it could be the pupil who 
brings about that change wiliun you. And I think "why was I doing it like diis? what 
is this tiling tiiat has brought us to a halt?" It does not necessarily have to be a 
mistake. The pupil m i^  be doing things very well. We just stop and say "shall we?"
O. Subject C makes every effort to adapt to each student’s needs and does not
hesitate to take a conversation break ifshe feels that the student needs it to
rejuvenate himselfherself. During one o f subject C’s teaching observations, the
researcher noticed that her seven year old student v/as very restless and was not
being productive during the lesson. Subject C noticed that too. and in a subtle
manner, asked the student haw his day went and what was the most exciting part o f
the day. Both, the teacher and the student got a break from the lesson and were back
to making music, productively, in a matter o f minutes.
04 Do vou have studio policies? e.g.. fee payment make-up lessons, purchase of 
materials. Explain.
A4. Yes. I make it very clear firom the beginning. I do my best to make up for lost 
time, or it could be very frustrating for both of us. I take my fees in advance. I have 
to condition myself for their continuous unit tests that go on throughout the year, 
which puts me off to a certain extent because I wonder if it is worth being a piano 
teacher and worth continuing my piano teaching. I think they do not want to leam. 
Let m£. chaise, let me do something about i t  So there are times I go beyond the 
lesson time. I tell my parents not to keep tabs on the lesson time unless they have to 
be somewhere right after. Sometimes a child will say he/she is tired, so we chat for a 
v^iile, usually about something unrelated to music. Then we get back to the piano 
very h^ipily, especially those who dont have instruments at home.
O. The elementary and secondary levels o f education in India are very demanding.
The average student has a lot o f responsibilities and does not get much time to play
on a daily basis. Students have to do a large amount o f homework daily and have to
appear fo r unit exams which are usually conducted every couple o f months. The
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performance on these m it exams is a crucial determining factor with regards to the 
student being promoted to the next academic grade level. The pressure to do well is 
high and students are burdened with constant exammations. Most parents do not 
have the time to help their children with the homework. To solve that problem, tutors 
are hired and the tutoring sessions last for at least a couple o f hours everyday.
More often than not, piano practice is put aside to give more attention to academic 
work, which is the topmost determining factorfor a student's choice o f careers.
As a piano teacher, subject Cfinds it frustrating to have to constantly 
arrange make-up lessons. She feels that piano playing is not given as much attention 
as it should get and the level o f dedication is not at the level that she would like it to 
be.
05. O f the total number of students that you have, what percentage of them have 
instruments at home?
AS. Only two out of the six have a piano, the others have a keyboard at home and 
there is one who doesn't have either, so I give her time to practice at my place. I don't 
charge her for the additional practice time.
06. Are music stores convenientlv located in vour f«»rhing area? If not, then how do 
you get vour teaching materials and books?
A6. No. I have to goto Mumbai or ask somebocty from abroad to send it  I see it 
somewhere and I like it
07. What do vou think about that? It has been going on for years now?
A7. It is very frustrating. About twenty years ago, I started building a library o f my 
own, mainly of begumefs books. I usually Xeroxed them or bound them and charged 
a minimal amount which went towards piano maintenance.
08. List the range of student levels that vou teach.
A8. Currently they are all beginners.
09. Do vou use anv kind of technology in vour teaching? e.g.. flashcards, visuaiizer. 
sequencer. Explain.
A9. No, which is a pity. I did a lot in kindergarten teachir%. We were exposed to it 
AAiien I did my teacher training in Madras. It is a pity because it is an important tool
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in one's teaching environment There is no money, no access and the products are 
just not available.
OlO. Do yoMinake and follow lesson Plans? Explain.
AlO. No, I dont write them down. After all these years of teaching, Iknow what 
works and ^ la t does not Of course, Fm always thinking about the day's students and 
plan the lessons in my head.
O il Eto vou assign practice steps to vour students? Explain.
A ll. Yes. lam  very particular about how they practice instead of how much time 
they spend on practicing since I have no control over that Kids nowadays have a lot 
of extracurricular activities and are very busy. I have leamt, over the years, to accept 
that If it is holding me back, then I insist on better inactice habits. It is frustrating 
because you know that they are not lying, but are otherwise engaged. Parents tend to 
be very ambitious for their children. They should be setting the times and rules for 
their Idds and not putting the whole burden on the teacher. They may be getting up 
late and everyone is rushing around madly. I think mornings are the best time for a 
child to practice because the child basically does not have responsibilities in the 
morning. I do advise the parents to let the child practice in the morning and not at the 
end of the day when they want to watch television. Not everyone has rules or follows 
them.
O. Qualitative time is a crucial factor in subject C s philosophy o f teaching. During
subject C s teaching observations, the researcher observed that she was very explicit
about practice habits, why a partictdar technique works the way it does, how to apply
a certain concept to other pieces, and most ofall, how to use one’s time efficiently.
Subject C also feels that the parents need to partake more in their children's piano
activities instead ofexpecting miracles from the teacher. There has to be a give and
take between the teacher and the student. One cannot work without the other.
012. Do you encourage parents to sit in on a lesson and observe vour teaching?
Ai2. I would not mind it at ail if they did. But 1 wouldn't want to make a habit out of 
it because there are parents and then there are parents. I would never say no to 
anyone. It is good for them to listen to their children because I don't know how much 
time they have to listen to their children at home.
O. During one o f subject Cs teaching sessions, she invited the student's parent to sit 
in on the lesson. After the parent and student had left, subject C mentioned to the
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observer that she doesn't think the parent has ever heard her child play in the one 
year o f piano instruction that the child has been taking. Subject C is bothered by the 
no-care attitude that is shown by some parents. She feels that parents need to be 
much more involved in their children's activities than they are now and sometimes 
fears that children are forced to take piano lessons just to keep them oia o f the house 
for as long as possible. The observer feels that this point migjtt be even more 
frustrating fo r subject C since she had so much support from her parents who were 
largely and positively instrumental in her music career.
013. Do you encourage students to participate in recitals and piano competitions? 
A13. I like them to participate if they want to It is important When you perform, it 
should be done very naturally. This is one of the ways in which it helps a lo t I also 
encourage them to play for anybody vdio comes in for a visit If they need to get over 
performance anxiety, then performing more and more for others helps immensely. 
That business of nerves is crippling.
O. Subject C does not want her students to experience nerve-racking anxiety and 
encourages them to play forfriends and acquaintances as much as possible.
014. Do you incorporate any of the following in vmir teaching: improvisation, 
theory, music history, accompanving. ensemble plaving. transposition. ]xrr and pop 
playing, composing? Explain.
A14. Yes, I try to, but it really depends on the level of the student 
O. Since most ofsubject Cs current students were beginners, most o f the above 
mentioned musical aspects were not incorporated during the lessons. Emphasis 
during the lessons was on technical exercises, repertoire and ensemble playing.
015. Do you self-evaluate vour teaching? How?
A15. Yes. You know how you're doing or what you haven't done very well. Mainly, 
it's a kind of a mental process. I do it, otherwise how do I go on to do things 
differently and in a more interesting manner for me and my students?! Only when 
you self^valuate, do you make those changes. You have to review your day's work. 
"What did I do this week and what can I do differently next week?" Another thing 1 
do is that 1 want to hasten the process. In wanting to do that you think o f several
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things that you put in and take out from say, the next set of lessons with a particular 
child, and then you ap^y that to oAer students too. Sort of like a mix and match 
method
016. As an experience^ what qualities do vou recommend as essential for
current and future piano tftnrheni m this setting?
A16. You need to have those who are serious about this work, because if  they are 
serious, then thqr will very systematically go through a course. 1 am iK>t necessarily 
saying that they have to do every single exam, but there is so much that the Trinity 
College School offers through its syllabus over the years. Current and future (nano 
teachers should have a variety in their teaching style, repertoire, and should also be 
able to p l^  another instrument, then decicfe whedier you want to specialize in the 
teaching or the performing, and maybe there are marty who try both - good 
com bination There is nothing like being able to demonstrate yourself what you 
want out of the student It is not only a case of exams or a specific system, but also 
learning to read about different genres - hear different genres. If I had to do my 
teaching all over again, I would build up a library of books where children can go 
through picture books with instruments and leam more than just reading notes. 
Again, I am going to my Idndergartmi training and experience. For instance, 
matching pictures with instruments, colors, etc. There are endless prospects of 
"aids." We are all concerned about ourselves instead of üiinking about the available 
talent and how to channel it  We need to reach out more and concentrate on music 
appreciation. We had that in school. One of my classmates had mentioned to our 
music teacher that she really enjoyed watching the ballet Sleeping Beauty, because 
the teacher had played and talked about it during her lesson. It is very important for 
us all to change our outlook.
O. Subject C emphasizes the need to be all-rounded and not have tunnel vision. 
Having taught music appreciation, she knows its value and feels that every teacher 
should be versatile in the music fie ld  and not get pigeon-holed into teaching just one 
genre or teaching the same way fo r years and years. Most o f the piano teachers in 
India are competent m only piano and are not interested in learning another 
instrument. This attitude gets passed on to the students, some o f whom are under the 
mistaken notion that there are only four kinds o f instruments in the world. Subject C 
also feels that most piano teachers are not knowledgeable enough about music to 
teach it to others.
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GENERAL
OT HmvHnpianfttfWiherscogmTiiitBtDsociety?
Al. You mean musically? (%, anyways, I feel that we shut ourselves oft Idmi't 
know how mai^ piano teachers get together witii their students to listen to music, 
discuss with oAo’teachas. We dont em^Aasize good musical habits of going to 
concerts, peifoimi]^ picking up books on music to read. By and large, we are a 
species oa the verge of extmctkm. You have to get out of yourself to be a good piano 
teacher. That is what is happmung in our school systems too. We have to cultivate 
music in such a way that it relates to oAer fields because it can, and does. I use 
music a lot vdien I am teaching kindergarten. We also need to do things consistently 
and not worry mo much about the "exams” - leads to too much cramming
02. How does the Indian gnvemment support western classical music in India?
A2. It does not - there is nothing in the way of fimding or support available.
03. Does vour career in piann Tearhing enable ynii tn  fiilfill yniir p w ^ n a l gnak^ 
How?
A3. Oh yes. I get tremendous joy and satis&ction, that is ) i^iy I still do it or I 
wouldn't I do have physical limitations, but I am very happy teaching piano.
04. Piano teachers do not alwavs eqÿov a professional status in vour community. 
What do vou think would improve this situation*^
A4. We have to deal with music in a completely different manner. Because if you 
are dealing with it in such a limited w ^, how do you reach out to a wider audience. 
Piano teachers basically tend to be in their own little room. Maybe we could, and 
have to, ch a i^  our image. Have a list of piano teachers and a referral system.
People try, but there is no response. Piano teachers tend to be content with their 
supplementary income and it becomes too much of an effort to try to do more than 
what is required. Basic minimum effort and that's it!
O. Subject C's travels and musical experiences abroad give her a different and 
broader outlook on the world ofpiano pedagpgy. She is aware o f the importance o f 
music organizations, music stores, music magazines, teacher guilds, and has shared 
her experiences with other local piano teachers. As stated by subject C, most o f the 
teachers are content with their studios ami do not want to move on to the bigger 
picture
05. How wniilri piann tegrhiny nrganizatinns help the  nmfêsKinn?
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AS. There are no organizations fOT regular teachers, so I hardly think they would give 
a thought to piano teachers. We are ctmsidered to be on the lowest rung. Then again, 
I am sure the Indian government gets a lot out of all the {nanos that are being 
imported into the country by way of custom duties and taxes.
06. How would you encourage other pianists to seriouslv consider a p iano  te a rh it ig  
career?
A6. I would say "no" to the career all on ifs own, at least not the way things stand. If 
they have something else to 611 back on and th ^  love piano teaching, then yes. I 
would like to talk to those i^ dio are interested in a piano teaching career, tell them 
what to avoid, things that they can go into with abundance in order to get the pupils 
really interested. Have a joyous infection, which music must trigger off If I had a 
chaîne to, I would like to tell them that it can be very worthwhile and they should not 
give up when they feel that the quanti^ is not there, but the quality is. Because I do 
feel that most of us have a lot o f musical talon within us. So many adults regret not 
having leamt the piano or taken music lessons. We haven't done tW  "Open Sesame" 
for music. It is never too late for aityone. Wouldn't it be great if someone like you 
could bring a part of the musical world over or encourage talent to go explore it?!
SUBJECTD
Subject D has a Licentiate diploma in piano teaching from the Trinity College 
of Music in London. She is also currently working on a Bachelofs degree in 
Commerce at the Pune University. Subject D has been teaching piano for the past 
four years at a private music school where she, herself, took piano lessons. She 
started teaching piano as a student teacher and currently has fifreen students ranging 
from the begiimer to the intermediate levels, who each have a thirty minute lesson 
twice a week. She teaches for twelve months of the year with a one week vacation in 
May and December respectively. Piano teaching is not subject D's primary profession 
and source of remuneratioiL
The interview with subject D was held at the private school where she 
teaches. The school is located on a busy street in Pune city. An ideal recording 
setting was out of the question and the noise level bad to be put up with during the
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interview, which was held during mid-aftemoon. There was only one room available 
for the interview since the others were being used toother teachers at the school.
The rooms were not sound proof and there was an overlapping of sounds, teaching, 
playing, and conversation from the other rooms.
At one point during the interview, there was a loud pounding on the door and 
subject D bad to answer it since it was persistent On answering the door, subject D 
was faced with the cobbler who was doing his weekly rounds. After much persuasion 
by subject D that there were no shoes to be mentkd, the cobbler left and we 
continued with the interview.
MUSIOAHSHIP.
0 1 ■ What is your definition of musicianship?
A l. Basically how the child reacts to a particular kind of music, what he feels about 
it and how he interprets it and puts across his ideas of that particular music.
02. What about from a teacher's point of view?
A2. Someone who can express themselves in their teaching and playing and have a 
strong sensitivity towards music.
03. Describe the qualities of someone who you think displavs good musicianship.
A3. I think someone displays good musicianship when he/she can convQf well what 
he/she feels about a particular piece, not just through music but through their body
language and facial expressions where they put it across really well and make you
feel what they feel about the music.
04. Do you think technique and practice steps are included in musicianship?
A4. Yes, it grows with i t  I think we should first work on technique. Once that is 
accomplished, woric on interpretation and musicianship , it all goes hand in hand.
05. As far as technique goes, should vou work on technical exercises alone (Czemv. 
Hanon. Schmidt) and stop at that or should you also pick out certain technical 
passages from the students repertoire and woric on those in isolation?
A5. Yes, both are important, especially working on tricky passages in the repertoire. 
For instance, if the student is working on a piece with an Alberti bass, then the 
teacher needs to give that student technical exercises in order to be able to play the
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Alberti bass well. It doesn't telp just that piece, but also other repertoire that the 
student will be working on in Ae future. It is impcntant to pidc out specific exercises 
for the passages that the student is having difSculty pishing.
O. During subject D's teaching observations, it was noticed that she is very
methodical in her technical training and makes it a point to work on technical
exercises that are helpfid fo r the student to plcy certain repertoire. The technical
exercises that subject D gives her students to work on are concurrent with the
repertoire that they are working on, which makes them excellent teaching tools.
06. E)o you consider vourselfto be ?»pt?«ftt«»flrher first or a musician first? Explain. 
A6. I thinlc a piano teacher is a musician because you're training your students to be 
musicians. A musician is one who can conv^r his/her thoughts and feelings to you 
through his/her pl^ông
07. Wlmt qualities or abilities do vou have which you feel make vou a good piano
tMrhpr?
A7. I am very punctual...my students are important to me. I am also very sensitive 
towards my student's needs. I understand that they have a lot of school work and other 
commitments. Yet, I dont go overboard with allowances, being a student myself. I 
am very thorough with the students and make sure they know what I expect out of 
them, and how to go about achieving those goals. I am a strong believer in 
demonstration and not just usir% verbal commands. I think my strongest points are 
that I am very thorough, precise and encouraging. I woric well with all kinds of 
students and know vdrat each is capable of. I dont believe in categorizing them as 
dull, smart, etc. I also analyze myselfa lot as a teacher. My student's failure is my 
failure. I constantly strive to improve myself as a teacher and it reflects in my 
students. My studmits and I woric together and not apart as separate entities.
O. In some ways, /Ae observer found her teaching techniques more mature and
productive than the other four subjects mterviewed and observed Subject D is very
sensitive to each student's strengths and weaknesses and uses them in a productive
manner. She is also a very conscientious teacher and tends to blame herself for her
student's failure, which in turn leads her to a self-evaluation and self-analyzation
process.
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08. What miisical infliiences have affected viMirteachiny? feg tearhant
pgfonnapcfft, 6ducati<ml
A8. piano teacher was always diere I needed her. I was veiy young when I 
started out widi her. If I had any problems, I would run to her and she always had the 
l i ^  advice for me. She would not hesitate to tell me I was doing something wrong 
and how to go about correcting it  At the same time, she was very 
encouraging  ^...musically and personally. My colleagues are very influential in my 
teaching style. T h ^  not only help witir my teaching but also with my personal 
growth. There is one colleague whose method of teaching is very personal and 
connected to normal every day life. What these colleagues have done has touched me 
greatly. I try to do tiie same for nty students and be a good role model for them.
09. If ano ther p iann  teacher observerf ym ir te a rh in y  w hat threft strengths dn vnii 
think he/she would identify as successful contributors to your instruction?
A9. Firstly, I am very thorough with my work. I make sure tiiat my students 
understand the subject matter well and know how u> improve on it  I demonstrate 
how I expect them to ]xactice and dont just say "do it this way." I give them practice 
sessions and observe them to see if  they follow through on what I expect them to do.
I also ask parents if the students practice tiie way tiiey are supposed to at home. 
Secondly, I go down to the level of the student and relate with them. I usually talk 
about otiier stuff besides music and try and put them at ease. I think my third strength 
as a teacher would be that I am very dedicated and enthusiastic and put in a lot of 
energy in nty instructioiL Thirty minutes fly tty, yet I feel that I have accomplished a 
lot My time management is very efBcient and I try to keep the student's 
concentration level at a h i^  level throughout tiie lesson. I believe in incorporating 
lots of "surprises" during a Iesson...it keeps the student's interested. Besides, I have to 
keep myself interested in what I am doing and enjoy it at tiie same time. I usually go 
over the thirty minute time limit and am not constrained by the clock... within reason.
I have to keep things in perspective and remind myself that the students have a lot of 
other activities in their lives.
INSTRUCTION
G1. Describe/list what vou feel are the most important characteristics of an 
ftxem plflry tpgirhgr
A l. I think punctuality, sensitivity, being able to relate to the student, being tactful 
with parents and students, enthusiasm through knowledge of what the teacher is 
doing, being honest vdien one does not know the answer to a question and looking up 
the information thus showing that you as a teacher are intaested in the student's 
queries, and also letting the student know that the teacha is a human being too and 
can make mistakes. All of tiie above are important characteristics of an exemplary 
teacha.
02. What non-musical influences have affected vour teachinp?
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A2. My parents have been extremely siq^rtive and OMitmue to be. I also started 
teadungmainly to get experimice and did not really think I would follow it as a 
career. But my «qnnioo has changed on that, especially after seeing how gratifying it 
is to teach. Obsôving other teachers has helped me a great deal too.
03. Do vou ever modify vour strategy and or content during the course of a lesson? 
Wly would vou have done this?
A3. I usually do modify my strat^y. I have planned lessons, but at times there are 
certain weaknesses which I notice at the lesson and feel the need to work on those 
weaknesses before going any further. If I feel that the student's work is not up to my 
expected standards, then it is important for me to improve upon that work instead of 
moving on and then going back to correct the mistakes. I am not reacfy to do that I 
dont want the student to think that d i^  have always been playing a particular passage 
or phrase a certain way, incorrectly without being corrected, and now why should 
there be a change.
O. Subject D does not believe in moving on unless she is certain that the student has 
grasped a partictdar concept and can produce the desired effectiveness in his/her 
playing. During one o f subject D's teaching sessions, the researcher noticed that she 
spent ten minutes working on one phrase and did not proceed until she was satisfied 
with the student's playing o f the phrase.
04. Do vou have anv kind of policy about make-up lessons?
A4. Yes, if the student does not come without any warning then I dont feel the need 
to make up that lesson. I do make up lessons that I have missed.
OS Do vour students have easv access to a piano for practicing? How much practice
do you expect per wggk?
AS. Two out of fifteen of my students do not have pianos or keyboards at borne. I 
stress on the qualify of practice time more than the quantify. The two that dont have 
a piano or keyboard at home come here to the school and practice. Generally, I 
would say that I stress on a thirfy to forfy-ftve minute daily practice schedule.
O. During subject D's teaching sessions, the observer noticed that she not only
stressed the amourtt o f daily practice required by the student, but also how to go
abota practicing writing down practice steps, demonstrating them for the students
and asking the sttidents to demonstrate them back fo r her to make sure that the
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directions have been untkrstoodand will be complied with in an optimum memner.
She also keefm in touch with her student's parents and e je c ts  them to help the
students out with their practice sessions by giving them guidelines after each lesson.
06. Are music stores conveniently located in vonrtaarhmyiwiea? If not then how do 
you get yovT piaterials and books?
A6. No, we don't have any music stores in Pune. We have to go to Mumbai to buy 
our materials. We literally have to spend a whole day in t k  store there looking for 
what we need because even the store owner and the people who work there don't 
know what they have in stock. So most of the time we try and see if we have the 
music already amongst the teachers who teach at the school.
Q7 . ListJhcianggirfstudentlgvclstharyftHteafrh
A7. I have one beginner, one grade one, three grade twos, tiiree grade threes, one 
grade six, and mostly grade fours.
O. Subject D mentioned, in conversation with the interviewer, that she is limiting 
herself to the elementary grade levels mainly because she has ju st started teachmg 
and wants to gain more teaching experience before she feels confident enough to 
teach students at the intermediate and advanced levels.
08. What kind of piano methods do vou use in vmir teachm g ( e g Alfred Ra^men
Thompson)
A8. I've been working with the Step-by-Step, Czenqr and Bastien methods and want 
to try out the Alfred method. I concentrate mainly on die Trinity College syllabus 
and use a lot o f supplementary stuff to go with it, just so 1 dont get bored teaching the 
same repertoire year in and year ou t Also, it is good for the students to work on a 
variety of different pieces instead o f just concentrating on the required three pieces by 
the Trinity College.
O. The researcher did not observe her teaching any siqjplemental repertoire during 
the teaching observations.
09 Do vou use anv kind of technologv in vour teaching? fe.g. flashcards. 
visuaiizer. sequencer^
A9. No
O. Subject D's curiosity was aroused about the kinds o f technology that can and are
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being used in piano pedagogy in tfx  United States, She expressed a desire to be able 
to incorporate technology in her teaching and at the same time was realistic enough 
to know that the equipment m i^  not be available in India and even i f  it were, it 
would be too expensive an investmenL 
OlO Do vou make and follow lesson plans? Kxplain
AlO. Yes I do. I keep a diaiy and make note of I think the students need to 
work on. The diary is more for me dian for the students. I know what I have done 
during a lesson and on the basis of that, I see where the students' strengths and 
weaknesses lie and accordingly woric on them.
011. Dp ^Qu assign practice steps to yguT shidents? Explaip.
All. I do assign practice steps for some of my students. I let foem know what they 
need to woric on and how to go about imfaoving on the problems. But this is only 
initially. At a later stage, I let them <fevise their own practice steps and we talk about 
what works and what does not I guide them and let foem woric on it finom there.
012. Do vou encourage parents to sit in on a lesson and observe vour teaching‘>
A12. With some beginners, yes so that foe parents know how to help the child work 
at home. But I would rather not have them sitting in, because some of them interfere 
and want to put in their own opinion The students get uncomfortable and I can 
visibly see them cringe vfoen th^r make a mistake in fear of getting a scolding firom 
their parents i^ e n  they go home. I dont like stoRiing my stuctents mid-way through 
a piece and most definitely avoid discouraging them I have had a few parents try and 
give their children a lesson while fm trying to teach. Not that most o f them know 
anything about piano playing. When that happens, I feel as though I am nobody 
sitting there and have no say in the matter. I take offense to that I call parents to 
observe a lesson once a month. Don't get me wrong. I do want them to get involved 
in viiat their child is doing, but not wfoen they are taking over my domam After all, I 
am foe teacher here.
013. Do vou encourage students to participate in recitals and piano competitions? 
A13. Yes. I think participating in recitals and piano cmnpetitions is a good way for 
the students to hear others play, gain confidence, know where they're at compared to 
others, work on their memorization and overcome performance amdeQf, well at least 
to a certain degree.
O. Subject D mentioned to the researcher that she has had an ongoing struggle with 
performance anxiety and does not want her students to fee l the way she does about 
performingfor an audience She encourages her students to playfor theirfriends
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andfamilies as muck as possible. One o f the observerions about her teaching was 
the emphasis an memorization in order to help free the students from the bondage 
o f only being able to play with the score in front ofthem.
014. Dovonmcorpoiateanvofthefonowmgmyniirtegchiny impmvisarinn
theory, music histoiy. accompaqying. epsgmblc playing, transposition, jazz and pop 
music, composing? Explain.
A14. Yes. I do incorporate theory, music history, ensemble playing, transposition, 
jazz and pop music and composite in my teachhig. They are aU required in the 
Trinity College Syllabus. I don't incwporale accompai^ing since it is difficult with 
the little ones. I personally love accompar^ing. It has helped me gain a lot of 
confidence and I feel as diough its not a lonely af6ir.
O. Even th o u ^ subject D mentions the mcorporation o f the above mentioned 
musical elements, the researcher noticed an emphasis on technique, exam repertoire 
and ensemble playing during the lessons. Idusic history was incorporated ordy at the 
onset o f the teachmg ofa new piece, where subject D mentioned the name ofthe 
composer, his nationality and the style in which the piece was writteru
015. Do vou self-evaluate vour teaching? How?
A15. Oh yes. students appear for exams where they get critiqued by the 
examiner. Those comments are extremely helpful and they help me examine my 
teaching and see where my strengths and weaknesses lie. My students also play for 
other teachers and we get su^estions fix)m them. I am always open to learning and 
dont have a set way of doing things I constantly think about why a particular lesson 
was good or bad and apply that to odier students. I also make it a conscious effort to 
leave all my other jxoblems and commitments out while 1 am teaching. To me, 
teaching is of ultimate importance and 1 want to give it my all.
016. As an experienced teacher what qualities do you recommend as essential for 
currem and future piano tearhprs?
A16. 1 think tme important Actor is to keep in touch with the latest methods and 
materials that are out in the piano teaching field. We have such little access to that 
out here and we feel very out of touch. 1 also think that to be a good teacher, it is 
important to have a background in child psychology applied to music teaching. 1 
dont mean Aatjust dieoretically, but also observing other teachers teach Ultimately 
1 drink it boils (town to what works with the student and what does not
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GENERAL
Q l. How do piann t«inhgnt fimitrihiiti» tn  snciefv?
Al. bitcxbiy's materialistic worid,everydiiiigisjiidgedaccordmg to the goods. 
Giving somebo<fy the gift of music is wonderful and pleasurable. It is an intangible 
contribution to society. There aient enougfi piano teachers, riie demand is greater 
than the supply. It is hnpmtant to have a selection process for prospective students, 
yet how can one tell just fiom the initial interview. Some students are slow in 
picking up when they begin, yet are good wmkers and improve along the way. Then 
there are those who start off in a promising manner and lack foe (indication and hard 
work that is required in pano playing Each individual is different We as teachers 
have to be able to know when to discontinue a particular student who is not showing 
any interest or enthusiasm and is takh% lessons mainly because foe parents want 
him/her to. I also fomk that it is difScuh to choose your students when you are 
woridng for someone else, you have to take what you get and work with it
02. How does the Indian government support western classical music in India?
A2. It does not > not at all!
03. Does vour career in piann tearhing enable vou to fulfill your personal goals?
H<ay?
A3. I am not sure at this point if piano teaching has enabled me to fulfill my personal 
goals. I want to go ahead in the commerce field and see which one Fm better at - 
piano or commerce. I don't feel pressured ri^it now to make that decision, my 
parents are supporting me.
O. Currently, snbject D is experimenting with careers and is ttot certain that piano 
teachmg will be her first career choice. Since she is also currently working on a 
bachelor's degree in commerce, she has a better imderstanding o f the business end 
o f the piano teaching profession, and is hesitant to have to live on an income which 
cannot support an individual's day-to-day basic needs.
0 4  Piann teanhers dn  not alwavs eqjoy a profeSCTnnal in vour community
What do you think will improve this situation?
A4. I am happy with what I am doing and really dont care about my status in society. 
There is a wi<je mix o f piano teachers in Pune. Some like to get together and talk 
about where we are at in the piano teaching {xofession, but most dont like to 
compare notes so to speak. It is very competitive. I think foe nature of foe person is 
very important and most of the time I feel as though the teachers are being very petty.
05. How would vou promote advancement in foe piann teaching profession?
8 6
A5. Having better access to m o ^  and mafecials, teachers gettii^ togstho; helfrâ^ 
each other, keeping posonal difiTacDces out and workn^Aythe benefit of the 
students...! think aH of these Actors would help immensefy in promotn% piano 
teaching even further.
06. Name the sources of fundings if  anv that are available for piano teachers Are 
they easily available?
A6. There are oascNirces of funding avafiaUe whatsoever. Mu»c, especially 
western classical, is not considered worth investing into in tins country . swh a 
shame.
07. How would piano tMrhingnrpanizaiirtns help the profes?aon?
A7. I don't know. Maybe havii^ workshops and masterclasses might help. I haven't 
given a thought to that
08. How would yon encourage other pianists to seriouslv consider a piano teachiny
A8. Ihave learned a lot fiom teaching. Nfy patience has grown and I have cultivated 
so nuuy good qualities such as havn% a better undeistaixiing of each person's 
character. I firxi tparhing extremely rewarding and what makes it even mwe 
beautiful is that it does not give you any tar%ible rewards. The rewards are in the 
student's smile, the little pece cmnposed just for you, the card drawn just for you, 
thinking of you as a role model, wanting to becmne a teacher when he/she grows up 
and talking about you with friends. One o f the dungs I would say to budding piano 
teachers is that "you are doing smnething difierent and are being able to contribute to 
society in that different way."
Subject E has a Licentiate diploma in piano teachii%. and a Licentiate 
diploma in singing and piano performance from the Trinity College of Music in 
London. She has been teaching piaito at the Spicer Memorial college for the past 
twenty-two years and is currendy the head of the music department at the college. 
Spicer Memorial College is a private univasity with an afBliaticm to Andrews 
College in Michigan in the United States. The education system at Spicer is designed 
to be similar with that of Andrews College. Piano is taken mostly as an elective and 
the students are required to appear for die Trinity College of Music acams.
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Subject E also p b ^  the organ and is actively invtdved in the University choir, 
which perftmns hi-annualfy. Subject E currently has twenty-five students includii^ 
the students she teaches privately at her hooM in Pune. Piano teaching is her primary 
source of income.
The interview with subject E took place in the music building at the 
University. The building consists of one large classroom and five smallw studios 
Whch are used as practice rooms by the students. The interview was conducted 
during mid-aftemoon when subject E was not teaching and all the studios were 
vacant since the students were in other classes.
The interview had to be stopped fifteen minutes after it began since there was 
a power outage and the room was dark. The electric company had decided to come 
out and work on the power lines next to the music building and had neglected to 
inform the school officials that they would be woridng that day at that particular time. 
The interview had to be rescheduled for anodier day.
MUSICIANSHIP
01. What is your definition of musicianship?
Al. Musicianship, I feel, means to feel t^iat the music is trying to ccmvey, and one 
aspect of musicianship is to play musically and to feel what the composer wants to 
convey. The other is to (tactically apç\y musicianship at tte  piano such as 
composing a tune, playing cadences or transposing. So these are the two definiticms,
I feel, of musicianship.
02. Describe the qualities of someone who vou think displavs good musicianship.
A2. I diink somerme who is a marvelous sight-deader, can compose on the spot, do 
variations on a tune, excellent at transposing and be able to play frtnn an open score, 
s tra i^  away at the piano.
03. Do vou consider vourselfto be a piano teacher first or a musician first? Explain.
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A3. A piano teacher first Nfy forte is more in teaching than in performing. I enjoy 
teaching tremendwisly.
04. If you call someone a good musician, does he/she have to be a good perfonner 
only?
A4. I would not say "only" because we have to be well rounded to a large extent 
O. Subject E does not elcAorate on her statement. The researcher feels the need to 
ask the next question to elucUkae a more descriptive response.
05. Would vou <av that « tearfaer can be a good musician too?
AS. Sure, definitely. But very often good performers or good musicians are not very 
good teachers because th ^  expect too much of Üieir piqnls who may be very 
mediocre.
06. What qualities or abilities do vou have which you feel make vou a good piano 
teachcr^
A6. I don't know if I am a good piano teacher, but I try to give my students as much 
of an all-around idea of what is expected of therrt Naturally, you have to temper it 
according to the ability of each student
O. Subject E is a humble individual with the simplest o f needs. She is diligent m her
work and is a conscientious and hardworking teacher, always trymg to do her best.
07 What aspects of teaching can vou think of that are unique to vou?
A7. One thing is in the performance of ornaments. I like to give clear instructions on 
how they shotdd be p b ^ d  instead of telling my students to feel how they should be 
played. Patience depends on how tired one is and also on the amount of pressure one 
is imdergoing We Mve a lot of deadlines. Sometimes one tends to get impatient and 
I feel very sorry for it later. I try to be very tolerant and patient It does not help 
trying to make a student nervous because then I usually wind up getting poor results.
08. What musical influences have affected vour piano teaching‘s (r  f  Teachers 
performances ediicatinni
A8. My own piano teacher influenced me greatly and another big influence was my 
colleague. They both loved classical music, both were excellent musicians and very 
good teachers. I always loved classical music especially since my grandmother was a 
fine pianist We have never listened to pop music and dont have it in our house. We 
have had a classical background firom the start
O. Subject E's piano teacher, who was also her voice teacher, has had a major 
influence in her teaching career. She teaches the way she was taught by her teacher.
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Her teaching colleague, who is now retired, has also played a major role in not only 
her teaching career but also in her day to day living.
0 9 .  I f  another p ianntpachernhservedyniirtearhm g w hat threg taarhm g Strengths 
dn vou think he/she would identify as successful contributors to vour instruction?
A9. Perhaps to give a well-rounded lesson such as aural tests, sight-reading, technical 
exercises, review of old pieces, wodch% on new pieces...that would be one o f my 
strengths. Another would be that I give very (fetailed instruction. And thirdly, trying 
to find out what the students really know, what are doing, where they are at in 
the music, how to count and so on. I tell the students that they have done a good job 
even if they haven't
010. How do you deal with students who do not put in enough time and effort in 
their work and are going nowhere?
AlO. 1 apply that to each stiuient It depends on whether they are doing exams and 
have paid h i^  fees or are just learning for pleasure where Ae pressure is less. You 
also have to keep Ae stiufents' schedules in mind. ..tk y  are bu^ and highly pressured.
O. All o f subject E's current students are preparingfor the Trinity College exams.
Once the fees to appear fo r the exams have been paid the students are expected to
appearfor the theory and practical exams and pass with successful grades. Teachers
generally tend to use the exam date as a way o f getting the students to practice.
Failure at the exams is not looked upon kindly by the student's teacher and by his her
peers. During the teaching observations, the researcher noticed that subject E made
it a point to let the students know that they were expected to work tip to a certain
standard in order to pass the exams successfiilly.
INSTRUCTION
01 ■ Describe/ list what vou feel are Ae most important characteristics of an
A1. Patience, attention to detail, musicianship, seeing that Ae stuctent develops 
all-around...cant get carried away wiA "oh what a womkrfiil student, we cant teach 
her anything" There should be proper development where Aere is nothing lacking 
The teacher should be able to play the pieces he/she is teaching, not necessarily up A 
speed because wiA a senior student, we would never get the time to do that. I am not
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saying that tihe students should be parrots ...th^  should have their own inta^aetations. 
I am not a believer in plying recordings fm* the students to hear.
02. What non-musical influences have affected ytmr twirhing?
A2. You are always popuhu’ if  you can sing a song or play an instrument, it is good 
for develofwig one's personalia.
Q3. Eto yon ever modify your strateyv and or content during the course o f alesson? 
Why would vou have done this?
A3. Very much...you have to adapt to your student's circumstances. For example we 
don't have materials fi>r recordings, histead of complaining take what you have and 
use i t  Keep a positive attitude. Sometimes stucfents don't play a particular piece 
well....change the piece, anything, take a different approach.
O. With reference to the matter o f changing strategy, the observer did not once
notice subject E changing her teaching strategy during her teaching sessions even
•when the need for one was obvious. For instance, one o f subject E’s students had
difficulty picking a four bar passage in the correct rhythm. The student was asked to
play the passage over and over, without any guidance bemg given by subject E as to
what was incorrect. As was expected, the results were those o f frustration and
disappointment, which carried themselves over fo r the rest ofthe lesson.
Q4. Do vou have studio policies? (e.g.. fee payment, make-up lessons, purchase of 
materials) Explain.
A4. As far as make-ups go, if  I miss then I make them up. I don't make up the lesson 
if  the student has missed it unless I am free to do so, I dont feel obliged to make it 
up. Students are regular about payuig their fees at the first lesson of the month, I 
have no problems whatsoever in that respect
D5 Do vmir students have easy access to a piano for practicing? How much xwacticfc
do you GxpMt pGT week?
A3. Yes, we make sure of that otherwise it is useless...they cant have lessons and not 
practice. All the students have access to eifrier pianos or keyboards, vdiich woric well 
for the jimiors. I think Ae senior students need to practice on pianos since I dont 
think that Aelæyboard is a good substitute for that MaiQr times I let Ae students 
come and practice at my house. Piano availability is limited and expensive. You can 
buy uprig^ pianos m Mumbai fr>r about one lakh and twenty-five Aousand nqiees, 
wliich most people cant afford aityways. The old pianos are usually Ae ones 
discarded from abroad and the maintenance is terrible.
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o. A ll o f subject E's students have access to a piano and are encouraged to partake 
o f the facility available. Most o f subject E's students live on the Spicer College 
Campus, which is fortunate en o u ^ to have ten pianos available for students to 
practice on The practice time is logged into a book whenever the students enter and 
leave the building Subject E checks with the notebook to keep track o f how much 
time has been spent practicing but the quality time cannot be measured. It is the 
students' responsibility to practice productively so that they might obtain fruitful 
results.
06. Are music materials easily available? Where do vou purchase thein*^
A6. It is a major problem. We have to go to Mumbai to purchase our materials and 
there is no guarantee that the store there will have what we need. I try and share my 
materials with a couple of my colleagues.
07 List the rang»» nfgtiiHftnts tha t you teach
A7. I teach from the initial level all the way up to the diploma level. It is very varied 
and I like it.
08 What kind ofpiano methods do vouuse in yniirtfiaching? feg Alfred. Bastien. 
Thompson)
AS. I dont really use any methods since I work mainly with the Trinity College exam 
syllabus.
O. Subject E has been working with Trinity College exam students since she started 
her teaching career. Her teaching focus is on preparing students to appear 
successfiilly for the exams. A ll o f her teaching material is directly related to the 
examination syllabus, which concentrates on scales and arpeggios, ear training and 
aural skills, sight reading theory, three repertoire pieces, and ht the past few years, 
composing and ensemble playing. Subject E does not work on any other material 
outside o f what is required by the Trinity College exam syllabus.
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q/Cj n n yn iiiise fln yh tir in fterh n n ln gv in yn iirtgarh m g?  (tt g flashcards
visualizer. sequencer) Explain.
A9. No, I dont use any kind of technology. We dont have that kind of equipment 
available, besides it is veiy expensive.
9 1 0  n o  ynii think leRmng ghniild he  miriin and video taped?
AlO. That might be helpful. I lealfy cfont know since we dont have those facilities 
available. I try and show my students videos of concerts, but tW  is about it as ù r  as 
technology goes.
011. Do vou make and follow lesson plan.s? Explain
A ll. No I don't I have been teaching for thirty-five years and dont feel the need for 
that I go along with each student at their lesson time.
012. Do you assign practice steps m yniir Explain.
A12. Yes I do. Practice time depends on the student's level. I usually recommend 
that beginner’s practice at least thirty minutes everyd^. The senior students need to 
put in at least a couple of hours of daily practice. I dont get to watch them practice 
but can tell whether they have practiced well on the basis of their lesson.
O. The researcher did observe subject E assign practice times to her students but
without mention o f how practice shotdd be done. The students were not given
guidelines and neither did subject E demonstrate any practice steps fo r the students
to work on on their own. It was assumed that the students knew how to practice.
013. Do vou encourage parents to sit in on a lesson and observe vour teaching?
A13. No, I dont like it at all because for one thing, I have noticed that the children 
are always more nervous when their parents are around They feel that their parents 
want them to measure up to a particular yardstick. Sometimes I like the patents to sit 
in so they can help the little ones practice at home.
014. Do you talk with the parents about their child’s progress and the need to out jn  
more work i f  needed?
A14. I do talk to the parents if necessary. Most of them don't know if the kids are 
practicing properly or not since they are not musically educated It is good to go over 
the assignment at the end of a lesson and discuss it with the parents so that they can 
guide in practicing at home.
015. Do you encourage smdents to participate in recitals and piano competitions? 
A15. Yes I do. I think it is very important to help overcome nervousness. It also 
helps with their stage presence.
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016. Do you incorponde any of the m ynnr twrhmp hnprovisatioiL 
theory, music histarv. accompanvmg. ensemMe plavme. transposftion. ÿazz and pop 
music, com posing? Explain.
A16. All ofthe above except for ja s  and pop music. I (font appreciate diat kind of 
music and I think that foere is too much of it on its own.
O. During the observatitms, the researcher noticed an emphasis on technique,
exam pieces, ensemble playing and an occasional exercise in transposition. The
other meraioned factors were not observed being taught by subject E. With regards
to her statement about Jazz and pop music, she dislikes it immensely and makes it
known to her sttddents that they are not allowed to play "that kind o f music" when
she is around Some ofthe repertoire choices fo r the Trinity College exams have
recently started mcltrdingjazz pieces, which, needless to say, are not chosen by
subject E fo r her students.
017. D o  y o iise lf-evaliia tfty fM irtgaoh ing? W nw?
A17. Yes, my students fill out evaluations for me and I get a good feedback from 
those. I self-evaluate my teaching all the time and am constantly looking at ways to 
improve my teaching.
018. As an experienceH te^rher wfaat qualities do you recommend as essential for 
current and fiiture piano teachers in this setting?
A18. I would say that you need to pay attention to detail, be patient, and always be 
open to changing your methods because we are (X)iistantly learning and need to keep 
an open mind
O. At this point during the interview, subject E was obviously warning to end the 
interview, trying to keep her answers as short as possible, since the interview was 
being coruhæted during her break in schedule when she usually went home to attend 
to her parent and to the household The observerfound it ironical that one o f the 
qualities mentioned by subject E was to alwcqis be open to changing one's methods 
and to keep cm open mind A lesson that she is not willing to learn.
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GENERAL
01. How d»piannt«K^hers contribute to society?
Al. I tiiink that piano teachers entertain and keep the culture of western music alive 
because without them, our culture would lack western music. It is greatly 
apineciated. We cant cope widi die number o f people who want to learn. It is an 
obvious 6ctor. Even if we double the number of teachers, there wouldnt be enough 
of a supply for the demand.
O. Similar to subjects A, B, C and D, the ratio o f student demand and teacher supply 
is brought up with regards to piano teaching.
02. How does the Indian government support western classical music in India?
A2. I dont think the government is against i t  We have a lot of foreign artists who 
come down and perform. In addition to that we still have many candidates who 
appear for the Trinity College and Royal College exams. As for as funding goes, 
there is none available.
O. With refereru:e to the Indian government's involvement in western classical 
music, the only way that the government is connected is by giving permission to the 
Trinity College and Royal College representatives in India to exchange rupees into 
dollars fo r the purpose ofsending the required examiruition fees to the college in 
London. Foreign artists are invited by the prominent music societies in major 
metropolitan cities such as hdumbai, Delhi, Madras, Bangalore, Calcutta and Pune. 
The Indian government does not sponsor these artists.
03. Does vour career in piano teaching enable you to fulfill your personal goals? 
How?
A3. Yes. I find a great fulfillment in seeing my students blossom.
0^ Piano teachers do not alwavs er^ov a professional status in vour communitv. 
What do you think would improve this situation?
A4. I have never been concerned about my status in society. I just keep doing my 
own stuff and am content with that I am pretty much cut off with whafs going on 
outside my realm of work and am happy that way.
05. How would vou promote advancement in the piano teaching profession?
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A5. Indians are voy geared towards exams...in any fîeld....aiid I thiiik that is paît of 
the upbringing. Exmns are (me of Ae best of ;nomotn%a student, but one has 
to be careful not to get into a rut Students should be involved in all knab of 
activities.
O. Subject E's response has made no reference to the advancement o f the piano 
teaching profession in India.
06. Would you take on a student who does not want to appear for exams?
A6. Yes 1 would.
O. The researcher has known subject E fo r seventeen years and has recommended 
many students to her. Subject E has always made it a point to mention that she does 
not have the time to teach students who are not going to appear fo r the Trinity 
College exams.
07. Name the sources of funding if anv that are available for piano teachers. Are 
thev easily available?
A7. There is no funding available.
08. How would piano t«ir.hmg ntywriTatinn^ help fhm pmf«^«nn9
A8. They would help in getting piano teachers together and exchanging ideas. 
Masterclasses and wodcshops would be a great help. The organizations would also 
help keep us teachers updated on the latest literature available.
09. How would you encourage other pianists to seriously consider a piano teachiny 
career?
A9. It is something that they can do at home, especially for women. They can look 
after their children and don't need to leave the house to work. They can also earn a 
lot since teachers are few. They could also accompany various school choirs. 1 
myself hardly get the time to practice, let alone perform. 1 am not ha^ry about that, 
but 1 do have a âm ily to look after and get exhausted by the end of the day.
010. Do you find that most of the am femalt»?
AlO. Yes, 1 dont know any male teachers, yet most of the examiners who come 
down are male. Most of n ^  students are ^ n a le . In India, die attitude is that the 
profession is more for females. Yet there are plenQr of male Indian classical 
musicians.
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CHAPTER V 
FINDINGS
The infonnation in this chapter was summarized from questionnaires, 
interviews, vitkotaped teaching observations, and supplemental materials gathered 
during the investigation of the study. Following the collection o f all the materials, the 
investigator analyzed the data by transcribing the tapes, coding the information, 
identifying and discussing common patterns that evolved from the data and reporting 
the findings through a discussion of instructional knovdedge in piano teaching and 
the circumstances under which piano teaching is done among the five teachers.
Area from which the subjects were selected
Piano teaching is prominent in metropolitan and largely populated cities in 
India. These cities have an access to western culture via the media and through 
visiting artists from abroad who perform on a regular basis, thus bridging the gap 
between the east and the west The initial cover letter and the questionnaires were 
mailed to independent piano teachers from the Mumbai and Pune areas. Both cities 
are metropolitan in nature, densely populated, and have a multi-cultural nature. The 
five subjects selected for this study were from Pune. Piano teaching has been active 
in Pune for several decades. Pune is also a major center for die Trinity College of 
Music Exams. In addition to that, the Poona Music Society ("Poona" was changed to 
"Pune") invites various local and foreign artists to perform. The audience for these 
concerts is a small one and tends to be the same for every concert More ofren than 
not, local piano teachers and their students comprise the audience.
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Age/Gender o f the sufyects
The five subjects ranged in age fiom nineteen years to sixty-three. All of
them were female. The investigator observed during the initial selection process that
there were no male inrkpendent piano teachers listed in the Mumbai and Pune areas
either in the Mumbai music store list or in the national directory of individuals,
organizations and institutions undertaking promotion, training, and development of
western classical music in India. One of the sutgects, who has been teaching for
more than three decades, referred to the gender issue in this manner
I dont know of any male teachers. Yet, most of the examiners who come 
are male. Most of my stucfents are female. In hidia, the attitude is that the 
profession is more for females. Yet there are plenty of male Indian Classical 
musicians.
A large percentage o f women in India are engaged in agricultural and other 
allied occupations. The number of employed urban women is significantly lower 
than their rural counterparts. Indian women have come a long way from being 
housewives and child bearers to becoming educated and having careers of their own. 
They play a vital role as bread winners for the 6mily. Nevertheless, even in the 
present day and age, it is difficult for women to get a high level of education, have a 
fulfilling career and have a family. De Souza ( 1980) supports this observation:
In India, as in other countries of South Asia, women are less likely than men 
to continue their education to h i^er levels, and are more likely to be found 
concentrated in female occupations like teaching, nursing, social work, 
secretarial and clerical occupations - all of which have low status and low 
remuneration. Even those women who have surmounted the hurdles to 
professional education are disadvantaged as women because of the difficulty 
of reconciling the competing, sometimes incompatible, demands of a 
professional career with culturally defined 6mily responsibilities (p. 7).
Ahfaou^ the number of educated wmnen in India has increased in the past 
thirty years, their services are not being utilized to the maximum capacity. Married 
working women prefer part-time jobs so that th ^  can utilize their education and
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training for creative e^qjression of Aeir abilities* and at the same time, contribute to 
the âm ily income, therdy raising Ae standard of living.
In the post-independence period, recommendations woe made to various 
committees on women's education in India to provide more opportunities for 
part-time employment of women teachers in order to enable married women to look 
after their homes in addition to teaching. Edixration became an important aspect of 
an Indian women's life. Madiur ( 1973) supports Ae above argument
There were unmistakable signs of a new educational awakening among 
women. The obstacles that held up Ae spread o f women's education in Ae 
past were slowly and steadily Asappearing. Rural areas were no loiter 
isolated and Astances caused no problem in Ae expansion of education. Late 
marrit^es were becoming cmnmon and the fviguAces against educating giris 
and women were dying out They were now choosing Aeir own careers and 
sharir% equally wiA men the responsibilities for the progress and 
development of society (p. 129).
Teachers are an integral part of society and play a key role in Aeir nation's 
educational settings. The majority of InAan women tend to select fields of study 
such as teaching that are considered to be traditionally feminine and can help Aem 
devote more time to Aeir family. Ghosh and Talbani ( 1996) support Ae above 
argument
It ^)pears that women's primary role is that of wife and moAer and that for 
these women tparhing is a second income. Their satisfaction is derived from 
Aeir primary role, and they generally do not feel Ae need to publish or excel 
m research (p. 178).
Professional Characteristics of Subjects
Credentials and Education of  Ae Subjects
All o f Ae five subjects have Licentiate Aplomas m piano teaching from Ae 
Trinity College of Music (^Jpendix F). The Licentiate teaching Aploma is the only 
credential available for prospective piano teachers. Teacher training consists of
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unsupervised apprenticeship. Teachers tend to teach die way tfa^r were taught 
widiout a i^  Icmd o f background in irâno mstructioiL The teachers are not Êunüiar 
with American piano pedi^ogy concepts and the music education system that is 
available in the United States. Two of Ae subjects have teaching diplomas for 
teaching in elementary schools and two odiers have a bachelor's degree in commerce. 
Three of them can phy another inarument and are also qualified to teach voice since 
Aey have a Licentiate diploma in sii%ii% fimn the Trinity College o f Music. 
Expmcnce
Four of the five teachers have been teaching for more than a decade and are 
well reputed as teachers in Purm ci^. The fifth teacher has been teaching for three 
years. All five subjects started as student teachers for their piano teachers, who 
largely mfiuenced them in their choice of Ae piano teaching profossion.
Reasons for entering the piann fmarhmp profession
Women's educational situation has evolved over the past two decades leading
to a greater integration of the educational system in the social sectors in India In
India today, women's participation is increasing in the [neviously male dominated
areas such as engineering, computer science and medicine. Indian women have a
wider choice of careers, MieAer they choose to pursue Aem or not. Bonder (1992)
did studies on altering secual stereotypes through teacher trainir% and claims that:
...Ae early incorporation of womoi into the educational system, massive 
presence at all levels o f education, the widening of their field-of-study 
choices, and even Aeir limited participation in technological careers are 
similar to the educational situation of women in countries that are more 
industrially developed (p. 231).
All five teachers involved m Ae stutfy chose piano tpar hing because of Aeir 
love fin the subject They all enjoyed woridng and interacting wiA oAer people, 
especially children, and wantedte share Aeir talents and skills wiA others. They 
w erealsoawareofthedearAof piano teachers in Pune city and in India itselL and
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wanted to contribute to Ae growth of a larger westan classical music population 
through their contributions as piano teachers.
Women in India to d ^  are major contributors to Ae country economically and 
socially, m additirm to being important indicators of Ae jnesent and future status of 
women. More women are takii% up jobs eiAer to supplement Ae Amily mcome or 
to fulfill their desire for economic independence. Three out of Ae five teachers are 
primarily [nano teachers by profession and do not have oAer jobs. The other two 
teachers teach kindergarten, voice, and elocution to supplement their mcome fiom 
piano teaching.
Business Related rharacterisrics
T ffa rh in g  F n y im n tn e n t
As observed by Ae researcher during the interviews and the teaching 
observations, Ae teaching locations of all five subjects was not conducive to a 
learning environment One of Ae teachers was observed teaching at her home, while 
the oAer four taught at a school, all of which were located on heavily traveled and 
noisy streets. The teaching rooms were not sound proof and were used as passage 
ways to get to oAer rooms m Ae building. It was not uncommon for parents and 
sturknts to interrupt a lesson and the researcher had to stop taping several times 
during a lesson The researcher also observed that lesson times were used as social 
gaAerings among students. Parents dropped off Aeir children for Ae lesson and used 
that time to run errands. The students had to wait fi>r Aeir parents to return to pick 
Aem up fiom Ae lesson and used that waiting time to chat wiA Aeir fiiends who 
were eiAer waiting fi)r a ride or for Aeir lesson. In Ae case of Ae teacher who was 
observed teaching at home, Ae conversation level was higb since her house was 
located m between a temple and a welding fectory, boA high contributors to Ae noise 
level
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iMching-Schfiifailffi
All fîve subjects involved in the stucfy teach twelve months of the year with a 
two week vacation. Lessons last for diirty minutes, and in the case of four of the five 
subjects, students come for their lessons twice a week. Teaching is usually done after 
4 im  since most of Ae students finish Aeir academic schoolmg at 3.45pm., and 
depending on Ae number of students, continues till 7pm. Four out of Ae five 
subjects also teach on Saturdays.
Recruiting Students
None of Ae subjects mterview prospective students. The attitude among all 
of them was that if the student was mterested m learning Ae piano, Aen he/she 
should be instructed. All five subjects mentioned at some pomt during Ae interview 
or m conversation wiA the researcher that Aere is a dearA of piano teachers and not 
enough of Aem to supply Ae demand. The subjects all agreed on Ae fact that A ^  
were mandated wiA students.
The primary recruitment process is that of word-of-mouth. Parents of 
prospective students are more concerned wiA Ae location of Ae piano teacher and 
his/her remuneration raAer than m Ae quali^ and experience of Ae teacher. Four of 
the teachers are located m the heart of Ae city, easily accessible by public 
transportation. The fifA teacher is located in Ae outskirts of Ae city which is 
expanding rapidly. Since she is Ae only piano teacher m that area, she does not have 
a problem obtaining students since most of Aem live m and around her area of 
residence.
The researcher also observed that most of Ae students were fourteen or below 
m age The Aop-out rate for high school children i^ Ao have been taking piano 
lessons is very high. Academics has first priority and this is also Ae age when 
students have to make career choices. The academic environment m Adia is 
extremely competitive. Low scores m Ae high school exams do not help students,
1 0 2
especially wiien they are interested in careers such as medicine and computer science. 
Taking {nano lessons is seen as a waste of time at this point since the students and 
their parents feel that the amount of time spent on lessons and examination fees is not 
going to help the students become doctors or engineers. The academic work load was 
another point discussed by all five subjects. They all mentioned the need to 
reschedule piano lessons during academic examinations to accomodate the students. 
Types pfStudgpts
The researcher observed a total of twenty-five teaching observations. Out of 
the twenty-five students who were taught by the subjects, twenty-three of them were 
between the ages of seven and fourteen. The other two students were an adult and a 
sixteen year old respectively. Three of the subjects did not feel comfortable teaching 
adults. They had taught younger children throughout their teaching careers and 
wanted to let someone else teach the adult students. The subjects also mentioned that 
there were very few adults who wanted to leam the piano mainly because the adults 
had jobs and fiunily commitments, and did not have the time for recreational 
activities such as piano lessons.
Students who take piano lessons generally come from affluent families who 
have been exposed to other cultures and are Westernized in their musical tastes. The 
element of "keeping up with the Joneses" also plays a key factor in who takes piano 
lessons and who does not The teachers in the study all agreed that with the influx of 
MTV and other American television programs in India, the population wanting to 
take piano lessons has increased tremendously since children want to be able to play 
their favorite pop songs for their friends and families and use that as an incentive to 
begin piano instruction.
Availability of Materials
All five subjects were in agreement that music materials were not easily 
available in India. The teachers have to commute to Mumbai (four hour train journey
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firom Pune) which has one music sUne. The stme is pooiiy managed, is not well 
organized and knows that it has a monopoly in tfie business. Piano teachers are at the 
mercy o f the store maniement to purchase music materials, which have to be 
ordered form Britain. Piano teachers have to place the orders well in advance since 
the orders take an average of three months to be filled. The store does not take orders 
over the phone which means that teachers who do not reside in the Mumbai area have 
to make a special trip to order and purchase the music. All fiive subjects were in 
agreement that th ^  had to i^an a foil just to pick iq> one music book or to place 
an order which becomes very expensive and inconvenient for the teachers.
Due to the lack of easy availability of materials, the teachers use teaching 
materials that have been taught to them. There are no music catalogues available and 
the teachers are not willii% to order music just by the name o f the piece and the 
composer. Photocopying of music materials is a common occurrence. Most of the 
materials that are ordered are examination books required for the Trinity College of 
Music exams. The music store orders these books in bulk and their availability is on 
a first come first served basis. The examinations are discussed later in the chapter.
Availability of Pianos
Pianos are an extremely rare and expensive commodity in India The 
expense, amount of space consumption and lack of easy purchasing power of the 
instrument have resulted in a very small percentage of the piano playing population in 
India owning a piano. Keyboards are easily available and at affordable prices, which 
makes them a popular commodity. One of the teachers mentioned that the 
programmed melodies in the keyboards have inspired a number of children to take up 
piano lessons.
All five teachers mentioned that they allow their students who do not have 
pianos or keyboards to practice on the teachers' pianos for a small remuneration
Another key foctor in the instrument industry is the lack of piano tuners and
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technicians. There is one piano tuner in Mumbai viiio caters to the piano 
maintenance and u|*eep in Mumbai, Pune and die surrounding cities. Appointments 
have to be made at least three months in advance and there is no guarantee that he 
will show up as promised. The researcher observed that all the pianos involved in the 
stucfy were out of tune and in dire need of attention and repair. Parts have to be 
ordered from abroad, at the owner's expense, and the teachers are not able to come 
forth with the finances required for such major projects. As one teacher mentioned to 
the researcher, if the piano sounds then that is good enough.
Method of Teaching
All five subjects were observed teaching one-on-one. Group lessons did not 
occur, although duet playing was observed. The subjects were not familiar with the 
various methods that could be used for piano teaching such as the interval method 
(Music Tree), middle C method (Bastien), or the multiple key methods (Alfred). 
Teaching was focused on accomplishing the requirements for the Trinity College of 
Music examinations. The focus of the lessons was on the examination syllabus, 
which is discussed in the following paragraph. Teacher lesson plans were also 
designed according to the Trinity College syllabus.
Lesson plans mainly consisted of an outline of which scales and arpeggios 
were to be worked on during the lesson. The subjects were in agreement that they 
taught off the top of their heads, a risky business especially when all five of the 
subjects, at some point during the teaching observations, could not remember what 
they had covered in the previous lesson. Most of the subjects taught students who 
were appearing for the examinations. The teachers primary goal in teaching was to 
prepare the students to appear successfully for the annual piano exams.
Trinitv College of  Music Examination Svstem
The Trinity College of Music in London is considered to be the pioneer of 
music examination systems in India. As mentioned earlier in the study, by the end of
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the nineteenth centiuy, a flee in g  independent piano teaching profession was 
developed in hxdia, whidi expressed European colonial values but relied on Indian 
citizens to develop. In 1898, London's Trinity College of Music sent examiners to 
(xomote piano plitying in India. The Trinity C o llie  has devised a system of music 
examinations, based on graded syllabi, that are administered at local centers under 
the leadership of native representatives appointed by the college. The Trinity College 
offers exams for instrumentalists, vocalists, duet playing, accompanying and music 
theory. The research findings will relate to solo piano examinations only.
The Trinity College offers piano examinations in the following levels; Initial, 
Grades 1-8, Performer's Certificate, Associate Diploma (ATCL), Licentiate Diploma 
(LTCL) in teaching or performance and the Fellowciate Diploma (FTCL) for the 
performance level only. The examinations are offered firom the elementary level to 
the professionally advanced piano performance and teaching levels.
The Trinity College publishes syllabi that cover topics such as examination 
rules and regulations, examination content, repertoire lists, examples fiom 
musicianship tests and aural tests, repertory books containing graded literature for 
each examination level, and an explanation of the scoring system.
The examination tyllabus for the graded levels includes three groups of 
performance pieces, each group containing three pieces. The student is required to 
perform three pieces from the repertoire listed in the three groups. The pieces may or 
may not be memorized. The teachers are responsible for selecting the repertoire 
pieces after careful consideration to balance technical demands. Aside fiom the 
performance pieces, grade candidates have to make a choice between two options 
available for the remainder of the examination. The 'options' approach was pioneered 
by the Trinity College in 1997. Option 1 maintains a strong emphasis on technique 
and includes scales and arpeggios, sight-reading, as well as traditional ear tests which 
include clap-backs, play-backs, identifying major/minor keys and identifying intervals
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(Appendix G). Opdon 2 concentrates on creative musicianship focusing on visual, 
aural and technical skills. Harmonization, transposition and accompaniment to a 
given melocfy are included in Option 2. Candidates can also, under Option 2, choose 
vdietter or not to compose and perform their own piece to help fxomote a balance of 
musical development (ARiendix G).
The candidates for the Licentiate Teaching Diploma examination have to be 
at least eighteen years old before submitting their entry for the examination. They 
must also have successfully passed the ATCL and AMusTCL exams. The Associate 
Diploma (ATC!L) examination is the foundation for all the other higher levels of 
diploma examinations. The ATCL examination focuses on the performance of one 
required work and two pieces wdiich are selected firom two different suggested 
repertoire lists. The ATCL candidates also have to demonstrate technical 
competency which includes scales and arpeggios in all keys, sight reading and aural 
skills. The AMusTCL is a written exam in music theory which includes musical 
structures, firee composition for the candidate's solo instrument, and analysis.
The Licentiate Teaching Diploma is geared for candidates to demonstrate the 
capacity to teach competently at a variety of levels. The diploma is in two parts 
(Appendix F). Part A is a two hour written paper wdiich is concerned with the "why" 
and the "when" of instrumental teaching Part B is a practical examination in which 
the "what" and the "how" are applied.
All five teachers who participated in the study have a Licentiate Diploma in 
Piano Teaching fipom the Trinity College of Music. The Licentiate Piano Teaching 
Diploma is the only background that the subjects have in piano pedagogy. The exam 
is not sufficient to qualify candidates as teachers since it is very limited in its scope 
and structure. One caimot sufficiently judge the teaching skills and knowledge of a 
candidate within a two hour exam. The candidates are not observed while they teach 
and the examination is far too theoretical to successfully train candidates to become
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good piano teachers. In summation, the general attitude is that anyone who 
successfully passes the Licentiate Teaching Diploma examination is qualified to 
teach piano and prepare students to appear for the Trinity College examinations. 
Attitudes. Beliefs and Social Values Toward Piano Examinations 
Academic education in India is extremely competitive and examination 
oriented. This same attitude has overflowed into piano instruction in India. Piano 
teacher training is based on the Trinity College examination system. The five 
teachers in the stucty have all grown up with the examination system and teach the 
way they were ta u ^ t Their primary focus is to prepare students for the exams.
Most o f the students who were observed being tau ^ t by the five subjects were 
examination candidates.
The examination system is used as a progress gauge for the students. Many 
parents do not want their children to study piano just for the sake of learning how to 
play the instrument In their opinion, the piano exams are the be all and end all of 
piano study. There is the belief among parents, teachers and students that if the 
students appear and pass the examinations, then they can play the piano and are good 
musicians. Many parents want their children to skip grade levels within a short 
period o f time vdiich is detrimental to the child's learning process. The exams are the 
primary goal in piano stucty.
The examination repertoire is very limited and does not always cater to 
preparing students to become well rounded musicians. Teachers concentrate only on 
teaching vdiat is required in the syllabus. During the interviews and the observations, 
the researcher observed that the entire lesson time was focused on the syllabus 
material. No supplemental repertoire was used. The teachers mentioned that they 
focus on the examination syllabus throughout the year. Piano playing becomes 
directly related to exams. Lessons are given and taken without really understanding 
the pedagogical value behind them.
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Tte subjects in Ae stucfy, with reference to Ae examination system, were of 
tiie opinion that tiie Trinity CoD^e exams set goals and steps for tbe students toward 
improvement T h^ provide a wsty to motivate stmknts to ;%actice and become more 
Ascipiined m their leaxnii^ The teachers also feel that the unbiased evaluations of 
Ae students performance given by the examiners helps not only the students but also 
the teachers by evaluating their teachii% m an mdirect manner.
The researcher observed that Ae teachers in the stucty found Ae incorporation 
of Ae examination system in piano instrucAon beneficial to Aemselves and Ae 
students. The teachers were of Ae opinion that even Aou^i Ae students learned only 
three pieces during a given year of instruction, Aey learned them thoroughly. The 
exams require that Ae students leam three different styles o f music, which helps 
serve as a foundation for Ae higher levels. The teachers also believed that Ae exams 
help Ae students overcome stage fright and performance anxiety smce Aey have to 
perform for an outsider, in this case the examiner. Because of Ae examination 
requirements, Ae teachers are compelled to teach sight reading, aural training, 
technical, Aeoretical and historical aspects of Ae pieces to be played for Ae exam.
On Ae oAer hand, Ae researcher found that teaching focused on Ae 
examination system, as was Ae case wiA Ae five teachers, was extremely stifling 
and created dependent teachers who m turn create dependent students smce Aey are 
leamii% exactly Ae way Ae teachers learned. The Trinity College provides taped 
recorAngs of Ae pieces m Ae tyllabus. The recordings, m addition to Ae editmg m 
Ae score leaves liAe room for mdividual musical interpretation. The teachers rely 
heavily on this editing, Asregardmg Ae fact that Aey are only suggestions.
All Ae subjects were m agreement of Ae fact that there were disadvantages to 
Ae examination system. Teaching gets focused only on Ae three required repertoire 
pieces, which m turn leads to a limited repertoire, htemorization of Ae pieces is not 
required and Ae teachers, for Ae most part, do not work on that aspect of
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musicianship. The students find it (fifiBcoit to monorize pmces wiiai tii^  get to the 
higher levels, ance taey nevCT learned m anorizatioa tecimiques to b ^ jn  with.
iMclang Observations
The videotaped teaching observatkxs were one of the jximaiy sources of data 
collection and analysis for die stu(fy. The circumstances under which the taph% was 
done were unique to say the least As was the case widi die interviews, there was a 
lot of traffic noise and interruptions during the lessons. At one pmnt during the 
taping, the electricity got turned off by the electrical company for repair work. No 
notice had been given to d% residents of that area. The researcher bad to go back 
another day to complete the taping. All the rooms in which the videotaping was done 
were poorly lit Extra lights had to be utilized in order to obtain a good taping 
quality It took the researcher an average of thirty minutes just to set up the video 
equipment in order to obtain optimum results.
After the first few minutes of each lesson, the teachers and the subjects were 
not aware of the video camera and the presence of the researcher in the room. The 
students showed excitement about being videotaped and one of them even asked the 
researcher if she was going to be a television star. The subjects later mentioned to 
the researcher that they were pleasantly surprised that their students interacted during 
the lesson as they would normally have without the researcher and the video camera 
being m the room.
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Table 3
Totals oftheBdiaviocal Codes Used
Subject A, 5 Obsovations
Behaviors n % of Codes Used
Teacher Talk
Indiiect Influence
» t |  If Acceptance of Studmt Feelings 6 0.2
1*2" Teacher Encours^ement 51 1.4
Extension of Student Ideas 7 0.2
f t ^ f t Asking Stwtents Questions 53 1.5
Direct Influence
i f ^ i f Lecturii^ 57 1 . 6
"6" Giving Commands 188 5.3
n y t f Criticism 70 2.0
Student Talk
"8" Student Response 156 4.4
" Ç " Student Interaction 8 0.2
"0" Pause or Silence in the Interaction 4 O.I
I I I
Table 4
Totals of tine Befaavimal Codes Used 
Subject B, 5 Observations
Behaviors n % of Codes Used
Teacher Talk
Indirect Influence
f t |  It Acceptance o f Stwtent Feelings 8 0.2
"2” Teacher Encouraganent 24 0.6
"3" Extension of Student Ideas 17 0.5
Asking Student Questions 24 0.6
Direct Influence
If j f t Lecturing 77 2.0
"6" Giving Commands 160 4.2
f t y n Criticism 86 2.3
Student Talk
"8" Student response 193 5.1
n ç n Student hiteraction 9 0.2
"0" Pause or Silence in the Interaction 2 0.1
1 1 2
Tables
Totals o f Ae Behavioral Codes Used
Subject C, 5 Observations
Behaviors n % of Codes Used
Indirect Influence
f f  1  f f Acceptance of Student Feelings 10 0.3
*2" Teacher Encouragement 30 0.8
« 3  f t Extension of Student Ideas 26 0.7
" 4 " Asking Students Questions 29 0.8
Direct Influence
i t j t t Lecturing 38 1.0
"6" Giving Commands 148 3.9
r t y t f Criticism 77 2.0
Student Talk
"8" Student Response 231 6.0
H Ç I * Student Interaction 10 0.3
"0" Pause or Silence in the Interaction 1 0.0
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Table 6
Totals o f the Behavioral Codes Used
Subject D, S Observations
Behaviors n % of Codes Used
Teachsrlalk
Indirect Influence
W|rf Acceptance of Student Feelings 5 0.1
"2” Teacher Encouragement 25 0.7
”3” Extension Of Student Ideas 6 0.2
«4" Asking Students Questions 74 2.0
Direct Influence
Lecturing 30 0.8
"6" Giving Commands 149 4.0
iiyff Criticism 70 1.9
Student Talk
"8" Student Response 237 6.3
nçn Student Interaction I 0.0
”0" Pause or Silence in the Interaction 3 0.1
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Table?
Totals o f the Behavioral Codes Used
Subject E, 5 Observations
Behaviors n % of Co<tes Used
Indirect Influence
ltllf Acceptance of Student Feelings 5 0.1
”2” Teacher Encour^ement 24 0.6
"3” Extension of Student Ideas 2 0.1
Asking Students Questions 28 0.7
Direct Influence
”5” Lecturing 18 0.4
"6" Giving Conunands 155 4.0
ny?t Criticism 64 1.6
Student Talk
"8" Student Response 303 7.5
iiÇit Student Interaction 0 0.0
"0" Pause or Silence in the Interaction 0 0.0
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Each teacher was observed teaching five lessons, resulting in a total of 
twenty-five observations. Videotaping commenced as soon as the lessons began to 
aid as a good means of observation for interaction between the student and the 
teacher. Each lesson was thirty minutes long. The data were coded by adapting 
Flanders' (1960) system of interaction analysis wherein each of the student and 
teacher categories had a code, resulting in ten different codes. Every fifteen seconds, 
the author recorded each occurrence of a particular teacher or student behavior in 
progress.
The Tables presented above give a total of the behavioral codes used by the 
five subjects during the teaching observations. The letter "n" represents the total 
number of times each code occurred during the five observations. Analyzation and 
review of the teaching observations revealed several teaching styles and 
characteristics among the five subjects observed by the researcher. The teachers were 
consistent in their acceptance of student feelings. All the students were excited to be 
there for their lessons. No time was wasted in settling into the teacher/student mode. 
One reason was that ail the teachers were teaching students back-to-back and time 
constraints were heavy. All the teachers admitted that they did not have the time to 
sit and listen to what was going on in their students' lives aside from taking piano 
lessons. One o f subject E's students, an adult, could not find a baby sitter for her two 
year old and had to bring her in for the piano lesson. Rescheduling the lesson was not 
an option as neither the teacher or the student had the time for a make up lesson. The 
student's daughter was restless throughout the lesson and kept pounding on the piano 
while teaching was in progress. This continued throughout the lesson and no effort 
was made on either the student or the teacher's part to do something about the 
interruption. Not to mention that subject E and the student concerned were 
embarrassed about having all of these occurrences on videotape. Subject C was an 
exception in that she used general conversation at the start of a lesson to help the
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students relax. She did not mind going over the thirty minute lesson time limit, if 
need be, as long as die student had learned well and the lesson had been productive.
Teacher praise was minimum during all the observations. Subject A, among 
all the teachers, revealed the hi^iest amount of praise and encouragement given to 
the students. The teachers expected their students to comply with the directions 
given. Praise was only given when the students had played a particular scale or a 
piece perfectly the first time through. The words "go on" were used more as a sign of 
irritability on behalf of the teachers than as a sign of encouragement
The subjects did not hesitate to clarify student ideas and doubts, although 
student ideas were seldom used and developed as teacher extensions. The teachers 
were, for the most part, intent on accomplishing their goals for the lesson and were 
not easily willing to deter from their mode of instruction.
The amount of questions asked by the teachers regarding content and 
procedure were also consistent among the five teachers. The questions were intended 
to bring forth a response from the students and to help them understand and interpret 
the music or technical skill in a more productive maimer. The researcher observed 
that the teachers usually asked the students questions when they had made a mistake 
such as played the wrong note, used the wrong fingering, or were not playing the 
correct rhythm. All five subjects encouraged the students to critically think about 
their errors by asking them questions which required answers directly connected to 
the problem at hand.
Lecturing and giving facts and opinions about content or procedure was 
common among the five teachers. For instance, half the lesson time, in the case of all 
five subjects, was spent working on scales and arpeggios with teachers lecturing 
about the key signatures and giving their opinions on which fingering would work 
best All of them took the time to express their own ideas about a particular piece of 
music, technique, or some other musical aspect. The students showed an interest in
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the infomiation that was presented by the teachers through these facts about the 
content being worked on. The Acts and opinions offered the teachers also seemed 
to have a positive effect on the students. T h^ responded better in their playing.
Most of the teachers used analogies to help the students understand a new concept or 
to improve on one that they were struggling with. For instance, subject D was 
teaching a piece titled Thunderstorms". She introduced the piece by talking about 
the title and how the piece should sound, helping the student with dynamics and 
articulation necessary for the piece.
All five subjects spent a major part of the lesson giving commands and 
directions to the students. Student response to the commands were immediate and 
consistent with the directions given to them by the teachers. Student participation 
was at a high level throu^out the lessons and the teachers encouraged the students to 
respond to the structured situation created by the teacher. Antecedent and consequent 
code behaviors revealed that the teachers seldom let the students complete one order 
before another was given to them. As a general occurrence, the subjects tended to 
interrupt the student response to the command given with another command or 
directiorL
Another common teaching factor revealed in the observations was that all five 
teachers took the time to explain to the students vdiy they were being criticized about 
a particular aspect of musicianship. The teachers made statements or demonstrated a 
particular measure to help change the student's performance or interpretation to a 
more productive one. Another observation made by the researcher was that the 
teachers expected the students to immediately correct the mistake after th ^  had 
discussed what was wrong and how it needed to be fixed. The teachers tended to 
instruct the students even while they were playing. The students rarely got a chance 
to be responsible for themselves and revealed a high dependency on their teachers, 
without whose instructions they were unsure of how to proceed and think for
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themselves. Subject's D and E, in addition to giving instructions, let the students give 
their ideas on how they could imivove the playing of a particular scale or passage. 
Subject O was the only one out of the five subjects who asked her students to 
demonstrate how they would practice a particular passage or an ornament at home. 
She was very concerned about the quality of practice and did not proceed in her 
instruction till she was certain that the students knew how to practice successfully at 
home.
All the teachers were very clear in their instruction. The students did not 
show any signs of confusion when a command was given. Some of them even asked 
the teachers to clarify what exactly it was that they wanted from them at that 
particular point in the lesson. The moments of silence that did occur were when 
music books were being interchanged. Interruptions were consistent with all the 
teaching observations and were usually caused by traffic noise, the electricity going 
off, parents and other students using the teaching room as a connecting passage or 
visitors dropping in to say hello. The teachers and students were not in the least bit 
phased by these interruptions and carried on with the lesson as though nothing had 
happened.
With regards to the teaching material, all the lessons focused on the Trinity 
College of Music examination syllabus. Half the lesson time was spent in 
preparation of scales and arpeggios, and the other half was spent on repertoire pieces. 
None of the teachers were observed using any kind of supplementary material. All 
the subjects spent at least five minutes per lesson working on duets with the students 
since duet playing was recently introduced in the Trinity College examinations. The 
teachers practice with written assignments for the students was an additional factor 
that was common with all five subjects. Each student bad to bring in a notebook in 
which the teachers would write down the assignment for the following lessons. None 
of the teachers included practice steps in these written assignments or notated
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passages that needed more work than others. The assignment usually consisted of the 
names of the scales and arpeggios that had to be learned for the next lesson and the 
number of measures to be practiced with reference to the three repertoire pieces.
The use of technology was absent in all the teaching observations. The 
teachers do not have the know-how, the funds, or the access to teaching aids which 
could help in their instructiotL In the past couple of years, the Trinity College has 
made recordings of the examination pieces available. The teachers were aware of 
these recordings but could not afford to purchase them. Four of the subjects also felt 
that they had been teaching long enough to know what works and what does not 
without having to rely on recordings and technology.
Availabilitv of funding
All five teachers were in agreement that there was no funding available for 
either the piano teachers or the students. Remuneration from teaching is not enough 
to survive on. Four out o f the five subjects have other jobs in addition to piano 
teaching to help support themselves and their fomilies. The fifth subject is currently 
working on a conunerce degree to help her obtain a high salaried job. The 
government does not provide any kind of support or funding to the piano teachers and 
the students. Piano teaching and playing is considered to be a recreational activity, 
not a career. Funding and scholarships are usually provided to the medical, computer 
and science oriented fields. The lack of funding is a big deterrent for prospective 
piano teachers and students. There have been instances of students pursuing their 
musical careers abroad, but the expenses have to be borne by the student. Giving 
scholarships for studying music is considered a waste since the general population is 
of the opinion that piano playing is not going to help the country advance 
economically and socially.
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büeactian  amopp [««nn fgarhgrg; nrpmizatiatK tn pmmnte the
profession
Ail five teachers were in agreement that the interaction between the piano 
teachos in the area and in Ae natitm was non-existent, unless Aey happened to be 
firiends or teachers woddng in Ae same studio. The teachers are contrat wiA Aeir 
work and are not interested m interacting wiA oAra teachers. T l^eisalsoan  
element of competitiveness among the teachers to see who has more students, more 
importantly, which teaciter (xepares Ae highest number of students for the exams and 
their success rate at Ae examinatiras.
There are no organizations to help promote piano teaching in India. As 
mentioned before, the teachers are content wiA their careers and are not motivated or 
interested in taking Ae initiative to better Ae piano teaching profession as a whole.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter provides a summary of the study from information derived from 
questionnaires, subject interviews, videotaped teaching observations and 
supplementary materials such as the author's notes. The chapter also gives 
recommendations for enhancing and promoting the independent piano teaching 
profession in India.
Summary
The purpose of the stucfy was to examine the professional training and 
development of piano instructors in India throu^ profiles of selected piano 
pedagogues in order to understand the unique conditions affecting them and their 
work in Indian society. Data for the study were collected from questionnaires, 
interviews, teaching observations and supplementary information collected from the 
five subjects involved in the study The study ascertained current teaching methods 
and contents, organization, teaching location, unique features, as well as problems 
involved in teaching piano pedagogy in India It also identified problems and needs 
in the field of independent piano teaching from the viewpoint of the five teachers in 
the study.
Conclusions
One of the most striking observations throughout the undertaking of the study 
was that piano teaching in India is exactly the same as it was when the researcher
1 2 2
took piano instruction in Pune twenty-five years ago. It was like being in a time 
warp. The only difiference would be the noise level which seemed to be higher than 
what was experienced by the researcher. Teacher and student concentration was 
remarkable and noteworthy, given the extraneous sounds that were prevalent during 
the interviews and the teaching observations. The tenacity of the teachers to continue 
woddng under adverse teaching conditions and teach the same way year in and year 
out was impressive, considering that they didn't seem to get bored or lose enthusiasm 
for their chosen profession.
The study was beneficial to the subjects involved, as well as the piano 
teaching profession and the Indian community. In addition, it helps piano 
pedagogues on an international level through the presentation of the subject profiles 
and the unique conditions affectii% piano pedagogues and their work. The study 
provides insight into the Trinity College of Music's examination system which is the 
basis of independent piano teaching in India. Countries that have not been British 
colonies are not as familiar with the examination system and, thereby, can gain some 
understandii% of how the system works. On the other hand, the study should help 
Indian piano teachers by increasing their awareness of the scope and limitations of 
the examination system.
Piano lessons are considered to be a form of recreation and have second 
priority to academic studies. Piano lessons are not regarded as a discipline that 
requires time and effort, since most students do not intend to pursue a piano teaching 
career. Their primary concern is not to become well-rounded musicians and gain 
musical growth. Rather the concern is competitive, where children are awarded 
certificates for passing piano exams. Many parents are ignorant of the amount of 
time and effort required in piano instruction and are more interested in keeping their 
children busy with extra curricular activities, piano lessons being one of them.
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The value and prestige of piano teachers is directly proportional to the number 
of students who appear and successfully pass the exams. Prospective students and 
their parents tend to choose teachers who have a high number of students who have 
taken the exams. The general tendency among the teachers is to teach only those 
students who are willing to appear for die examinations. The researcher believes that 
this may be because th ^  teach the way they were taught, namely teaching the Trinity 
College examination requirements. Piano teaching would cease if teachers did not 
have these exams to use as a framework for teaching piano.
Independent piano teaching in India is based entirely on the British 
examination system, implemented and monitored by the Trinity College o f Music in 
London. The Trinity College sets the examination standards and publishes syllabi for 
the annual examinations. Teachers tend, repeatedly, to teach the same exact 
repertoire, which restricts not only their growth as teachers, but also can lead to 
boring and uninspiring lessons. The teachers and students are musically dependent on 
the syllabus and can seldom work without detailed instructions and heavily edited 
music. Examinations are perceived as the main purpose of piano study by the 
teachers, parents, and students since they measure and evaluate piano teaching and 
learning progress through the unbiased examiner evaluations that are given to each 
student during their respective grade exams. Teaching and learning piano are focused 
only on the examinations, neglecting other necessary elements of comprehensive 
musical learning. The complete dependency on the examination system leads to a 
specialized responsibility and discipline in the teacher's instruction, and in planning 
for each student's musical growth.
The syllabi are limited in their scope of repertoire and other musical elements 
such as improvisation, sight reading, aural skills, technique and transposition. 
Repertoire pieces are restrict^ to the three pieces required for the exams and are not 
required to be memorized. Supplementary material to help students leam other
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pieces in the same style and increase repertoire is not used. There are few 
supplementary materials available for teachers and students to choose from. The 
music store in Mumbai does not offer a wide variety of publications for teaching. 
Most of the materials available in the store are related to the Trinity College 
examination syllabus. Those teachers fortunate enough to obtain teaching materials 
from the United States have a diffrcult time coping with the differences in 
terminolo^ from the British system. For example, the British system uses 
semibreves, minims, crotchets and quavers for the American counterpart of whole, 
half, quarter and eight notes. The teachers themselves are confused and are not 
confident enough to teach the American methods for fear of confusing their students.
Indian students are taught to honor and respect their elders and teachers have 
a high standing in Indian society. Students show respect for their teachers by 
following their commands and directions without thinking about their own opinions 
and individuality. Students are not encouraged to think for themselves and are 
entirely dependent on the teacher to think for them, thus hindering personal growth, 
and often leading to passive and dependent learners. One of the observations was 
that students were seldom encouraged to initiate their own opinions or responses to a 
particular musical idea. Student participation during the lesson was mostly limited to 
following the teachers' conunands and answering their questions.
The general attitude towards piano teaching in India is that if  one can play 
piano, one can teach piano. Kowalchyk ( 1988), speaks to this issue in her own work 
in America:
Such a perception of the field of piano pedagogy and the preparation of future 
piano pedagogy instructors can lead to stagnation within the field and produce 
a generation of piano pedagogy instructors that is ill-equipped to address the 
needs of piano students and future piano instructors (pp. 105-106).
In India, an individual is considered to be a qualified piano teacher when
he/she has successfully passed the Trinity college Licentiate Teaching Diploma
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requirements. The examiner does not observe the candidate teaching a student 
Apprenticeship teaching is conunon, although the student teachers are not observed 
or critiqued, resulting in a lack of supervision during the hands-on teaching 
experience. The student teachers teach the way th ^  were taught and are not 
encouraged to explore new repertoire and teaching styles. All the piano students start 
Ieamii% piano without any musical background, in turn, putting the responsibility for 
providing a general music education on the piano teachers.
The teachers teach the way they were taught and are very close-minded in 
their instruction, restricting it to the examination syllabus. All five subjects in the 
stucfy do not have any background in piano pedagogy and its impact on piano 
students, or varying philosophies of teaching Reading and playing the right notes 
take precedence over comprehensively understanding a piece of work. Emphasis on 
playing the right notes results in mechanical playing with limited musicality
Performance opportunities are few for the students. Students' seldom get a 
chance to perform or compete with each other on a professional level. Some of the 
teachers have an aimual student recital although most of them find that preparing for 
the recitals takes away the time they need to spend on preparing the students for the 
exams. Students are encouraged to attend recitals given by foreign artists, although 
the number of students who do attend these recitals is small. The teachers seldom 
attend these recitals themselves.
Performance opportunities are non-existent for the teachers who all admit to 
not having played the piano since they started teaching others how to play it  There is 
a general attitude among the teachers that once you start teaching you stop playing 
even though they all mentioned the need to be able to play the pieces for their 
students. Artist recordings are seldom played for the students to hear and leam 
different interpretational and analytical styles. Availability of recordings is limited 
and expensive, and the subjects don't want to waste the lesson time listening to music.
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The teachers know that th^r have a monopoly in the piano teaching market 
since the demand for piano instruction is much h itter foan the number of piano 
teachers available. Piano instruction is an independent profession in India and is not 
offered in public schools and universities. Most of the teachers are not interested in 
getting to know each other and work with each other, even though they may all agree 
that it is a good and beneficial idea for piano teachers and their students. The 
teachers are not willing to go out of their studios, mingle with other teachers, and 
exchange ideas and teaching techniques.
The researcher is of the opinion that camaraderie among the teachers could be 
perceived as a weakness. The typical upbringing of most of the piano teachers is 
Anglicized because of the connections and family ties to British customs, since it was 
the British who were responsible for the introduction of western classical music in 
India, and this prevalence continues. Piano teachers consider themselves a rare 
commodity in the Indian society, even thoi%h they do not receive much support fi*om 
the government or the community in general. Most of the teachers do not consider it 
professional and worth their time to get together with their colleagues and share ideas 
and opinions to help not only themselves as teachers, but more so their students. 
Asking another teacher for help is looked upon as a sign of inadequacy and lack of 
knowledge on the inquiring teacher's part Clearly, the protection of the teacher's ego 
is of greater importance than the possibility of growth. All of the subjects expressed 
pride in participating in the researcher's endeavors, yet did not express a desire to 
obtain and read the results of the stutfy. None of them had ever been interviewed or 
questioned about their teaching techniques before.
There are no piano or music journals available in India, and the ones in 
English are not accessible or affordable. Piano teacher's organizations are 
non-existent None of the subjects wanted to take the initiative to get a piano 
teachers organization started to help promote the piano teaching profession.
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Each teacher is entirely on his/her own as far as funding is concerned. 
Industrial and government organizations are not willing to invest in a field that is not 
going to promote the countiy economically. The general population is not veiy 
supportive of an occupation which still has major footprints of the British regime.
Recommendations
Piano teaching in India is a (fying art Most of the teachers belong to the older 
generation and there are very few young teachers who seriously want to pursue piano 
teaching as a career in India today. Teacher training is lacking in the field with 
complete disregard to pedagogical values and thoughts which can help teachers and 
the students. Piano teachers need to have a basic knowledge of teaching not only the 
piano but also music. They need to be educated in child psychology and development 
and in the various philosophies of music education to increase the effectiveness of 
piano lessons. Teachers need to be responsible in making students independent and 
develop as musicians. Clear and precise practice steps need to be formulated and 
implemented for students to become independent and be responsible for their growth 
as musicians. Spending the lesson time practicing takes away from working towards 
a comprehensive musical development which includes theory, history, keyboard 
skills, creative and musical activities.
Piano teaching in India is primarily focused on the Trinity College of Music 
examination system. The examination syllabus content is not enough to make a 
student a well rounded musician. Supplementary material needs to be incorporated to 
help with repertoire and functional skills. Students also need to be encouraged to 
memorize repertoire instead of becoming dependent on the score and not being able 
to perform by memory.
One of the main obstacles in the advancement of piano teaching in India is the 
poor availability of music materials. Teachers need to be more resourceful and eager
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to leam new ways and means in obtaining music materials. They need to take the 
initiative to get in touch with publishers abroad and make arrangements to get music 
materials and catalogues. This would mean having to spend one's own money, but it 
would be worth it in the long run.
Teaching organizations and teacher meetings could help to initiate a piano 
teaching journal and keep the teachers up to date with happenings in the piano 
teaching profession all over the country. These organizations can also provide music 
appreciation classes for parents, students, teachers and the general public to enhance 
their lives and educate them about the piano teaching profession.
During the researcher's visit to Pune, a marked observation was made about 
the easy and monetarily cheap access to the Internet, which could provide an 
excellent tool for not only obtaining music materials from publishers abroad, but also 
keep the teachers up to date with the current trends in piano pedagogy all over the 
world.
Further research is needed to strengthen piano instruction and piano pedagogy 
in India. A stutfy on the history of piano study in India would present unique features 
that could serve as the foundation for enhancing the future development of piano 
pedagogy.
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Dear__________________
I am currently working on a Ph.D. in Music Education, emfrfiasis on Piano Pedagogy, at 
the University ofOklahoma in Nonnan, Oklahoma in the USA. hfy dissertation is a case 
study examination of independent piano instruction in India. I am the principal and only 
investigator in this study, sponsored by Acuity member Dr. Roger Ricteout I am writing 
to request your assistance in the study. I am Amiliar with your contributions to the field 
and am confident of your outstanding professionalism and commitment to piano 
teaching.
The study will consist of presenting profiles of piano teachers in India which will include 
educational background, teaching experience, teaching methods and materials used and 
current teaching responsibilities. The profiles are intended to inform independent piano 
teachers of their profession as a wiu>le and also provide infermation for institutions and 
organizations concerned with meeting the educational and professional needs of piano 
teachers. Information on piano teaching in India has not been studied or recorded. This 
stucty will serve as a model to provide information to current and future piano teachers in 
India
Your participation will be as follows; (1)1 would like to interview you concerning your 
instructional methods and strategies. The interview will be audiotaped, with your 
pennission, for purposes of transcriptions which will be done by the researcher, and also 
for the purpose of data collection and analysis. (2) I would like to videotape your 
instruction on five typical days for the purpose of data collection and analysis. The 
interviews and observations will be performed during a mutually agreed upon time.
Please note that only the researcher and the doctoral committee consisting of five faculty 
members will have access to the audio and video tapes. Once the data has been 
collected, the tapes will be destroyed. Subjects' names will not be mentioned in the 
stucty. You will only be referred to as Subject A, B, etc. There will be no risk of you 
being identified.
This is a descriptive and non-evaluative study. My interest is in identifying and 
explaining the components which you portray in your outstanding teaching. Please note 
that your participation in this study is voluntary. You may also withdraw participation at 
any time during the stucty. If you do decide to participate, please fill out the attached 
cpiestionnaire. Your completion o f the questiormaire and subsequent mailing of it to me 
will indicate your willingness and consent to participate in the study as a subject. On 
receiving the questionnaire, 1 will contact you with further information and details 
regarding the interviews and observations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Ferhiz Brewer
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PARTICIPANT QUESTIONNAIRE
Name:
Degrees/diplomas achieved (type of degree/diploma, school name):
How long have you been teaching piano?
What are your past teaching experiences?
How many students are you currently teaching?
How many students do you teach per week?
How many months of the year do you teach?
What are the levels you teach (beginners, intermediates, advanced, adults)?
What materials and method books do you use for teaching?
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Do you teach at home, at a school, at a studio, or at a student's home?
Are you a member of any professional music organizations? Please list
Please list any master classes, workshops, presentations, or recitals you have given.
Is piano teaching your primary profession?
What is your monthly remuneration from piano teaching?
As a piano teacher, do you consider your professional status different from the 
traditional status in society?
If you have other employment, what field is it in?
Do you play any other instrument?
Please attach a copy of your teaching schedule and a convenient time for me to get in 
touch with you for further information.
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INTERVIEW GUIDE
MUSICIANSHIE
1. What is your définition of musicianship?
2. Describe the qualities of someone who you think displays good musicianship.
3. Do you consider yourself to be a piano teacher first or a musician first? Explain.
4. What qualities or abilities do you have which you feel make you a good piano 
teacher?
5. What musical influences have affected your piano teaching? (e.g., teachers, 
performances, education)
6. If another piano teacher observed your teaching, what three teaching strengths do 
you think he/she would identify as successful contributors to your instruction?
INSTRUCTION
1. Describe/list what you feel are the most important characteristics of an exemplary 
teacher.
2. Describe/list five strengths of yours as a piano teacher.
3. What non-musical influences have affected your teaching?
4. Do you ever modify your strategy and or content during the course of a lesson? 
Why would you have done this?
5. Do you have studio policies? (e.g., fee payment, make-up lessons, purchase of 
materials) Explain.
6. Do your students have easy access to a piano for practicing? How much practice 
do you expect per week?
7. Are music stores conveniently located in your teaching area? If not, then how do 
you get your teaching materials and books?
8. Are music materials easily available? Where do you purchase them?
9. List the range of student levels that you teach.
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10. What kind of piano methods do you use in your teaching? (e.g., Alfred, Bastien, 
Thompson)
11. Do you use any kind of technologr in your teaching? (e.g., flashcards, visualizer, 
sequencer) Explain.
12. Do you make and follow lesson plans? Explain.
13. Do you assign practice steps to your students? Explain.
14. Do you encourage parents to sit in on a lesson and observe your teaching?
15. Do you encourage students to participate in recitals and piano competitions?
16. Do you incorporate any of the following in your teaching: improvisation, theory, 
music history, accompatQring, ensemble playing, transposition, jazz and pop music, 
composing? Explain.
17. Do you self-evaluate your teaching? How?
18. As an experienced teacher, what qualities do you recommend as essential for 
current and fhture piano teachers in this setting?
GENERAL
1. How do piano teachers contribute to society?
2. How does the Indian government support western classical music in India?
3. Does your career in piano teaching enable you to fulfill your personal goals?
How?
4. Piano teachers do not always enjoy a professional status in your community. What 
do you think would improve this situation?
5. How would you promote advancement in the piano teaching profession?
6. Name the sources of funding, if any, that are available for piano teachers. Are 
they easily available?
7. How would piano teaching organizations help the profession?
8. How would you encourage other pianists to seriously consider a piano teaching 
career?
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FLANDERS' INTERACTION ANALYSIS CATEGORIES 
(ad^Jted finom Flancfeis, 1970, p. 34)
TEACHER TALK
Indirect Influence
1. Accepts feeling. Attitudes or feelings, positive or negative, of the student are 
accepted and clarified in a non-threatening manner.
2. Praises or encourages. Student behavior and action is encouraged or praised, 
with an effort to put the student at ease.
3. Accepts or uses ideas o f pupils. Student ideas are clarified, developed and 
used as teacher extensions.
4. Asks questions. The student is asked questions about content or procedure 
with the intent that the student will answer.
Direct Influence
5. Lecturing. Giving facts or opinions about content or procedures, expressing 
his own ideas, askii% rhetorical questions.
6. Giving Directions. The student is expected to comply with directions, 
commands, or orders that are given.
7. Criticicing or justijying authority. Stating why the teacher is justified in 
doing what he is doing, and making statements with the purpose of changing 
student behavior Grom non-acceptable to acceptable.
STUDENT TALK
8. Student talk - response. The teacher initiates student participation and 
encourues him to express his opinions and feelings either in response to the 
teacher or to the structured situation created by the teacher to initiate a 
response.
9. Student talk - initiation. Freedom for students to express their own ideas and 
opinions and go beyond the existing structure. The initiation comes from the 
students themselves.
10. Silence or corfusion. Pauses, short periods of silence or confusion where the 
observer caimot understand the communicatiorL
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TABULATION OF TEACHING OBSERVATIONS
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Subject A.
Episode Episode
Number A B C D E Number A B C D E
1 5 1 1 1 2 31 4 7 8 2 8
2 8 2 1 2 9 32 2 6 4 6 5
3 4 8 2 2 6 33 5 6 8 6 6
4 6 2 2 8 8 34 0 6 4 8 8
5 8 6 6 6 6 35 8 7 8 8 8
6 6 5 8 5 8 36 5 4 8 6 7
7 5 7 6 2 7 37 2 7 7 8 8
8 6 7 7 8 6 38 2 6 5 8 6
9 6 6 8 6 8 39 2 4 8 6 8
10 5 6 5 8 6 40 8 8 4 4 2
11 5 6 7 6 8 41 6 3 4 6 6
12 7 7 8 8 6 42 7 6 8 8 8
13 6 6 7 6 8 43 5 8 8 8 6
14 5 8 4 5 6 44 7 6 5 8 8
15 4 6 7 6 8 45 6 4 8 5 4
16 8 2 6 6 6 46 8 0 8 6 4
17 8 6 2 8 8 47 2 4 6 6 4
18 6 8 6 2 8 48 6 6 6 8 7
19 2 6 8 6 6 49 6 9 2 2 4
20 4 6 6 8 8 50 2 6 8 6 9
21 5 8 7 7 4 51 2 2 9 7 5
22 6 5 8 5 6 52 6 4 7 7 5
23 6 8 7 5 8 53 7 8 2 6 4
24 4 5 6 6 4 54 4 8 6 5 5
25 4 7 6 7 6 55 3 8 5 8 6
26 6 6 2 6 8 56 6 4 8 4 8
27 6 6 7 2 6 57 6 8 7 5 6
28 6 6 8 6 8 58 4 6 8 5 8
29 6 4 4 2 6 59 8 6 8 5 6
30 2 6 8 6 8 60 5 2 7 5 8
165 172 170 161 202 144 169 194 182 187
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Sid)ject A
Episode Episode
Number A B C D E Number A B C D E
61 8 2 4 6 0 91 7 8 5 3 5
62 4 6 7 4 3 92 8 5 8 8 6
63 6 2 7 4 8 93 8 8 4 8 8
64 7 7 5 8 8 94 8 6 8 2 8
65 6 8 5 4 8 95 6 6 8 7 2
66 8 8 5 5 8 96 8 6 6 5 8
67 8 6 6 7 6 97 8 8 6 5 2
68 6 2 9 6 8 98 7 2 5 8 5
69 6 8 9 7 8 99 6 1 6 6 6
70 7 4 6 7 2 100 6 7 7 6 3
71 5 5 2 6 8 101 6 8 0 7 8
72 7 6 6 6 8 102 9 8 6 6 8
73 6 6 6 6 8 103 1 5 8 4 8
74 7 6 7 8 8 104 5 2 6 6 8
75 6 5 6 7 8 105 2 2 7 8 7
76 6 6 5 7 8 106 7 6 2 7 6
77 7 7 6 6 8 107 6 7 8 6 8
78 6 5 6 6 8 108 6 2 6 6 7
79 6 6 6 9 4 109 7 6 6 5 8
80 7 6 7 8 4 110 5 8 7 6 8
81 6 6 6 7 4 111 6 8 5 2 7
82 6 4 8 7 4 112 7 5 6 2 8
83 8 8 6 5 7 113 6 6 7 6 8
84 6 4 4 5 4 114 8 8 6 6 8
85 8 8 4 7 4 115 8 8 7 8 2
86 7 6 6 5 6 116 6 6 6 8 6
87 3 6 8 5 4 117 8 4 8 6 8
88 3 7 8 6 2 118 2 4 8 8 8
89 6 6 6 6 4 119 6 6 8 6 2
90 2 8 6 8 4 120 6 6 6 6 6
184 174 182 188 174 189 172 186 177 192
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S ub jects
Episode Episode
Number A B C D E Number A B C D E
1 I I I I I 31 8 8 8 9 5
2 I 3 3 3 3 32 8 7 8 6 6
3 2 6 6 2 6 33 8 8 8 8 7
4 5 8 8 9 8 34 7 7 8 5 6
5 6 6 6 6 8 35 6 8 2 6 9
6 6 8 6 2 8 36 8 7 8 6 6
7 8 6 6 6 8 37 8 8 8 8 5
8 7 8 8 6 8 38 8 8 8 2 5
9 6 6 8 9 8 39 7 2 2 6 5
10 6 8 8 6 8 40 8 6 6 8 5
II 5 6 5 8 6 41 8 8 8 8 6
12 7 8 7 2 8 42 8 8 2 6 3
13 8 6 7 6 6 43 5 8 7 6 8
14 8 8 6 3 7 44 4 6 7 5 6
15 6 5 6 4 7 45 5 7 7 3 7
16 7 6 6 8 7 46 7 5 7 6 8
17 6 8 7 8 7 47 8 8 4 8 7
IS 8 6 8 6 8 48 5 8 5 8 6
19 6 8 2 4 8 49 6 7 4 6 6
20 6 6 6 8 8 50 5 7 4 8 6
21 8 8 8 8 6 51 6 7 5 8 6
22 5 6 7 6 8 52 6 7 5 2 5
23 6 8 7 8 8 53 0 5 5 4 5
24 8 2 6 7 6 54 6 8 4 7 6
25 6 5 6 7 8 55 8 6 4 7 4
26 6 3 6 6 8 56 8 7 5 6 4
27 6 6 6 2 8 57 8 8 5 5 4
28 3 8 5 6 6 58 8 8 5 5 4
29 8 7 6 8 8 59 7 8 5 5 6
30 7 6 8 6 5 60 7 6 6 7 8
178 186 185 171 209 201 211 170 184 174
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Subject B
Episode Episode
Number A B C D E Number A B C D E
61 5 6 6 7 2 91 8 6 8 5 5
62 3 5 8 7 6 92 8 8 8 5 5
63 1 3 2 6 8 93 8 8 8 5 5
64 5 6 6 7 7 94 8 7 6 7 5
65 5 9 8 6 7 95 5 7 7 6 5
66 7 8 6 2 5 96 7 7 7 4 5
67 4 8 6 6 5 97 5 9 7 6 5
68 5 8 7 7 6 98 5 7 6 9 5
69 5 8 6 8 8 99 7 6 8 6 5
70 7 6 3 8 6 100 6 6 2 3 5
71 7 8 8 2 8 101 9 5 3 6 5
72 8 8 7 5 6 102 6 7 8 6 5
73 8 8 7 8 4 103 8 5 8 3 5
74 8 7 6 2 4 104 6 6 5 1 6
75 6 8 8 6 5 105 8 6 7 6 8
76 7 8 6 4 6 106 7 8 7 4 8
77 8 5 8 4 8 107 7 8 3 5 6
78 8 8 6 7 7 108 6 8 7 4 8
79 8 7 8 7 6 109 6 8 7 9 8
80 8 8 0 6 8 110 8 8 6 6 8
81 8 6 6 8 8 111 6 6 8 8 7
82 6 8 8 7 2 112 6 7 6 8 6
83 8 5 6 6 8 113 8 6 8 8 8
84 8 7 8 8 6 114 6 8 8 6 8
85 7 8 8 6 4 115 6 8 7 2 8
86 7 7 5 5 4 116 6 7 7 2 4
87 7 2 6 6 5 117 3 6 5 8 6
88 5 8 8 8 8 118 7 8 5 8 8
89 8 5 8 8 5 119 6 8 6 2 6
90 6 8 8 6 8 120 6 6 6 8 6
193 206 193 183 180 198 210 194 166 184
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Subject c
Episode Episode
Number A B C D E Number A B C D E
1 2 1 1 2 1 31 8 7 4 7 6
2 2 1 1 2 2 32 7 7 6 8 8
3 1 6 3 4 6 33 4 4 5 8 8
4 0 6 6 4 8 34 3 3 5 6 2
5 6 6 6 6 8 35 8 4 7 8 8
6 8 8 6 8 7 36 7 6 7 7 3
7 6 8 8 8 4 37 1 6 7 8 8
8 8 7 8 6 8 38 4 5 6 6 8
9 2 7 8 3 8 39 8 7 3 8 8
10 8 6 6 6 2 40 6 6 6 7 8
11 5 8 5 8 6 41 8 8 6 6 8
12 5 7 6 4 8 42 6 6 7 8 8
13 5 6 5 4 8 43 2 8 2 9 7
14 7 8 6 4 6 44 5 8 8 7 7
15 6 6 6 7 8 45 6 7 6 7 8
16 8 8 8 4 8 46 5 7 8 6 8
17 6 6 2 7 2 47 4 8 8 8 2
18 7 8 7 8 8 48 7 7 8 6 8
19 6 6 7 8 8 49 6 8 5 8 7
20 9 8 6 8 7 50 5 8 5 8 6
21 9 8 3 6 7 51 3 7 6 4 8
22 5 2 6 8 6 52 5 6 8 8 7
23 6 6 1 6 8 53 8 6 6 4 6
24 8 4 6 7 6 54 8 7 8 8 5
25 8 6 8 7 8 55 5 3 6 8 8
26 7 8 8 6 6 56 5 3 8 2 8
27 8 8 6 8 8 57 6 5 5 8 8
28 6 8 6 8 6 58 6 6 6 8 5
29 6 5 3 8 8 59 8 9 5 6 6
30 8 6 7 8 8 60 8 8 5 4 8
178 188 165 183 194 172 190 182 206 205
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Subject C
Episode Episode
Number A B C D E Number A B C D E
61 9 8 5 8 8 91 7 8 8 8 8
62 3 8 7 8 3 92 2 7 8 6 8
63 6 8 7 8 8 93 5 7 3 8 2
64 2 8 6 8 6 94 5 7 5 8 7
65 3 2 6 6 8 95 6 6 6 2 7
66 8 6 8 8 8 96 8 8 8 8 6
67 9 6 6 6 8 97 8 8 8 8 6
68 9 8 3 8 5 98 8 8 7 8 4
69 3 8 6 8 8 99 5 8 6 8 8
70 5 8 9 8 5 100 6 2 8 4 8
71 6 8 6 6 5 101 8 6 7 6 7
72 6 8 4 8 3 102 3 8 7 4 8
73 4 8 3 8 3 103 8 8 7 9 8
74 3 2 6 8 6 104 7 7 6 5 7
75 2 7 8 8 8 105 8 7 8 6 8
76 6 7 8 6 6 106 7 7 8 6 8
77 8 4 8 8 8 107 7 6 6 8 8
78 8 4 7 6 8 108 8 8 3 4 7
79 7 4 3 8 8 109 3 6 6 8 5
80 8 4 6 6 8 110 6 8 8 8 7
81 8 5 7 8 8 111 2 8 8 2 1
82 2 7 7 8 6 112 8 7 8 8 6
83 8 6 6 6 8 113 8 4 7 8 8
84 8 8 8 8 7 114 8 4 6 6 6
85 7 6 6 7 8 115 6 6 8 8 8
86 6 8 8 6 8 116 7 6 2 6 6
87 8 6 8 8 5 117 6 8 7 8 8
88 6 8 6 2 8 118 8 6 7 8 6
89 3 6 5 I 8 119 8 6 6 9 2
90 6 8 6 8 8 120 2 6 6 6 6
177 194 189 210 204 188 201 198 201 194
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Subject D
Episode Episode
Number A B C D E Number A B C D E
1 1 1 1 6 1 31 8 6 8 6 7
2 3 2 6 6 6 32 6 8 6 8 6
3 0 2 6 8 6 33 6 6 6 8 8
4 6 6 8 8 8 34 7 8 4 7 8
5 8 4 8 7 6 35 6 8 4 6 6
6 7 6 6 8 8 36 6 6 5 8 8
7 8 8 8 7 8 37 8 8 5 7 8
8 6 7 4 8 8 38 8 8 5 8 6
9 6 6 4 7 6 39 8 6 5 8 8
10 8 8 4 4 8 40 8 8 0 8 1
11 8 7 7 7 6 41 7 8 5 8 4
12 6 8 7 8 8 42 7 8 6 8 6
13 8 8 4 8 6 43 7 2 5 6 6
14 7 6 4 8 8 44 7 6 5 7 4
15 8 8 4 8 8 45 7 6 6 6 4
16 6 6 4 6 3 46 6 6 6 6 2
17 8 4 5 8 8 47 8 8 8 6 4
18 6 4 4 5 8 48 8 8 2 6 4
19 8 5 5 6 6 49 7 7 6 6 4
20 6 8 7 7 7 50 7 7 8 4 5
21 8 8 6 7 7 51 8 6 4 4 4
22 6 6 8 8 7 52 7 8 4 4 4
23 8 8 6 8 7 53 8 8 4 6 3
24 7 6 8 2 8 54 7 8 4 4 5
25 6 4 6 4 7 55 4 8 7 8 4
26 8 8 8 6 8 56 7 4 4 8 5
27 7 4 8 8 8 57 6 4 7 8 7
28 6 4 6 8 6 58 6 3 7 8 7
29 8 4 4 8 6 59 8 6 6 8 6
30 6 5 5 8 7 60 8 6 8 7 8
194 171 171 207 204 211 199 160 202 162
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Subject D
Episode Episode
Number A B C D E Number A B C D E
61 8 8 6 6 8 91 8 8 2 8 8
62 8 6 7 8 6 92 6 8 8 2 7
63 2 8 8 8 8 93 8 8 6 8 8
64 8 8 6 2 6 94 8 6 4 6 7
65 2 8 8 8 8 95 6 8 6 6 6
66 7 2 7 7 8 96 4 6 8 8 8
67 6 5 6 7 4 97 6 8 6 8 6
68 8 5 8 6 6 98 6 8 8 8 8
69 8 6 8 4 7 99 7 8 8 8 7
70 8 4 8 4 8 100 7 2 8 8 8
71 8 6 6 4 8 101 6 6 7 8 8
72 8 8 8 0 8 102 4 6 6 6 8
73 3 8 6 0 4 103 6 8 8 8 4
74 7 7 8 5 7 104 8 4 8 4 8
75 7 6 6 4 7 105 4 8 6 7 8
76 4 8 8 5 6 106 7 8 8 7 6
77 6 8 4 5 8 107 6 7 8 8 8
78 8 5 8 4 8 108 8 8 2 8 8
79 8 4 6 5 2 109 8 7 8 2 7
80 8 6 6 6 8 110 8 8 2 8 6
81 6 8 4 8 5 111 7 8 6 8 3
82 6 8 8 8 4 112 6 2 8 6 6
83 8 7 8 7 4 113 8 6 7 5 4
84 6 8 8 7 4 114 8 8 7 6 9
85 8 6 8 7 4 115 8 8 8 8 2
86 7 4 7 7 5 116 8 7 8 8 6
87 6 5 7 8 5 117 7 7 8 8 8
88 8 6 6 8 2 118 6 8 2 8 8
89 8 8 8 8 6 119 6 6 6 2 6
90 6 8 8 6 8 120 6 6 6 6 6
201 194 210 172 182 201 206 193 201 202
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Subject E
Episode Episode
Number A B C D E Number A B C D E
1 6 6 1 1 1 31 8 8 8 8 8
2 8 6 6 6 6 32 8 7 8 6 7
3 6 8 8 8 8 33 6 8 6 8 3
4 8 8 2 8 6 34 8 8 6 6 6
5 6 8 8 8 8 35 6 6 8 8 8
6 8 6 8 7 7 36 6 8 7 6 8
7 8 4 7 8 6 37 8 7 6 4 5
8 8 6 2 8 8 38 7 8 8 7 6
9 8 5 8 6 2 39 8 6 6 8 8
10 8 6 8 8 6 40 6 8 8 2 4
11 8 8 8 4 8 41 8 4 6 8 8
12 8 4 6 8 6 42 6 6 8 6 7
13 8 5 8 8 8 43 8 8 6 8 8
14 8 8 8 4 6 44 6 7 8 6 8
15 6 2 2 8 8 45 8 8 6 8 6
16 7 7 6 5 2 46 6 5 5 6 8
17 8 8 8 6 6 47 8 8 5 5 8
18 8 4 8 7 8 48 2 8 5 6 7
19 6 7 8 8 8 49 6 6 6 6 8
20 8 7 5 6 8 50 6 8 8 8 2
21 6 8 6 7 8 51 8 7 8 6 8
22 8 8 8 8 2 52 8 8 7 8 8
23 6 2 8 8 6 53 8 7 6 6 8
24 8 8 8 6 8 54 8 8 8 8 8
25 8 7 6 8 8 55 7 6 6 6 7
26 6 6 8 6 8 56 8 8 8 8 8
27 8 7 8 8 8 57 8 8 7 6 8
28 6 6 6 6 7 58 7 8 8 8 8
29 7 8 3 8 8 59 8 7 6 7 8
30 8 7 6 6 6 60 8 8 8 8 8
220 190 192 203 195 213 217 206 201 212
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Subject E
Episode Episode
Number A B C D E Number A B C D E
61 6 7 2 6 7 91 7 7 7 6 8
62 8 8 4 8 8 92 8 8 6 8 8
63 8 7 6 6 8 93 6 7 8 8 2
64 8 7 8 8 7 94 8 6 6 8 6
65 8 8 8 7 4 95 8 7 8 8 5
66 6 4 6 8 7 96 6 6 4 2 6
67 4 6 6 6 8 97 8 8 6 5 8
68 8 8 2 6 8 98 8 4 8 6 8
69 7 6 0 4 7 99 6 6 8 8 8
70 8 8 6 6 8 100 8 8 4 7 7
71 8 8 8 8 8 101 8 8 4 8 6
72 8 8 7 8 5 102 4 6 6 7 8
73 8 7 8 7 8 103 8 8 8 8 8
74 6 8 6 6 8 104 8 6 6 8 6
75 1 8 8 8 8 105 8 6 8 7 6
76 8 7 2 6 7 106 8 6 4 8 8
77 8 8 4 8 5 107 6 4 5 6 8
78 8 7 8 8 6 108 8 6 4 8 8
79 8 8 6 5 8 109 7 7 5 8 2
80 2 4 8 6 8 110 8 8 6 8 6
81 6 4 6 8 8 111 7 8 8 5 8
82 2 6 8 8 6 112 8 6 6 6 8
83 8 8 2 8 8 113 8 8 8 8 8
84 I 8 8 8 8 114 2 8 8 8 7
85 6 8 6 2 4 115 4 8 6 2 8
86 4 6 8 6 6 116 8 7 8 6 8
87 8 8 8 8 8 117 8 6 2 8 8
88 7 6 6 8 8 118 8 8 8 8 6
89 6 8 8 7 6 119 8 6 6 8 6
90 8 8 7 4 8 120 6 6 6 6 6
192 212 180 202 213 213 203 187 207 205
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TRINITY COLLEGE UCENTIATE EXAM SYLLABUS 
FOR OBTAINING AN INSTRUMENTAL TEACHING DIPLOMA
The diploma is in two parts. Part A is a two hour written paper and Part B is a
practical examination of thirty minutes.
Part A: Principles of Teaching
Three questions are to be answered as follows;
1 Mnltiple^hoice question
The questions will cover the following areas:
(i) aims and objectives of music education and their application to teaching the 
candidate's instrument in solo or ensemble situations
(ii) purposes and methods of evaluation, using as case studies the grade and 
Performer's Certificate examination system of Trinity College London for the 
candidate's instrument
(iii) principles of educational psychology applied to the teaching and performance 
of music
2 One question from the following
(iv) the characteristic features of the candidate's instrument
(v) techniques and repertoire for teaching the instrument
(vi) technical exercises and studies including suitable progression of scales and 
arpeggios for the instrument
(vii) extensive knowledge of the instrument's repertoire
3 One question from the following
(viii) the teaching of notation and time
(ix) the development of aural awareness and musicianship including 
extemporization
(x) aims and methods of sight reading
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P>rtB: Practical ezamiiurtioa
The examination will cover five main topics, as detailed below, and die examiner's 
questions will allow answers to be based as far as possible upon practical 
demonstratioa rather than spoken comment This approach is intended to be 
particularly helpful where the candidate's first language is not English.
1. Performance aims and strategies
The candidate will perform at sight the piecefs) selected by the examiner and 
will then be asked to cormnent in terms of 
a character, style, and suitability for a notational grade level 
b instrumental and technical range and vocabulary
c appropriate previous work and follow-up development
2. Technical development
The performed piece(s) form the starting point of a consirferation of the 
develofxnent of technique appropriate to the instrument, includir% scale and 
arpeggio playing, exercises and studies.
3. General musicianship
The development of general musical skills, including 
a teaching notation and time
b listening skills
c musical apfxaisal and playing at sight
d forms of musicianship appropriate to the instrument
4. Creative skills
Extending a pupil's musical capacity through creative work, including 
a extemporization, im^HOvisaticn (stnKtured and free) and composition
b musical grammar and syntax
c musical structures
d texture and style
5. Evaluation in practice
How to evaluate a pupil's progress, with specific reference to examinations, 
particularly those provided by Trinity College London at grade and 
Performer's Certificate levels.
Results for the LTCL examination are classified as Pass or Fail.
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TRINITY COLLEGE EXAMINATION SYLLABUS 
COMPOSITION, EAR TESTS,
AND VIVA VOCE REQUIREMENTS 
GRADES INTITAL-Vm
COMPOSITION REQUIREMENTS 
Grade 1
Maximum duration: 45 seconds 
Either
a) A piece on Db-Eb-Gb-Ab-Bb entitled An Old Melody" 
or
b) A March 2/4 time 
Grade Two
Maximum duration: 1 minute 
Either
a) A piece based on C-D-E-F#-G# entitled A Rainy Day" 
or
b) A Waltz in 3/4 time 
Grade Three
Maximum duration: I minute 15 seconds 
Either
a) A piece based on a segment of a chromatic scale (eg F-F"-G-G#-A) 
or
b) A Skipping Dance in 6/8 time 
Grade Four
Maximum duration: I minute 30 seconds 
Either
a) A piece based on F-G-G#-A-C in a dance style entitled Movin' ' 
or
b) A descriptive piece about 'Ghosts' in 4/4 time 
Grade Five
Maximum duration: 1 minute 45 seconds 
Either
a) A piece based on a left-hand ostinato. Pitch: C-E-F-F#-G entitled'Centrepoint' 
or
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b) A descriptive piece entitled "Hide and Seek' in 5/4 time 
Grade Six
Maximum duration: 2 minutes 
Either
a) A piece based on arpeggios or broken chords, with a melotfy permeating the 
texture above and below, entitled 'Angry Waves’
or
b) Variations on a popular song of the candidate's choice 
Grade Seven
Nkudmum duration: 2 minutes 15 seconds 
Either
a) A piece based on E-F-G#-A-B-C-D# in both hands separately and together entitled 
Secrets'
or
b) A piece exploiting chords and a leaping melody entitled 'Giants'
Grade Eight
Maximum duration: 2 minutes 30 seconds 
Either
a) A piece based on G-Ab-C-E-F# entitled Patterns' 
or
b) A piece with contrasts in pace and time entitled 'Music at the Bottom of the Sea'
EAR TESTS REQUIREMENTS 
Initial
1. The examiner will play twice a melody of no more than three bars, in 2/4 time, 
consisting of minims, crotchets and quavers. The candidate will clap or tap the 
rhythm.
2. The examiner will play the notes of the major common chord o f C as a slow 
arpeggio and will then sound again one of the notes. The candidates will hum or sing 
the note and say which note it is, giving either its interval number ( 1 ,3,5, 8), its pitch 
name or its tonic solfa name.
3. The examiner will repeat test 2, sounding a different note and the candidate will 
hum or sing the note and say which note it is.
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Grade One
1. The examiner will play twice a melody of no more than four bars in either UA or 
3/4 time, consisting o f dotted minims, minims, crotchets and quavers. The candidate 
will clap or tap the riiythm.
2. The examiner will play the keynote C followed by one or other note of the first 
five degrees of the major scale of C. The candidate will hum or sing the notes and 
say which the second note is, giving either its interval number (2,3,4, 5), its pitch 
name or its tonic solfa name.
3. The examiner will play twice a simple harmonic phrase. The candidate will say 
whether it is in a major or a minor key.
Grade Two
1. The examiner will play twice a melody of no more than four bars either in UA or 
3/4 time, consisting o f dotted minims, minims, dotted crotchets, crotchets and 
quavers. The candidate will clap or tap the rhythm.
2. The examiner will play the keynote C followed by one other note from the major 
scale of C. The candidate will hum or sing the notes and say which the second note 
is, giving either its interval number (2,3,4, 5,6, 7, 8), its pitch name or its tonic solfa 
name.
3. The examiner will p l^  twice a simple harmonic phrase. The candidate will say 
whether it is in a major or a minor key and whether the cadence is perfect or 
interrupted.
Grade Three
1. The examiner will play twice a melody of no more than four bars m either HA or 
3/4 time. The candidate will clap or tap the riiythm. The examiner will play the 
same melody again The candidate wiU say whether the melody is in duple or triple 
time.
2. The examiner will name and play the keynote o f the key of either C or F or G as a 
low tonic, followed by two diatonic notes adjacent to each other, firom the first octave 
of the major scale. The candidate will hum or sing the three notes and say what the 
three notes are, giving either their interval numbers, their pitch names or their tonic 
solfa names.
3. The examiner wiU play twice a harmonic phrase. The candidate will say whether 
it is in a major or a minor key and whetiier the cadence is perfect or plagai.
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Grade Four
1. The examiner will play twice a melotfy of no more than four bars in either 1^ 4 or 
3/4 time. The candidate will clap or tap the rhythm. The examiner will play the 
same melod>' again. The candidate wiU say whether the melot^- is in duple or triple 
time.
2. The examiner will sound the tonic chord and pla>' twice a four-bar melod>' in a 
major key in either 2/4 or 6/8 time. The candidate will hum or sing the meloc '^.
3. The examiner will play a triad in its root position. The candidate will sing up the 
three notes and say whether the triad is major or minor.
4. The examiner will play twice a harmonic phrase. The candidate will say whether 
it is in a major or minor ke>% and whether the cadence is perfect or plagai or 
interrupted.
Grade Five
1. The examiner will play twice a melody of no more than four bars in either 21 A or 
3/4 time. The candidate will clap or tap Ac rhythm. The examiner will play the 
same melody again. The candidate will say whether the melo< ’^ is in duple or triple 
time.
2. The examiner will sound the tonic chord and play twice a four-bar melody in a 
major ke>' in either 2'4 or 3/4 or 6/8 time. The candidate will hum or sing the 
melody.
3. The examiner will play a triad in its root position. The candidate will sing up the 
three notes and say w hetl^ the triad is major or minor or augmented.
4. The examiner will play twice a harmonic phrase. The candidate will say whether 
it is in a major or a minor key and wiiether tte  cadence is perfect or plaga! or 
interrupted.
Grade Six
1. The examiner will play twice a melody of no more than four bars in either 2'4 or 
3/4 or 6/8 time. The candidate will clap or tap the riiythm. The examiner will play 
the same melody again. The candidate will say whether the melod>' is in duple or 
triple time.
2. The examiner will sound the tonic chord and play twice a four-bar melod}' in a 
minor key in either 2/4 or 3/4 or 6/8 time. The candidate will hum or sing the 
melody.
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3. The examiner will play a triad in its root position. The candidate will sing up the 
three notes and s ^  whether the triad is major or minor or augmented or diminished.
4. The examiner will name and play the lowest note of either a major or a minor 
triad. The candidate will sii% up the three notes and give the letter names of the 
notes of the triad.
Grade Seven
1. The examiner will play twice a melody of no more than four bars in either 6/8 or 
9/8 time. The candidate will clap or tap the rhythm. The examiner will play the 
same melo<fy again. The candidate will say whether the melody is in duple or triple 
time.
2. The examiner will name a major key, sound the tonic chord and play twice a 
two-part phrase in that k ^ . The candidate will sing or play from memory the upper 
part.
3. The examiner will play a triad. The candidate will sing up the three notes and say 
whether the triad is major or minor and whether it is in root position or a first 
inversion or a second inversion.
4. The examiner will sound the tonic chord and play twice a harmonized phrase in a 
major or a minor key. The candidate will say whether the phrase modulates at the 
end or remains in the tonic key.
Grade Eight
1. The examiner will play twice a melo<fy of no more than four bars in either 6/8 or 
9/8 time. The candidate will clap or tap the rhythm. The examiner will play the 
same melody again The candidate will say whether the melody is in duple or triple 
time.
2. The examiner will name a major or minor key, sound the tonic chord and play 
twice a two-part phrase in that key. The candidate will sing or play from memory the 
lower part
3. The examiner will name and play the root note of a dominant seventh chord. The 
candidate will sing up the four notes and give the letter names of the notes of the 
chord
4. The examiner will name and sound a key chord and will play twice a harmonized 
phrase which modulates. The candidate will say ufrether the phrase modulates to the 
dominant or the relative minor or the supertonic minor key, giving either one o f these 
terms or the letter name of the new key.
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VTVA VOCE REQUIREMENTS 
Initial
The candidate will be asked to give the pitch names of notes selected from the pieces 
played, and to identify them as quaver, crotchet, minim or semibreve. (The terms 
eight note, quarter note etc may be used)
Grade One
Questions will be asked as for the Initial examination, and the candidates will also be 
asked to identify the duration of notes and to explain the time signatures.
Grade Two
Questions will be asked as for the Initial and Grade One examinations, and the 
candidates will also be asked to explain the key signatures.
Grades Three and Four
Questions will be asked as for previous Grades, and the candidates will also be asked 
to identify rests, to explain the relative values of notes and rests, and to explain 
foreign words, marks of expression and directions occurring in the pieces.
Grade Five
Questions will be asked as for previous Grades, and the candidate will also be asked 
about modulation in the pieces.
Grade Six
Questions will be asked as for previous Grades, and the candidate will also be asked 
about form in the pieces.
Grades Seven and Eight
Questions will be asked as for previous Grades, and the candidate will also be asked 
to give backgroimd details of the pieces and their composers.
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